2 0 2 0

M O T O R C Y C L I N G

C O L L E C T I O N

G P P L U S R v 2 L E AT H E R J A C K E T

·· Premium leather main chassis constructed
from 1.3mm bovine leather.
·· Stretch panels on sleeves and chest
further improve fit and feel.
·· Hook and loop waist adjustment
for improved riding fit.
·· Two zippered hand pockets plus
inner waterproof wallet pocket.
·· Embossed logos and direct
print graphic details.
·· Zippered air intake vents are strategically
positioned for optimized airflow when opened.
·· Localized perforations for excellent
ventilation and internal airflow.
·· Low profile collar construction with
microfiber comfort edging plus 3D textured
fabric inner collar lining for comfort.
·· Pre-curved sleeves construction
reduces fatigue.

BLACK

SIZE

2810-3115
2810-3116
2810-3117
2810-3118
2810-3119
2810-3120
2810-3121
2810-3122
2810-3123

48
50
52
54
56
58
60
62
64
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·· Reflective details.
·· Chest pad and back compartments
can accommodate the Alpinestars
Nucleon chest and back inserts,
available as accessory upgrade.
·· Multiple snap button system to integrate
the Alpinestars Nucleon back protector.
·· Microfiber comfort edge on collar and cuffs.
·· Waist connection zipper allows
attachment to Alpinestars riding pants.
·· Bio-armor shoulder and elbow protectors.
·· Dynamic Friction Shield (DFS) external
dual density TPU sliders on shoulders.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Category II PPE Regulation
(EU) 2016/425 – AAA class.

S P -1 v 2 L E AT H E R J A C K E T

·· Premium leather main chassis constructed
from 1.3mm genuine bovine leather.
·· Stretch panels on sleeves, side, chest and
shoulder blades further improve fit and feel.
·· Waist adjustment for an improved riding fit.
·· Two zippered hand pockets for practicality.
·· Printed logos and graphic details reduce
weight and improve the flexibility of the leather,
thus enhancing comfort and performance.
·· Zippered air intake vents are strategically
positioned for optimized airflow.
·· Low profile collar construction with
microfiber comfort edging plus 3D
textured fabric comfort inner collar
lining for high levels of rider comfort.
·· Pre-curved sleeve construction
reduces riding fatigue.
·· Chest and back compartments are
designed to accommodate the Alpinestars

HEATHER
GRAY

SIZE

2810-3522
2810-3523
2810-3524
2810-3525
2810-3526
2810-3527
2810-3528
2810-3529
2810-3530
2810-3531

46
48
50
52
54
56
58
60
62
64

··
··
··
··
··
··
··

··

Nucleon chest and back inserts,
available as an accessory upgrade.
Multiple snap button system to integrate
the Alpinestars Nucleon back protector.
Waist connection zipper allows
attachment to Alpinestars riding pants.
Waterproof inner wallet pocket
for peace-of-mind storage.
Inner removable thermal liner
for added versatility.
Bio-armor shoulder and elbow protectors .
GP Lite external protection on the shoulders
offers additional impact protection.
According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
CE Category II PPE Regulation
(EU) 2016/425 – A class.

S P X L E AT H E R / T E X T I L E J A C K E T

·· Main chassis mixed construction:
1.3mm genuine bovine leather and
hi-resistant stretch fabric.
·· Stretch panels on sleeves and chest
further improve fit and feel.
·· Waist adjustment for improved riding fit.
·· Two zippered hand pockets plus
inner waterproof wallet pocket.
·· Embroidered logos.
·· Zippered air intake vents are strategically
positioned for optimized airflow when opened.
·· Localized perforations for excellent
ventilation and internal airflow.
·· Low profile collar construction with
microfiber comfort edging plus 3D textured
fabric inner collar lining for comfort.
·· Pre-curved sleeve construction
reduces fatigue when riding.
·· Reflective details.

BLACK
BLACK

BLACK
WHITE

SIZE

2810-3311
2810-3312
2810-3313
2810-3314
2810-3315
2810-3316
2810-3317
2810-3318

2810-3304
2810-3305
2810-3306
2810-3307
2810-3308
2810-3309
2810-3310
-

48
50
52
54
56
58
60
62

·· Removable thermal liner.
·· Chest pad and back compartments
can accommodate the Alpinestars
Nucleon chest and back inserts,
available as accessory upgrade.
·· Multiple snap button system to integrate
the Alpinestars Nucleon back protector.
·· Microfiber comfort edge on collar and cuffs.
·· Waist connection zipper allows
attachment to Alpinestars riding pants.
·· Bio-armor shoulder and elbow protectors.
·· Shoulder protection features overmolded advanced TPU guard.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Category II PPE Regulation
(EU) 2016/425 – AA class.

F A S T E R L E AT H E R J A C K E T

·· Premium leather main chassis constructed
from 1.3mm genuine bovine leather.
·· Stretch panels on sleeves and chest
further improve fit and feel.
·· Hook and loop waist adjustment
for improved riding fit.
·· Two zippered hand pockets plus
inner waterproof wallet pocket.
·· Embroidered logos.
·· Zippered air intake vents are strategically
positioned for optimized airflow when opened.
·· Localized perforations for excellent
ventilation and internal airflow.
·· Low profile collar construction with
microfiber comfort edging plus 3D textured
fabric inner collar lining for comfort.
·· Pre-curved sleeves construction
reduces fatigue when riding.

BLACK
BLACK

SIZE

2810-3326
2810-3327
2810-3328
2810-3329
2810-3330
2810-3331
2810-3332

48
50
52
54
56
58
60

·· Reflective details.
·· Chest pad and back compartments
can accommodate the Alpinestars
Nucleon chest and back inserts,
available as accessory upgrade.
·· Multiple snap button system to integrate
the Alpinestars Nucleon back protector.
·· Microfiber comfort edge on collar and cuffs.
·· io-armor shoulder and elbow protectors.
·· Shoulder protection features overmolded advanced TPU guard
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Category II PPE Regulation
(EU) 2016/425 – AAA class.
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C R A Z Y E I G H T L E AT H E R J A C K E T

·· Full grain leather main shell construction
with natural finish for abrasion resistance,
durability and a soft luxurious feel.
·· Flannel internal lining offers versatile
weather protection in colder climates.
·· Zipper and snap sleeve cuff closure with
adjustment to ensure a secure, personalized fit
·· Ergonomic collar for comfort and a leather
tab with snap button closure for ease-of-use.
·· Two zippered hand pockets for
peace-of-mind closure.
·· Pre-curved sleeve construction for comfort
and movement in the riding position.
·· Lower back adjustment with snap button
security for a personalized fit while riding.
·· Vertical quilting in the shoulder to offer
improved comfort performance.
·· Rivet metal logo detail on the right sleeve.
·· Unique metal zip puller for easier
opening and closure.
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BLACK

BROWN

SIZE

2810-3510
2810-3511
2810-3512
2810-3513
2810-3514
2810-3515

2810-3516
2810-3517
2810-3518
2810-3519
2810-3520
2810-3521

S
M
L
XL
XXL
3XL

·· Lower extended back for riding
comfort and coverage.
·· All interior detailing finished in
perforated soft leather.
·· Back protector compartment can
accommodate the Alpinestars
Nucleon chest and back inserts,
available as accessory upgrade.
·· Interior waterproof wallet/ document
compartment pocket for peace-of-mind
storage with two further large pockets
in the lining for multi-purpose use.
·· Loop waist connection allows attachment
to Alpinestars Pro Denim pants.
·· Bio-Lite shoulder and elbow protectors.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Category II PPE Regulation
(EU) 2016/425 – A class.

M I S S I L E v 2 L E AT H E R PA N T S

·· Premium leather main chassis constructed
from 1.3mm genuine bovine leather.
·· Accordion leather stretch zones above
the knee offer improved flexibility.
·· Extended high rear waist construction provides
greater overlap with the riding jacket.
·· Large stretch panels on calf and crotch
area for improved fit and feel.
·· Pre-curved leg construction helps reduce
riding fatigue and improves fit.
·· Zippered ventilation for air cooling.
·· Waist connection zipper allows attachment
to Alpinestars riding jackets.
·· Hook and loop ankle adjuster.

S P X L E AT H E R / T E X T I L E PA N T S

·· Internal mesh lining with stretch panel
inserts work in conjunction with outer
stretch zones for freedom of movement.
·· Hip with loop construction for hip protector,
available as an accessory upgrade..
·· Internally reinforced seat area.
·· Alpinestars GP-R protection on knee.
·· Replaceable SPORT knee sliders for
excellent impact and abrasion resistance.
·· According to European statutory law the
CE mark is a conformity requirement for the
marketing of this product. The following
standards apply to this product: .
·· CE Category II PPE Regulation
(EU) 2016/425 – A class.

·· Main chassis mixed construction:
1.3mm genuine bovine leather and
highly resistant stretch fabric.
·· Accordion leather stretch zones above the
knee and upper back offer improved flexibility.
·· Extended high rear waist construction provides
greater overlap with the riding jacket.
·· Large stretch panels on calf and crotch
area for improved fit and feel.
·· Pre-curved leg construction helps reduce
riding fatigue and improves fit.
·· Waist circumference adjustment.
·· Waist connection zipper allows attachment
to Alpinestars riding jackets.
·· Localized perforation for excellent
ventilation and internal airflow.

BLACK

SIZE

BLACK
WHITE

BLACK
BLACK

SIZE

2811-0488
2811-0489
2811-0490
2811-0491
2811-0492
2811-0493
2811-0494
2811-0495
2811-0496

44
46
48
50
52
54
56
58
60

2811-0470
2811-0471
2811-0472
2811-0473
2811-0474
2811-0475
2811-0476
2811-0477
2811-0478

2811-0479
2811-0480
2811-0481
2811-0482
2811-0483
2811-0484
2811-0485
2811-0486
2811-0487

44
46
48
50
52
54
56
58
60

·· Hook and loop ankle closure.
·· Internal mesh lining with stretch panel
inserts work in conjunction with outer
stretch zones for freedom of movement.
·· Nucleon Hip Protector KR-H.
·· Internally reinforced seat area.
·· Alpinestars GP-R protection on knee.
·· Replaceable sport knee sliders for excellent
impact and abrasion resistance.
·· According to European statutory law the
CE mark is a conformity requirement for the
marketing of this product. The following
standards apply to this product: .
·· CE Category II PPE Regulation
(EU) 2016/425 – AA class.
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A N D E S v 2 D RY S TA R ® J A C K E T
A N D E S v 2 D RY S TA R ® PA N T S

·· Advanced reinforced poly-fabric
textile and Drystar® waterproof
and breathable construction.
·· Newly developed Direct Ventilation
System (DVS) zippered chest air
intakes and back exhaust ports.
·· Internal impact protection provided by
removable elbow and shoulder protectors.
·· Chest and back pad compartments can
accommodate the Nucleon chest and back
protector, available as accessory upgrade.
·· Reinforced polymer-printed texturing
in critical elbow and lower arm
areas for abrasion resistance.
·· Reflective details and logos.
·· Upper chest zippered hand pockets
feature internal shock which works in
tandem with ventilation opening to ensure
personalized levels of ventilation.
·· Front waterproof cargo pockets for
convenience and peace-of-mind closure.

BLACK

BLACK
YELLOW
FLUO

2820-3923
2820-3924
2820-3925
2820-3926
2820-3927
2820-3928
2820-3929

2820-3937
2820-3938
2820-3939
2820-3940
2820-3941
2820-3942
2820-3943
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LIGHTGRAY
BLACK
DARK
GRAY
SIZE
2820-3930
2820-3931
2820-3932
2820-3933
2820-3934
2820-3935
2820-3936

S
M
L
XL
XXL
3XL
4XL

·· Large, external utility pocket on
lower back plus waterproof internal
pockets and insert wallet pocket.
·· Integrated soft edge collar and 3D mesh
construction for comfort over long distances.
·· Premium YKK zipper with double
sliders for main front closure offer
adaptable and secure convenience.
·· Removable long-sleeve thermal liner
(100g body 80g sleeves) ensures
comfort on hot or cold days.
·· Pre-contoured sleeves with accordion
stretch panels on elbows.
·· Hook and loop-closing waist adjustment
belt for highly customizable fit.
·· External zippered pockets for safe
peace-of-mind storage.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Category II PPE Regulation
(EU) 2016/425 – A class.

·· Advanced reinforced poly-fabric textile and
Alpinestars exclusive Drystar® construction.
·· Removable long thermal liner ensures
pant comfort on hot or cold days.
·· Efficient direct ventilation vents
strategically positioned on thighs.
·· Pre-contoured leg construction with
knee accordion stretch panels.
·· Interior hip pad compartments can
accommodate the Nucleon inserts,
available as an accessory.
·· Impact protection provided with
removable knee protectors.
·· Reinforced polymer-printed texturing in critical
knee areas for added abrasion resistance.

LIGHT
GRAY
BLACK
DARK
GRAY

BLACK

SIZE

2855-0397
2855-0398
2855-0399
2855-0400
2855-0401
2855-0402
2855-0403

2855-0390
2855-0391
2855-0392
2855-0393
2855-0394
2855-0395
2855-0396

S
M
L
XL
XXL
3XL
4XL

·· Integrated reflective graphic detail.
·· Adjustment waist system features buckle and
stretch material for highly customizable fit.
·· Zippered air in-takes to control
internal temperature.
·· Zippered, waterproof hand pockets,
plus cargo-style pockets.
·· Adjustable, removable bib braces
improve comfort fit.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Category II PPE Regulation
(EU) 2016/425 – A class.

S T R AT O S v 2 T E C H S H E L L
D RY S TA R ® J A C K E T

·· 2-in-1 technical softshell jacket with
a water resistant outer shell fabric (3L
polyester) construction for effective
all-weather performance.
·· Technical softshell main chassis incorporates
Alpinestars Drystar® 100% waterproof
and breathable membrane for excellent
protection against the elements.
·· Internal detachable fleece for enhanced
comfort and thermal insulation.
·· Water-resistant Vislon zipper on front opening.
·· Two zippered hand pocket and a hidden
‘Napoleon’ pocket offer true practicality.
·· Detachable hood collar construction with
elastic drawstring regulation for quick
and easy control of the hood’s volume.
·· Special construction around arms provides
movement and comfort in the riding position.
·· Bottom shock cord adjustment for a highly
personalized fit on and off the bike.
·· Hook and loop closures on wrist provide a
snug, secure fit to keep the elements out.

BLACK
ASPHALT
RED

RED
ASPHALT

BLACK

SIZE

2820-4962
2820-4963
2820-4964
2820-4965
2820-4966
2820-4967
2820-4968

2820-4969
2820-4970
2820-4971
2820-4972
2820-4973
2820-4974
2820-4975

2820-5062
2820-5063
2820-5064
2820-5065
2820-5066
2820-5067
2820-5068

S
M
L
XL
XXL
3XL
4XL

·· Elongated rear profile covers lumbar
area and offers extended coverage
in an upright riding position.
·· Pre-curved sleeves improve
comfort and reduce fatigue.
·· Reflective logo on chest and back.
·· Ventilation system on the back side for
improved airflow and breathability.
·· Chest and back pad compartments can
accommodate the Nucleon chest and back
protector, available as accessory upgrade.
·· Front inner waterproof pocket for safe
and secure storage of valuables.
·· Nucleon Flex Plus armor for impact protection.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Category II PPE Regulation
(EU) 2016/425 – A class.

H Y P E R D RY S TA R ® J A C K E T

·· Multi-panel, multi material construction
incorporating 450 denier poly-fabric main
shell and 600 denier dobby reinforcement.
·· Fixed Drystar® membrane with taped
seams offers guaranteed waterproof
and breathable performance.
·· Removable long sleeve thermal liner (100g
on body, 80g on sleeves) for cold conditions.
·· Excellent fit afforded by innovative volume
control adjustment system on chest, bicep and
sleeves, which ensures tight, improved riding.
·· Adjustment system ensures personalized
fit to rider’s body and offers improved
safety by keep protections close to body
in the case of an impact or slide.
·· Pre-curved sleeves and Hook and loop grip
closure cuff adjustment ensures comfort fit
and prevents sleeve riding up arm while riding.
·· Newly developed shoulder protection
features over-molded advanced TPU
guard layered under the outer fabric.
·· Alpinestars race-derived internal
elbow and shoulder protectors.

BLACK

BLACK
MILITARY
GREEN

SIZE

2820-4057
2820-4058
2820-4059
2820-4060
2820-4061
2820-4062
2820-4063
2820-4064

2820-4081
2820-4082
2820-4083
2820-4084
2820-4085
2820-4086
2820-4087
2820-4088

S
M
L
XL
XXL
3XL
4XL
5XL

·· Chest and back pad compartments can
accommodate the Nucleon chest and back
protector, available as an accessory upgrade.
·· Strategically positioned four-way
stretch inserts on inside arms, side
torso and rear shoulder for freedom
of movement and comfort fit.
·· Multiple ventilation system features
zippered vents and exhaust ports
for effective internal cooling.
·· Reflective details.
·· Full circumference waist connection
zipper on the inside for attachment
to Alpinestars riding pants.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Category II PPE Regulation
(EU) 2016/425 – A class.
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H Y P E R D RY S TA R ® PA N T S

·· Multi-panel, multi-material construction
featuring a PU-coated 450D Polyfabric main
shell and 600D dobby reinforcement.
·· Class-leading impact protection on knees.
·· Excellent protection against the elements
provided by Alpinestars Drystar® 100%
waterproof and breathable membrane.
·· Pre-curved legs for comfort with stretch
panels on crotch and knee, plus an
extensive stretch panel on rear yoke.
·· Removable thermal lining (100g upper
leg - 80g bottom leg) means pants can be
worn in a variety of climatic conditions.
·· Optimized for use with range of textile jackets,
thanks to a full circumference waist zipper.
·· Ventilation system includes zippered thigh
openings which allow for personalized
and adjustable levels of airflow.

BLACK

SIZE

2855-0425
2855-0426
2855-0427
2855-0428
2855-0429
2855-0430
2855-0431
2855-0432

S
M
L
XL
XXL
3XL
4XL
5XL
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·· Reflective details .Internal hip
protectors are ergonomically tapered
for superior riding comfort.
·· Interior hip pad compartments can
accommodate the Nucleon inserts,
available as an accessory upgrade.
·· Hook and loop grip waist and leg adjustments
for a precision fit in various riding positions.
·· Waist incorporates 3D mesh
interior for comfort.
·· Deep zippered side pockets for peace-ofmind closure and safe storage of valuables.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Category II PPE Regulation
(EU) 2016/425 – A class.

S T R E E T W I S E D RY S TA R ® PA N T S

··
··
··
··
··
··
··
··

Multi-fabric shell construction.
Ballistic nylon inserts.
Stretch insert on back knee area and waist.
Two zipped hand pockets.
Two ventilation zippers.
Reflective details.
Multiple volume adjusters on legs.
Hook and loop strap on waist
adjuster for improved riding fit.
·· Fixed Drystar® membrane.
·· Waist connection zipper allows attachment
to Alpinestars riding jacket.
·· Knee protector with multiple
positioning capabilities.

BLACK

SIZE

2855-0491
2855-0492
2855-0493
2855-0494
2855-0495
2855-0496
2855-0497

S
M
L
XL
XXL
3XL
4XL

·· Silicon print on back sit area in order
to have a better grip on seat.
·· Mesh lining.
·· Alpinestars Nucleon hip protector
available as an accessory upgrade.
·· Bio-Armor knee protectors.
·· Removable thermal liner.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Category II PPE Regulation
(EU) 2016/425 – A class.

T- G P P L U S R v 2 J A C K E T

·· Constructed from a highly durable
and abrasion resistant 450/600
Denier polyester fabric.
·· Extended mesh panels on the torso and arms.
·· Full mesh lining boosts garment’s all-round
airflow capabilities and breathability.
·· Lightweight elbow and shoulder protectors.
·· Chest and back pad compartments can
accommodate the Nucleon chest and back
protector, available as accessory upgrade.
·· Snap button system to integrate the
Alpinestars Nucleon Back protector.
·· New shoulder protection features
over-molded advanced TPU guard
layered under the outer fabric.
·· Sport fit with pre-curved sleeve
construction for reduced fatigue
and enhanced riding comfort.

BLACK
WHITE

BLACK
WHITE
RED

SIZE

2820-4304
2820-4305
2820-4306
2820-4307
2820-4308
2820-4309
2820-4310

2820-4311
2820-4312
2820-4313
2820-4314
2820-4315
2820-4316
2820-4317

S
M
L
XL
XXL
3XL
4XL

·· Strategically positioned poly-fabric stretch
insert on shoulders for excellent flex fit.
·· 3D mesh collar construction for
improved comfort and breathability.
·· Hook and loop and D-Ring waist adjustments.
·· Hook and loop wrist cuff closures.
·· Convenient waterproof internal pocket.
·· External, large-opening front hand pockets.
·· Multiple internal compartment pockets feature
hook and loop closures for additional security.
·· Reflective details.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Category II PPE Regulation
(EU) 2016/425 – A class.

G U N N E R v 2 WAT E R P R O O F
JAC K E T

·· Multi-fabric shell construction with
abrasion resistant material inserts
·· Padded elbow accordion helps
movement and comfort on the bike
·· Waist adjustment for improved riding fit
·· Multiple volume adjusters on sleeves
·· Two zippered hand pockets
·· Zippered air intake vents are strategically
positioned for optimized airflow when opened
·· Low profile collar construction with 3D
textured comfort fabric on inner collar lining
·· Pre-curved sleeve construction reduces fatigue
·· Chest and back pad compartments can
accommodate the Nucleon chest and back
protector, available as accessory upgrade.

BLACK
WHITE

BLACK
GRAY RED

BLACK
BRIGHT
BLUE

SIZE

2820-4562
2820-4563
2820-4564
2820-4565
2820-4566
2820-4567
2820-4568

2820-4915
2820-4916
2820-4917
2820-4918
2820-4919
-

2820-4920
2820-4921
2820-4922
2820-4923
2820-4924
-

S
M
L
XL
2XL
3XL
4XL

·· Removable thermal liner with
micro polar fleece lining
·· Fixed waterproof membrane
·· Microfiber comfort edge on collar and cuffs
·· Front inner waterproof pocket
·· Waist connection zipper allows
attachment to Alpinestars riding pants
·· Reflective details.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Category II PPE Regulation
(EU) 2016/425 – A class.
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T- G P P L U S R v 2 A I R J A C K E T

·· Constructed from a highly durable
and abrasion resistant 450/600
Denier polyester fabric.
·· Extended mesh panels on the torso and arms.
·· Full mesh lining boosts garment’s all-round
airflow capabilities and breathability.
·· Lightweight elbow and shoulder protectors.
·· Chest and back pad compartments can
accommodate the Nucleon chest and back
protector, available as accessory upgrade.
·· Snap button system to integrate the
Alpinestars Nucleon Back protector.
·· New shoulder protection features
over-molded advanced TPU guard
layered under the outer fabric.
·· Sport fit with Pre curved sleeve construction for
reduced fatigue and enhanced riding comfort.

·· Strategically positioned poly-fabric stretch
insert on shoulders for excellent flex fit.
·· 3D mesh collar construction for
improved comfort and breathability.
·· Hook and loop and D-Ring waist adjustments.
·· Hook and loop wrist cuff closures.
·· Convenient waterproof internal pocket.
·· External, large-opening front hand pockets.
·· Multiple internal compartment pockets feature
hook and loop closures for additional security.
·· Reflective details.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Category II PPE Regulation
(EU) 2016/425 – A class.

VI PE R v 2 AI R JAC K E T

·· Multi-fabric shell construction with mesh
panels on chest and back and sleeves
for improved cooling performance.
·· Waist adjustment for an improved riding fit.
·· Volume adjusters on sleeve to
reduce material bunching.
·· Two zippered hand pockets for
real-world practicality.
·· Waist connection zipper allows
attachment to Alpinestars riding pants.
·· Low profile collar construction with microfiber
edging plus 3D textured fabric on the inner
collar lining for high levels of rider comfort.
·· Pre-curved sleeve construction
reduces riding fatigue.

BLACK
WHITE

BLACK
WHITE
RED

SIZE

BLACK
WHITE

SIZE

2820-3958
2820-3959
2820-3960
2820-3961
2820-3962
2820-3963
2820-3964

2820-3965
2820-3966
2820-3967
2820-3968
2820-3969
2820-3970
2820-3971

S
M
L
XL
XXL
3XL
4XL

2820-4826
2820-4827
2820-4828
2820-4829
2820-4830
2820-4831
2820-4832

S
M
L
XL
XXL
3XL
4XL
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·· Reflective details.
·· Waterproof inner pockets for
peace-of-mind storage.
·· Chest and back pad compartments can
accommodate the Nucleon chest and back
protector, available as accessory upgrade.
·· Removable wind breaker lining.
·· Bio-Armor shoulder and elbow protectors for
optimal levels of protection against impacts.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Category II PPE Regulation
(EU) 2016/425 – A class.

T- S P -1 WAT E R P R O O F J A C K E T

·· Multi-fabric shell construction with abrasion
resistant material in strategic areas.
·· Stretch elbow accordion helps
movement and comfort on the bike.
·· Hook and Loop strap on waist
adjustment for improved riding fit.
·· Two zippered hand pockets.
·· Waist connection zipper allows
attachment to Alpinestars riding pants.
·· Embroidered logos.
·· Low profile collar construction with 3D
textured comfort fabric on inner collar lining.
·· Pre-curved sleeve construction
reduces fatigue.

·· Reflective details.
·· Chest and back pad compartments can
accommodate the Nucleon chest and back
protector, available as accessory upgrade..
·· Microfiber comfort edge on collar.
·· Front inner waterproof pocket.
·· Bio-Armor shoulder and elbow protectors for
optimal levels of protection against impacts. .
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Category II PPE Regulation
(EU) 2016/425 – A class.

T- J AW S v 3
WAT E R P R O O F J A C K E T

·· Multi-fabric shell construction incorporating
advanced poly-textile and large stretch
panels for performance and comfort.
·· GP Lite shoulder reinforcements for
additional impact protection.
·· Waterproof fixed membrane for allweather protection and performance.
·· Front inner waterproof pocket for
safe and secure storage.
·· Removable Primaloft thermal liner
for warmth without bulk. Also very
breathable, lightweight and packable.
·· Strategically positioned zippered
direct air intakes for optimized airflow
throughout all layers when opened.
·· High profile collar construction with 3D
textured fabric comfort inner collar lining.

BLACK
WHITE

SIZE

BLACK

BLACK
YELLOW
FLUO

SIZE

2820-4607
2820-4608
2820-4609
2820-4610
2820-4611
2820-4612
2820-4613

S
M
L
XL
XXL
3XL
4XL

2820-5048
2820-5049
2820-5050
2820-5051
2820-5052
2820-5053
2820-5054

2820-5055
2820-5056
2820-5057
2820-5058
2820-5059
2820-5060
2820-5061

S
M
L
XL
XXL
3XL
4XL

·· Pre-curved sleeve construction
reduces riding fatigue.
·· Volume adjustment on biceps and waist
for an optimized performance fit.
·· Extensive stretch material on inner sleeve,
shoulder blade and ergonomic panel on
chest for comfort, flexibility and a perfect fit.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Category II PPE Regulation
(EU) 2016/425 – A class.
·· CE Level 2 EN1621-2:2014 Alpinestars
Nucleon back protector.
·· CE Level 1 EN1621-1:2012 Alpinestars
GP Lite shoulder protectors.
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T- F A S T E R J A C K E T

·· Multi-fabric shell construction incorporating
advanced poly-textile and large stretch
panels for performance and comfort.
·· Hook and loop strap on waist
adjustment for improved riding fit.
·· Two deep zippered hand
pockets for safe storage.
·· Waist connection zipper allows
attachment to Alpinestars riding pants.
·· Embroidery logo details.
·· Zippered air intakes are strategically
positioned for optimized airflow when opened.
·· Low profile collar construction with 3D
textured fabric comfort inner collar lining.
·· Pre-curved sleeve construction
reduces riding fatigue.
·· Reflective details.

·· Removable thermal liner (80g
on body; 60g on sleeves).
·· Chest and back pad compartments can
accommodate the Nucleon chest and back
protector, available as accessory upgrade.
·· Multiple snap button system to integrate
the Alpinestars Nucleon Back protector,
available as accessory upgrade.
·· Microfiber comfort edge on collar.
·· Front inner waterproof pocket.
·· Bio-Armor shoulder and elbow protectors.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Category II PPE Regulation
(EU) 2016/425 – A class.

AST AI R TE X TI LE JAC K E T

·· Constructed from hard-wearing 600 denier
poly-fabric and incorporating extensive mesh
panels strategically placed on the front, back
and arms for optimum airflow performance.
·· Removable and adjustable Bio-Armor
protectors in the elbows and shoulders
are lightweight, sleek and promote
exceptional resistance against impacts.
·· Chest and back pad compartments can
accommodate the Nucleon chest and back
protector, available as accessory upgrade.
·· Full mesh liner is highly breathable and
incorporates hook and loop closing
internal pockets and wallet pocket.
·· Sleeves feature pre-curved
construction for increased comfort
performance in riding position.
·· Volume adjustment system on sleeves
incorporates three hook and loop adjustments

BLACK

BLACK
WHITE
DARK
GRAY

SIZE

BLACK
YELLOW
FLUO

BLACK

SIZE

2820-4318
2820-4319
2820-4320
2820-4321
2820-4322
2820-4323
2820-4324

2820-4325
2820-4326
2820-4327
2820-4328
2820-4329
2820-4330
2820-4331

S
M
L
XL
XXL
3XL
4XL

2820-4339
2820-4340
2820-4341
2820-4342
2820-4343
2820-4344
2820-4345

2820-4332
2820-4333
2820-4334
2820-4335
2820-4336
2820-4337
2820-4338

S
M
L
XL
XXL
3XL
4XL
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··

··
··
··
··
··

··

for highly personalized fit and to help
maintain positioning of elbow protector.
Elongated rear profile and hook and
loop D-ring waist adjustment for added
riding comfort and customization.
External hand pockets are zipped
for a safe and secure closure.
Reflective details.
Textile comfort edge on collar and cuffs
for comfort and moisture-wicking.
YKK® auto locking zippers for
durability and safety.
According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
CE Category II PPE Regulation
(EU) 2016/425 – A class.

WA K E A I R J A C K E T
WAKE AI R OVE RPANT S

·· Multifabric shell construction with mesh
panels on chest, back and sleeves for
improved cooling performance.
·· Accordion inserts on shoulder blades.
·· Waist adjustment for improved riding fit.
·· Multiple volume adjusters on sleeve.
·· Two zippered hand pockets
·· Waist connection zipper allows
attachment to Alpinestars riding pants.
·· Embroidery logos details.
·· Low profile collar construction with
microfiber comfort edging plus 3D textured
comfort fabric on inner collar lining.
·· Pre-curved sleeve construction
reduces riding fatigue.
·· Reflective details.

BLACK
BLACK
2820-4346
2820-4347
2820-4348
2820-4349
2820-4350
2820-4351
2820-4352

BLACK MID
SIZE
GRAY
2820-4353
2820-4354
2820-4355
2820-4356
2820-4357
2820-4358
2820-4359

S
M
L
XL
XXL
3XL
4XL

·· Scratch saver front flap.
·· Front inner waterproof pockets.
·· Chest and back pad compartments can
accommodate the Nucleon chest and back
protector, available as accessory upgrade.
·· Multiple snap button system to integrate
the Alpinestars Nucleon Back protector,
available as accessory upgrade.
·· Microfiber comfort edge on collar and cuffs.
·· Bio-Armor shoulders and elbow protectors.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Category II PPE Regulation
(EU) 2016/425 – A class.

·· Multi-fabric shell construction with mesh
panels on thighs, lower legs and back
for improved cooling performance.
·· Accordion zones above the knee
offer improved flexibility.
·· Extended high rear waist construction provides
greater overlap with the riding jacket.
·· Knee protector multiple positioning.
·· Pre-curved leg construction helps prevent
riding fatigue and aids performance fit.
·· Waist circumference adjustment.
·· Waist connection zipper allows attachment
to Alpinestars riding jackets.
·· Micrometric waist buckle adjuster.
·· Hook and loop strap on ankle closure.
·· A long zippered gusset running from the
knees to the bottom legs enables easy
fitting of the pants while wearing boots.

BLACK
BLACK

SIZE

2821-1053
2821-1054
2821-1055
2821-1056
2821-1057
2821-1058
2821-1059

S
M
L
XL
XXL
3XL
4XL

·· Replaceable hip pad inserts for comfort
and additional impact performance ,
available as an accessory upgrade.
·· Alpinestars Bio-Armor protectors.
·· Chest and back pad compartments can
accommodate the Nucleon chest and back
protector, available as accessory upgrade.
·· Multiple snap button system to integrate
the Alpinestars Nucleon Back protector,
available as accessory upgrade.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Category II PPE Regulation
(EU) 2016/425 – A class.
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MOTOC H I NO PANT S

·· Light cotton fabric main shell with
chino fit design and styling.
·· Two front and two back pockets
with button closures.
·· Interior aramidic fiber reinforcement
panels on the sides and knee area.
·· Lining connected to the knee aramidic
fiber panels to avoid visible stitching.
·· Removable Bio-Lite knee protectors.
·· Internal knee compartment allows adjustments
of protection to fit various lengths.

DARK
KHAKI
2821-1077
2821-1078
2821-1079
2821-1080
2821-1081
2821-1082
2821-1083
2821-1084
2821-1085
18

BLUE NAVY SIZE
2821-1086
2821-1087
2821-1088
2821-1089
2821-1090
2821-1091
2821-1092
2821-1093
2821-1094

28
30
31
32
33
34
36
38
40

··
··
··
··

Customized detailing on metal buttons.
Woven label branded patch on back seat.
Small coin pocket in the front right leg.
Alpinestars Nucleon hip protector
available as an accessory upgrade.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Category II PPE Regulation
(EU) 2016/425 – A class.

C O P P E R 2 D E N I M PA N T S

WITH KNITTED ARAMIDIC LINING

·· Regular fit with stretch denim layer
and Kevlar panel inserts for enhanced
levels of abrasion resistance.
·· Bio-Flex knee armor allows high levels of
movement and has a slim design to ensure
the protector is discreet off the bike.
·· Triple stitched seams for
enhanced levels of strength.
·· Classic five pocket detailing.

MID TONE
PLUS
LIGHT BLUE

RINSE
BLUE

SIZE

2821-1165
2821-1166
2821-1167
2821-1168
2821-1169
2821-1170
2821-1171

2821-1158
2821-1159
2821-1160
2821-1161
2821-1162
2821-1163
2821-1164

28
30
32
34
36
38
40

·· Stitched rivets for additional strength
and the prevention of scratches
of on the bike’s surface.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Category II PPE Regulation
(EU) 2016/425 – A class.

SEKTOR TECH HOODIE

·· Technical softshell water
resistant main material.
·· Waterproof zippers on front and side pockets.
·· High collar construction for comfort.
·· Convenient detachable hood.
·· Reflective detail on the sleeve.
·· Waterproof inner pocket.
·· Internal aramidic fiber reinforcements
on elbows, shoulders and back.
·· Chest and back pad compartments can
accommodate the Nucleon chest and back
protector, available as accessory upgrade.

BLACK
CHARCOAL SIZE
2820-4659
2820-4660
2820-4661
2820-4662
2820-4663
2820-4664
2820-4665

S
M
L
XL
XXL
3XL
4XL

·· Front inner waterproof pocket.
·· Bio-Lite shoulder and elbow protectors.
·· GP Lite shoulder protection features
over-molded advanced TPU guard
layered under the outer fabric.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Category II PPE Regulation
(EU) 2016/425 – A class. .

CHROME SPORT HOODIE

·· Casual-style riding jacket constructed
with a knitted fabric main shell.
·· Interior aramidic reinforcement on shoulder,
elbow and back for strength and durability.
·· One zippered hoodie-style hand pocket on
front and a high collar with removable storm
hood for enhanced real-world practicality.
·· Back compartment designed to accommodate
the Alpinestars Nucleon back insert,
available as an accessory upgrade.

BLACK
BLACK

MELANGE
GRAY
BLACK

SIZE

2820-4976
2820-4977
2820-4978
2820-4979
2820-4980
2820-4981
2820-4982

2820-4983
2820-4984
2820-4985
2820-4986
2820-4987
2820-4988
2820-4989

S
M
L
XL
XXL
3XL
4XL

·· Waterproof inner document pocket
for peace-of-mind storage.
·· Bio-Lite shoulder and elbow protectors
for protection against impacts.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Category II PPE Regulation
(EU) 2016/425 – A class.
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S P -1 v 2 L E AT H E R G L O V E

·· Racing styling, mid-length cuff glove
·· Newly developed Alpinestars
semi-transparent knuckle
·· Full leather construction with stretch fabric
fourchettes for improved flexibility
·· Double wrist closure system for
performance fit and secure closure
·· Side reinforcements
·· Accordions on fingers, thumb and backhand
to increase fit and direct comfort
·· Thumb and palm reinforcement
for a superior grip

·· Ergonomic stretch insert on palm
·· Touchscreen compatible fingertip
·· Padding on fingers plus Arshield
abrasive resistant inserts
·· Finger bridge prevents finger roll
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Level 1 EN13594:2015, KP.

S P - 2 v 2 L E AT H E R G L O V E

·· Racing styled, mid-size cuff length
for additional coverage.
·· Full premium leather main construction,
with leather palm for comfort and control
and perforated leather on top hand and
wrist for excellent levels of breathability.
·· Alpinestars Dynamic Friction Shield
(DFS) knuckle protection system features
dual density mold construction.
·· Alpinestars double wrist closure system,
with hook and loop closures to ensure
close fit and security closure.
·· Synthetic suede side reinforcements
on landing zones.
·· Accordion leather stretch inserts on
fingers and thumb to increase fit and
directional movement and comfort.

BLACK

BLACK
WHITE

SIZE

BLACK
GRAY RED
FLUO

BLACK

BLACK
WHITE
RED

SIZE

3301-3462
3301-3463
3301-3464
3301-3465
3301-3466
3301-3467

3301-3468
3301-3469
3301-3470
3301-3471
3301-3472
3301-3473

S
M
L
XL
2XL
3XL

3301-3148
3301-3149
3301-3150
3301-3151
3301-3152
3301-3153

3301-3142
3301-3143
3301-3144
3301-3145
3301-3146
3301-3147

3301-3280
3301-3281
3301-3282
3301-3283
3301-3284
3301-3285

S
M
L
XL
2XL
3XL
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·· Thumb and palm reinforcements
constructed from advanced elastomer
for a superior grip and movement.
·· Alpinestars ergonomic stretch insert
between palm and thumb.
·· Touchscreen compatible fingertip.
·· 3mm foam padding on fingers
for additional comfort.
·· Alpinestars patented finger bridge.
·· Vented knuckle gusset aids internal airflow.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Level 1 EN13594:2015, KP.

S P - 8 v 2 L E AT H E R G L O V E

·· Premium, full-grain leather
construction is durable and offers
excellent abrasion resistance.
·· An innovative new microfiber and PU grip insert
strategically position on palm and thumb.
·· Alpinestars exclusive ergonomic stretch
insert between palm and thumb.
·· Incorporates new premium quality suede
palm and landing reinforcement.
·· Alpinestars patented third and
fourth finger bridge.
·· Advanced over-molded polymer
knuckle protector.
·· EVA padding reinforcements on thumb,
wrist, back of hand, finger and palm.

·· Perforated leather cuff, plus perforated
finger sidewalls for superb breathability.
·· Hook and loop cuff closure, plus elasticized
wrist design for secure, personalized fit.
·· Pre-shaped, anatomical finger
design and external seams.
·· Printed and embroidered logos on wrist and
fingers, plus heat stamped logo on knuckle.
·· Touchscreen compatible
fingertip on index finger.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Level 1 EN13594:2015, KP.

S P - 5 L E AT H E R G L O V E

·· Top hand built with high performance synthetic
leather associated with perforated goat leather.
·· An innovative new microfiber and PU grip insert
strategically position on palm and thumb.
·· Premium, full-grain leather palm
construction is durable and offers
excellent abrasion resistance.
·· Ergonomically profiled synthetic suede
reinforcements on pinky sidewall.
·· Alpinestars patented third and
fourth finger bridge.
·· Excellent impact performance
offered by an advanced over-molded
polymer knuckle protector.

BLACK
WHITE

BLACK
DARK
GRAY

BLACK
WHITE
RED

SIZE

BLACK
WHITE
RED

BLACK

SIZE

3301-2976
3301-2977
3301-2978
3301-2979
3301-2980
3301-2981

3301-2970
3301-2971
3301-2972
3301-2973
3301-2974
3301-2975

3301-2982
3301-2983
3301-2984
3301-2985
3301-2986
3301-2987

S
M
L
XL
2XL
3XL

3301-3042
3301-3043
3301-3044
3301-3045
3301-3046
3301-3047

3301-3036
3301-3037
3301-3038
3301-3039
3301-3040
3301-3041

S
M
L
XL
2XL
3XL

·· Alpinestars exclusive ergonomic stretch
insert between palm and thumb.
·· Pre-curved finger construction reduces rider
fatigue while offering excellent comfort and fit.
·· Palm and fingers padded with energy
absorbing EVA for additional protection
·· Hook and loop wrist adjuster and wide
hook and loop strap on the cuff.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Level 1 EN13594:2015, KP.
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S P X AI R CAR B O N v 2 G LOVE

·· Short vented summer glove.
·· Outer seam palm construction for
enhanced levels of rider comfort.
·· Hard carbon knuckle for superior
resistance to impacts.
·· Knuckle panel with perforated gusset
construction to increase flexibility.
·· Full perforated leather with open stretch
mesh for improved ventilation.
·· Wrist closure flap.
·· Side reinforcements with hard palm slider
for superior abrasion resistance.
·· Accordions on fingers to increase
fit and direct comfort.

·· Thumb and palm reinforcement
for a superior grip.
·· Ergonomic stretch insert on palm
and soft padding on fingers and
cuff for greater rider comfort.
·· Touchscreen compatible fingertips.
·· TPR inserts on fingertips.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Level 1 EN13594:2015, KP.

M U S TA N G v 2 L E AT H E R G L O V E

·· Full leather construction, plus perforation
zones for improved breathability.
·· Side reinforcement in synthetic suede.
·· Padding reinforcement on
landing zones for safety.
·· Hard PVC knuckle covered by leather.
·· Stretch accordion inserts on fingers
and sidewall for better comfort.
·· Hook and loop wrist closure.

BLACK
WHITE RED
FLUO

BLACK
WHITE

BLACK

SIZE

BLACK
BLACK

SIZE

3301-3587
3301-3588
3301-3589
3301-3590
3301-3591
3301-3592

3301-3581
3301-3582
3301-3583
3301-3584
3301-3585
3301-3586

3301-3575
3301-3576
3301-3577
3301-3578
3301-3579
3301-3580

S
M
L
XL
2XL
3XL

3301-3190
3301-3191
3301-3192
3301-3193
3301-3194
3301-3195

S
M
L
XL
2XL
3XL
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·· Ergonomic stretch insert on palm.
·· Foam on fingers.
·· Thumb and palm reinforcement for a superior
grip made from advanced poly blend.
·· Touchscreen compatible fingertip.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Level 1 EN13594:2015, KP.

A X I S L E AT H E R G L O V E

·· Short leather glove with urban
styling, ideal for commuters.
·· Full leather construction with stretch fabric
fourchettes for improved flexibility.
·· Wrist closure flap.
·· Side reinforcements for additional strength.
·· Accordions on fingers and backhand
for increased fit and direct comfort.
·· Thumb and palm reinforcement
for a superior grip.

·· Ergonomic stretch insert on palm and padding
on fingers for additional rider comfort.
·· Touchscreen compatible fingertips.
·· Covered hard knuckle for superior
resistance to repeated impacts.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Level 1 EN13594:2015, KP.

B OO STE R G LOV E

·· Constructed from durable goat
leather associated with high abrasion
resistant stretch polyester fabric.
·· An innovative new microfiber and PU grip insert
strategically position on palm and thumb.
·· Alpinestars exclusive ergonomic stretch
insert between palm and thumb.
·· Premium, full-grain leather palm
construction is durable and offers
excellent abrasion resistance.
·· Accordion stretch inserts on fingers and back
hand for all-round movement and comfort.
·· Alpinestars patented third and
fourth finger bridge.
·· Molded hard-knuckle protector provides
impact and abrasion protection.

BLACK
WHITE

BLACK

SIZE

BLACK
RED

BLACK
ANTHRACITE

SIZE

3301-3641
3301-3642
3301-3643
3301-3644
3301-3645
3301-3646

3301-3635
3301-3636
3301-3637
3301-3638
3301-3639
3301-3640

S
M
L
XL
2XL
3XL

3301-3084
3301-3085
3301-3086
3301-3087
3301-3088
3301-3089

3301-3078
3301-3079
3301-3080
3301-3081
3301-3082
3301-3083

S
M
L
XL
2XL
3XL

·· Guard is reinforced on the interior
side with thick EVA.
·· Palm, thumb and fingers padded
with energy absorbing EVA.
·· Wrist flap with hook and loop on
cuff provides a secure closure.
·· Pinky side wall suede reinforcement
for abrasion resistance.
·· Touchscreen compatible index
fingertip and thumb.
·· Pre-curved finger construction.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Level 1 EN13594:2015, KP.
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S M X- 2 A I R C A R B O N v 2
L E AT H E R G L O V E

·· Newly designed and durable, multipanel main shell incorporating
full-grain leather and 3D mesh.
·· An innovative new microfiber and PU grip insert
strategically positioned on palm and thumb.
·· Alpinestars exclusive ergonomic stretch
insert between palm and thumb.
·· Incorporates new premium quality suede
palm and landing reinforcement.
·· Ergonomically shaped Alpinestars
innovative carbon knuckle guard.
·· Guard is reinforced on the interior
side with thick EVA.
·· Finger tops and back hand incorporates
poly mesh, TPR inserts.
·· Impact absorbing EVA panels on thumb.

·· 3D mesh finger and thumb surfaces
for cooling performance.
·· Pre-curved finger construction
to reduce riding fatigue.
·· Neoprene wrist cuff plus hook
and loop and TPR closure.
·· Touchscreen compatible index
fingertip and thumb.
·· Stretch finger sidewalls for improved
flexibility and comfort.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Level 1 EN13594:2015, KP.

C O PPE R G LOV E

·· Short, lightweight glove complete with
urban styling, ideal for commuters.
·· Hard knuckle covered by stretch spandex
for high levels of impact protection.
·· Full synthetic suede palm for
enhanced durability.
·· Accordion paneling on backhand
for increased finger flexibility.
·· Hook and loop wrist closure for a secure fit.
·· Palm reinforcement patch for superior grip.
·· Ergonomic puller for ease of use.

BLACK

BLACK
RED WHITE

BLACK
WHITE

SIZE

BLACK

BLACK
WHITE

BLACK
RED FLUO

SIZE

3301-2994
3301-2995
3301-2996
3301-2997
3301-2998
3301-2999

3301-3000
3301-3001
3301-3002
3301-3003
3301-3004
3301-3005

3301-3012
3301-3013
3301-3014
3301-3015
3301-3016
3301-3017

S
M
L
XL
2XL
3XL

3301-3731
3301-3732
3301-3733
3301-3734
3301-3735
3301-3736

3301-3737
3301-3738
3301-3739
3301-3740
3301-3741
3301-3742

3301-3743
3301-3744
3301-3745
3301-3746
3301-3747
3301-3748

S
M
L
XL
2XL
3XL
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·· Touchscreen compatible
fingertip on index finger.
·· Padding on fingers for improved rider comfort.
·· Lycra fourchettes for high levels of
breathability and flexibility.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Level 1 EN13594:2015, KP.

S M X-1 A I R v 2 G L O V E

·· Leather and mesh construction
with perforation zones.
·· Synthetic suede and side
padding for reinforcement
·· Hard polymer knuckle protection system for
superior impact and abrasion resistance.
·· Stretch area on fingers and
backhand for better comfort.
·· Hook and loop wrist closure.
·· Ergonomic stretch insert on palm.

·· Foam padding on fingers for comfort.
·· Thumb and palm reinforcement for a superior
grip made from advance poly blend.
·· Touchscreen compatible fingertip.
·· Chassis constructed from mix of air
mesh and perforated leather.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Level 1 EN13594:2015, KP.

AT O M G L O V E

·· Stretch fabric, mesh and leather
main shell construction.
·· Soft viscoelastic PU compound knuckle
guard which is ergonomically profiled.
·· Hook and loop grip closure conveniently
positioned on top of the wrist.
·· Mesh and stretch fabric on the
backhand for lighter weight, cooling
performance and comfort.
·· Short cuff design for ease of
entry and convenience.
·· Ergonomic stretch insert between thumb
and palm and on backhand offers flexibility
to vastly improve hand movement.

BLACK
WHITE

BLACK

BLACK
RED FLUO

SIZE

BLACK
WHITE

BLACK

SIZE

3301-3480
3301-3481
3301-3482
3301-3483
3301-3484
3301-3485

3301-3166
3301-3167
3301-3168
3301-3169
3301-3170
3301-3171

3301-3172
3301-3173
3301-3174
3301-3175
3301-3176
3301-3177

S
M
L
XL
2XL
3XL

3301-3184
3301-3185
3301-3186
3301-3187
3301-3188
3301-3189

3301-3178
3301-3179
3301-3180
3301-3181
3301-3182
3301-3183

S
M
L
XL
2XL
3XL

·· Reflective piping.
·· Thumb and palm reinforcement constructed
from synthetic suede for durability and grip.
·· Touchscreen compatible finger-tip.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Level 1 EN13594:2015, KP.
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S H O R E G LOV E

·· Lightweight summer street glove.
·· Multi-material, multi-panel
main shell construction.
·· Leather palm and fingers for
comfort and performance.
·· Synthetic suede reinforcements
on side hand and fingers.
·· Stretch fabric, spandex and mesh
for fit and breathability.
·· Hook and loop wrist closure.

FASTE R G LOV E

·· Alpinestars ergonomic stretch
insert between on palm
·· Touchscreen compatible fingertip
·· Padded knuckle zone.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Level 1 EN13594:2015.

·· Multi-material main shell incorporating
premium leather, softshell wind breaker
on the backhand and stretch fabric.
·· Leather palm for comfort and
sensitivity on bike’s controls.
·· Padding reinforcement on landing zones.
·· Soft viscoelastic PU compound knuckle
guard which is ergonomically profiled.
·· Sport fit and slim cuff.
·· Hook and loop wrist closure for security.
·· Ergonomic stretch insert between
thumb and palm offers flexibility to
vastly improve hand movement.
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·· Padding on fingers for fit and comfort.
·· Rubber reinforcements with padding
on thumb and palm for superior.
·· Touchscreen compatible fingertip.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Level 1 EN13594:2015, KP.

J E T R O A D v 2 G O R E -T E X G L O V E
W I T H G O R E G R I P T E C H N O L O GY

·· Combination of stretch polyamide fabric
and softshell on the backhand.
·· Stretch fourchettes and sidewall.
·· Goat skin for palm and thumb
and details on backhand.
·· Thumb and palm reinforcement
for a superior grip.
·· Synthetic leather reinforcements with
padding on the palm and outer hand
landing zone to provide abrasion
resistance on key impact zones.
·· Ergonomic wrist closure on backhand
and large cuff closure.
·· Arshield abrasive resistant fabric on little finger.
·· Padding on fingers for fit and comfort.
·· Reflective piping.

·· Touchscreen compatible fingertips.
·· PU covered hard knuckle for
class-leading protection.
·· Gore-Tex waterproof and breathable
membrane with Gore Grip technology.
·· Leather accordions on fingertips
to increase flexibility and fit.
·· Patented 3rd and 4th finger
bridge prevents finger roll.
·· Long cuff for extended coverage.
·· PrimaLoft® lining 100g for
excellent thermal properties.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Level 1 EN13594:2015, KP.

T O U R E R 6 D RY S TA R ® G L O V E

·· Mid-season waterproof glove.
·· Long Touring style cuff for extended coverage.
·· Drystar® 100% waterproof
performance membrane construction
for high levels of breathability.
·· Viscoelastic knuckle covered with
perforated leather for impact protection
and effective ventilation.
·· Mix of leather and softshell for
durability and rider comfort.
·· Thin cuff closure flap for ease-of-use.
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·· Side reinforcements for additional strength.
·· Thumb and palm reinforcement
for a superior grip.
·· Ergonomic stretch insert on palm for
enhanced levels of rider comfort.
·· Touchscreen compatible fingertips.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Level 1 EN13594:2015, KP.
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T O U R E R W - 7 D RY S TA R ® G L O V E

·· Warm winter and waterproof glove with
Alpinestars exclusive Drystar® membrane
for high levels of breathability.
·· Long Touring style cuff for extended coverage.
·· Hard knuckle covered with leather for
protection against repeated impacts.
·· Mix of leather and softshell for
comfort and durability.
·· Reflective print.
·· Thinsulate 150g tophand and Thinsulate
100g palm for high levels of warmth.
·· Thin cuff closure flap and webbing wrist
closure for security and ease-of-use.

·· Side reinforcements.
·· Padded fingers.
·· Thumb and palm reinforcement
for a superior grip.
·· Ergonomic stretch insert on palm, fingers
and backhand for better flexibility.
·· Touchscreen compatible fingertips.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Level 1 EN13594:2015, KP.

M - 5 6 D RY S TA R ® G L O V E

·· Full goat skin leather construction.
·· Alpinestars Drystar® waterproof
and breathable membrane.
·· 80g/sqm Primaloft thermal
insulation on the Back hand.
·· Thumb and palm reinforcement
for superior grip.
·· Reinforcements with padding on the palm
and outer hand landing zones provide
abrasion resistance in key impact zones.
·· Patented 3rd and 4th finger bridge prevents
finger roll and separation during impact.
·· Leather covered, PU molded hard
knuckle protectors provide impact
and abrasion protection.
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·· Touchscreen compatible fingertip for
use with touchscreen devices.
·· Pre-curved finger construction
reduces rider fatigue.
·· Wide hook and loop cuff closure for
easy glove entry and secure closure.
·· Wrist fastener for a secure fit.
·· Reflective details.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Level 1 EN13594:2015, KP.

S M A X D RY S TA R ® G L O V E

·· Short sport glove constructed from a
mixture of leather and stretch mesh for high
levels of durability and rider comfort.
·· Drystar® waterproof and breathable
technology offers effective all-weather
protection against the elements.
·· Covered hard knuckle with padded finger
for enhanced levels of impact protection.
·· Hook and loop wrist flap for a secure closure.
·· Side reinforcements for added protection.

·· Palm reinforcement for superior grip.
·· Ergonomic stretch insert on palm
for additional rider comfort.
·· Touchscreen compatible fingertips.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Level 1 EN13594:2015, KP.

T- S P W D RY S TA R ® G L O V E

·· Sport styling, mid-length cuff glove.
·· Combination of stretch polyamide fabric
and softshell on the back hand.
·· Goat skin for palm, thumb and sidewall.
·· Thumb and palm reinforcement
for a superior grip.
·· Synthetic leather reinforcements. with
padding on the palm and outer hand landing
zone to provide abrasion resistance.
·· Double wrist closure system for
an easy use and comfort.
·· Reflective insert.
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·· Conductive fingertip for use
with touchscreens.
·· Hard knuckle to increase protection.
·· Drystar® performance waterproof
and breathable membrane.
·· Patented 3rd and 4th finger
bridge to prevent finger roll.
·· Padding on fingers.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Level 1 EN13594:2015, KP.
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W I N T E R S U R F E R G O R E -T E X
G LOV E W ITH GO R E G R I P
T E C H N O L O GY

·· Short cuff winter glove.
·· Excellent thermal properties provided
by PrimaLoft® 100g insulation.
·· Thin strap cuff closure with hook and
loop for better fit under the jackets.
·· Folded edge cuff construction.
·· Leather palm.
·· Accordions on fingers for better flexibility.
·· Covered hard knuckle.
·· Extended ergonomic stretch insert on palm.
·· Thumb and palm reinforcement
patches for durability.

·· Conductive fingertip.
·· Mix of stretch fabrics and softshell.
·· Gore-Tex waterproof and breathable
membrane with Gore Grip technology.
·· Arshield insert on side for seam
reinforcement and abrasion resistance.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Level 1 EN13594:2015, KP.

P R I M E R D RY S TA R ® G L O V E

·· Multi-panel main chassis consisting of
stretch polyamide fabric and softshell on the
backhand, with leather on palm and thumb.
·· Synthetic suede reinforcements with
padding on the palm and outer hand
landing zone to provide abrasion
resistance on key impact zones.
·· PU-coated reinforcements on palm and thumb
provides superior grip on bike’s controls.
·· Incorporates Alpinestars Drystar® Performace
waterproof and breathable membrane.
·· Auto semi-lock zipper puller
zipper for personalization.
·· Stretch panel on backhand and fingertips
for increased flexibility and comfort.
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·· Touchscreen compatible fingertips
for use GPS/smartphones.
·· PU hard knuckle for class-leading protection.
·· Long, gauntlet cuff construction
with hook and loop closure.
·· Reflective print.
·· Convenient integrated visor
wipe for cleaning eyewear.
·· Incorporates insulating membrane (60g)
for performance in colder climates.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Level 1 EN13594:2015, KP.

C - 3 0 D RY S TA R ®
G LOVE

·· Combination of stretch
polyamide fabric and
softshell on the backhand.
·· Ergonomic stretch insert
between thumb and palm
offers flexibility to vastly
improve hand movement.
·· PU coated reinforcements
on palm and thumb
provides superior grip
on bike’s controls.
·· Synthetic suede
reinforcements with
padding on the palm and
outer hand landing zone
for abrasion resistance.
·· Stretch accordions on
fingertips for increased
flexibility and fit.
·· Flat closure system for an
ease of use and comfort.

·· Touchscreen compatible
fingertips.
·· Molded hard knuckle to
increase protection
·· Reflective print.
·· Incorporates Alpinestars
waterproof Drystar®
Performance® sealed triple
layer construction for a
highly reduced material
construction to promote
dexterity and sensitivity
with the bike’s controls.
·· According to European
statutory law the CE
mark is a conformity
requirement for the
marketing of this product.
The following standards
apply to this product:
·· CE Level 1
EN13594:2015, KP.

SY N C R O D RY S TA R ®
G LOVE

·· Constructed from supple
and durable full-grain
leather associated with
polyamide stretch fabric.
·· Reinforcements on palm
and thumb provides
superior grip.
·· Molded PU knuckle
protection system.
·· Palm, fingers and
backhand padded with
energy absorbing EVA for
additional protection.
·· Adjustable hook and loop
closure on cuff stretch
accordions on fingers and
for superior fit and flexibility.
·· Touchscreen compatible
index fingertip.

·· Printed logo.
·· Neoprene cuff for
long-lasting comfort.
·· Pre-curved finger
construction reduces
rider fatigue.
·· Made with Drystar®
Membrane construction
technology.
·· According to European
statutory law the CE
mark is a conformity
requirement for the
marketing of this product.
The following standards
apply to this product:
·· CE Level 1
EN13594:2015, KP.

C -1 v 2 G O R E W I N D STO PPE R ® G LOV E

·· Gore Windstopper
fabric from Gore-Tex.
·· Extended leather palm for
comfort and durability.
·· Padding on fingers
and thumb.
·· Cuff closure with strap.
·· Short cuff design
for convenience.
·· Conductive finger
tip for use with
touchscreen devices.
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·· According to European
statutory law the CE
mark is a conformity
requirement for the
marketing of this product.
The following standards
apply to this product: .
·· CE Level 1
EN13594:2015, KP.
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S T E L L A K I R A L E AT H E R J A C K E T

·· Optimized for a women’s performance fit.
·· Main chassis constructed from
1.3mm premium bovine leather.
·· Large accordion stretch panels help
movement and comfort on the bike.
·· Stretch panels on sleeves and chest
further improve fit and feel.
·· Waist adjustment for an improved riding fit.
·· Two zippered hand pockets for
real-world practicality.
·· Waist connection zipper allows quick and
easy attachment to Alpinestars riding pants.
·· Zippered air intake vents are strategically
positioned for optimized airflow.
·· Localized perforations for excellent
ventilation and internal airflow.
·· Low profile collar construction with
microfiber comfort edging plus 3D
textured fabric comfort inner collar
lining for high levels of rider comfort.

·· Pre-curved sleeve construction
reduces fatigue.
·· Reflective details.
·· Chest and back compartments are
designed to accommodate the Alpinestars
Stella Nucleon chest and back inserts,
available as an accessory upgrade.
·· Multiple snap button system to integrate
the Alpinestars Nucleon back protector.
·· Waterproof inner wallet pocket
for peace-of-mind storage.
·· Inner removable thermal liner for versatility.
·· Bio-Armor shoulder and elbow protectors.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Category II PPE Regulation
(EU) 2016/425 – AAA class.

S T E L L A G P P L U S R v 2 L E AT H E R
JAC K E T

·· Designed and developed for a fully
optimized women’s riding fit.
·· Highly durable and technical premium
1.3mm leather, multi-panel construction.
·· Alpinestars race-derived removable
internal shoulder and elbow protectors.
·· New shoulder protection features
over-molded advanced TPU guard
layered under the outer fabric.
·· Chest and back pad compartments can
accommodate the Alpinestars Nucleon
protection, available as an accessory upgrade.
·· Snap-button system to integrate
Alpinestars Nucleon Back protector.
·· Extensive, advanced poly stretch inserts
on chest, underarm and rear shoulder.
·· Extensive accordion leather stretch
panels above elbow areas.
·· Perforated padded panels integrated into
main shell and sleeves for improved fit.
·· Combination snap button and zipper wrist
closures for secure and customized fit.
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·· Hook and loop and D-ring waist adjustments.
·· Ventilation inlets on shoulders are zippered.
·· Soft 3D mesh collar construction
plus 3D mesh cuff edging.
·· Mesh liner construction for improved
breathability, comfort and ventilation.
·· External, large-opening front hand pockets
are zippered for peace-of-mind closure.
·· Multiple internal compartment pockets
feature hook and loop for additional security.
·· Interior waterproof wallet pocket for safe
storage of documents/electronics.
·· Waist connection zipper allows
attachment to Alpinestars riding pants.
·· Reflective details for improved rider visibility.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Category II PPE Regulation
(EU) 2016/425 – AAA class.

STE LLA MISSILE v2 AIRFLOW
L E AT H E R P A N T S

·· Premium leather main chassis constructed
from 1.3mm genuine bovine leather.
·· Extensive high-density
perforation panel on thigh.
·· Accordion leather stretch zones above
the knee offer improved flexibility.
·· Extended high rear waist construction provides
greater overlap with the riding jacket.
·· Large stretch panels on calf and crotch
area for improved fit and feel.
·· Pre-curved leg construction helps reduce
riding fatigue and improves fit.
·· Zippered ventilation for air cooling.
·· Waist connection zipper allows attachment
to Alpinestars riding jackets.
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·· Hook and loop ankle adjustment.
·· Internal mesh lining with stretch panel
inserts work in conjunction with outer
stretch zones for freedom of movement.
·· Hip with loop construction for hip protector,
available as accessory upgrade.
·· Internally reinforced seat area.
·· Alpinestars GP-R protection on knee.
·· Replaceable Sport knee sliders for excellent
impact and abrasion resistance.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Category II PPE Regulation
(EU) 2016/425 – A class.

STELLA ANDES v2
D RY S TA R ® J A C K E T

·· Advanced reinforced poly-fabric textile and
Alpinestars exclusive Drystar® construction.
·· Direct ventilation zippered chest air
intakes and back exhaust vents.
·· Elbow and shoulder protectors.
·· Chest and Back pad compartments can
accommodate the Alpinestars Nucleon
protection, available as an accessory upgrade.
·· Reinforced polymer-printed texturing
in critical elbow and lower arm
areas for abrasion resistance.
·· Reflective details.
·· Large front waterproof cargo pockets for
convenience and peace-of-mind closure.
·· Large, external, utility pocket on back
plus waterproof internal pockets
and insert wallet pocket.
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·· Integrated soft edge collar construction
for comfort over long distances.
·· Premium YKK zipper with double
sliders for main front closure offer
adaptable and secure convenience.
·· Removable long-sleeve thermal liner
(100g body, 80g sleeves ) ensures
comfort on hot or cold days.
·· Pre-contoured sleeves with accordion
stretch panels on elbows.
·· Hook and loop-closing waist adjustment
belt for highly customizable fit.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Category II PPE Regulation
(EU) 2016/425 – A class.
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STELLA ANDES
v 2 D RY S TA R ® PA N T S

·· Advanced reinforced poly-fabric textile and
Alpinestars exclusive Drystar® construction.
·· Removable long thermal liner.
·· Efficient direct ventilation vents
strategically positioned on thighs.
·· Pre-contoured leg construction with
accordion knee stretch panels.
·· Interior hip pad compartments can
accommodate the Alpinestars Nucleon
protection, available as an accessory upgrade.
·· Impact protection provided with
removable knee protectors.
·· Reinforced polymer-printed texturing in critical
knee areas for added abrasion resistance.

·· Reflective details.
·· Adjustment waist system features buckle and
stretch material for highly customizable fit.
·· Zippered air in-takes to control
internal temperature.
·· Zippered, waterproof hand pockets,
plus cargo-style pockets.
·· Adjustable, removable bib braces improve
comfort fit.According to European statutory
law the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Category II PPE Regulation
(EU) 2016/425 – A class.

STELLA HYPER
D RY S TA R ® J A C K E T

·· Specifically constructed for an
optimized woman’s fit.
·· Clean style sport jacket.
·· Chest and sleeves adjusters.
·· Removable long sleeve thermal layer.
·· Waterproof and breathable Drystar®
membrane full liner with taped seams.
·· Multiple fit and volume adjusters on sleeves.
·· Wrist hook and loop closure and adjustment.
·· Multiple ventilation zipper.
·· Large stretch panel on top
back sides and arms.
·· Two zippered side pockets.
·· Chest and back pad compartments can
accommodate the Alpinestars Nucleon
protection, available as an accessory upgrade.
·· Internal waist connection zipper for
attachment to riding pants.
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··
··
··
··
··
··

··
··

··

Premium YKK zipper.
Integrated soft edge collar construction.
Hook and loop collar volume adjuster.
Pre-curved sleeves for increased
comfort in riding position.
Alpinestars Bio-Armor protection
on shoulders and elbows.
GP Lite shoulder protection features
over-molded advanced TPU guard
layered under the outer fabric.
Adjustable, removable bib braces
improve comfort fit.
According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
CE Category II PPE Regulation
(EU) 2016/425 – A class.

STELLA HYPER
D RY S TA R ® PA N T S

·· Specifically constructed for an
optimized woman’s fit.
·· Clean style sport pants.
·· 600D poly panel on knees and bottom.
·· Ankle and leg adjusters.
·· Long side zipper closure.
·· Removable thermal layer.
·· Waterproof and breathable Drystar®
membrane full liner with taped seams.
·· Ventilation zipper for cooling performace.
·· Large stretch panel on crotch.
·· Reflective details.
·· Zippered side pockets.

·· Waist connection zipper for attachment
to Alpinestars motorcycle jackets.
·· Premium YKK zipper.
·· Pre-curved leg for increased
comfort in riding position.
·· Alpinestars Bio-Armor protection on knee.
·· Hip pad compartments can accommodate
the Alpinestars Nucleon protection,
available as an accessory upgrade.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Category II PPE Regulation
(EU) 2016/425 – A class.

S T E L L A T- K I R A
WAT E R P R O O F J A C K E T

·· Designed for an optimized woman’s fit
·· Multi-fabric shell construction with abrasion
resistant material on exposed areas.
·· Waist adjustment for an improved riding fit.
·· Two zippered hand pockets for
real-world practicality.
·· Zippered air intake vents are strategically
positioned for optimized airflow when opened.
·· Low profile collar construction with 3D
textured comfort fabric on inner collar lining.
·· Pre-curved sleeve construction
reduces fatigue.
·· Reflective details.
·· Chest compartments are designed to
accommodate the Alpinestars Nucleon chest
inserts, available as an accessory upgrade.
·· Back compartment is designed to
accommodate the Alpinestars Nucleon back
insert, available as an accessory upgrade.
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·· Removable thermal liner for versatility.
·· Fixed waterproof membrane
for weather protection.
·· Waterproof inner front pocket
for peace-of-mind storage.
·· Waist connection zipper allows
attachment to Alpinestars riding pants.
·· Multiple snap button system to integrate
the Alpinestars Nucleon back protector.
·· Bio-Armor shoulder and elbow protectors.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Category II PPE Regulation
(EU) 2016/425 – A class.
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S T E L L A T- J AW S V 3
WAT E R P R O O F J A C K E T

·· Anatomically profiled for a fully
optimized female fit.
·· Extended length to offer greater coverage.
·· Multi-fabric shell construction incorporating
advanced poly-textile and large stretch
panels for performance and comfort.
·· GP Lite shoulder reinforcements for
additional impact protection.
·· Waterproof fixed membrane for allweather protection and performance.
·· Front inner waterproof pocket for
safe and secure storage.
·· Removable Primaloft thermal liner
for warmth without bulk. Also very
breathable, lightweight and packable.
·· Strategically positioned zippered
direct air intakes for optimized airflow
throughout all layers when opened.
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·· High profile collar construction with 3D
textured fabric comfort inner collar lining.
·· Pre-curved sleeve construction
reduces riding fatigue.
·· Volume adjustment on biceps and waist
for an optimized performance fit.
·· Extensive stretch material on inner sleeve,
shoulder blade and ergonomic panel on
chest for comfort, flexibility and a perfect fit.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Category II PPE Regulation
(EU) 2016/425 – A class.
·· CE Level 2 EN1621-2:2014 Alpinestars
Nucleon back protector.
·· CE Level 1 EN1621-1:2012 Alpinestars
GP Lite shoulder protectors.

STELLA GUNNER v2
WAT E R P R O O F J A C K E T

·· Specifically constructed for an
optimized woman’s fit.
·· Multi-fabric shell construction with abrasion
resistant material on exposed areas.
·· Padded elbow accordion helps
movement and comfort on the bike.
·· Waist adjustment for improved riding fit.
·· Multiple volume adjusters on sleeves.
·· Two zippered hand pockets.
·· Zippered air intake vents are strategically
positioned for optimized airflow when opened.
·· Low profile collar construction with 3D
textured comfort fabric on inner collar lining.
·· Pre-curved sleeve construction
reduces fatigue.
·· Reflective details.
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·· Chest and Back compartments can
accommodate the Alpinestars Nucleon
protection, available as an accessory upgrade.
·· Removable thermal liner with
micro polar fleece lining.
·· Fixed waterproof membrane.
·· Microfiber comfort edge on collar and cuffs.
·· Front inner waterproof pocket.
·· Waist connection zipper allows
attachment to Alpinestars riding pants.
·· Bio-Armor shoulders and elbow protectors.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Category II PPE Regulation
(EU) 2016/425 – A class.

S T E L L A T- G P P L U S R v 2
JAC K E T

STELLA CALLIE DENIM

PA N T S W I T H K N I T T E D A R A M I D I C L I N I N G

·· Optimized women’s fit from a highly
durable and abrasion resistant
450/600 Denier poly-fabric.
·· Strategically positioned zippered
air intakes on upper sleeves.
·· Removable interior thermal fullsleeve jacket lining with pockets.
·· Lightweight elbow and shoulder protectors.
·· Back pad can accommodate the
Alpinestars Nucleon protection,
available as an accessory upgrade
·· Snap button system to integrate the
Alpinestars Nucleon Back protector.
·· New shoulder protection features
over-molded advanced TPU guard
layered under the outer fabric.
·· Sport fit.
·· Strategically positioned stretch poly-fabric
inserts on shoulders for excellent flex fit.

BLACK
WHITE

BLACK
WHITE
FUCHSIA

SIZE

2822-1035
2822-1036
2822-1037
2822-1038
2822-1039
2822-1040

2822-1029
2822-1030
2822-1031
2822-1032
2822-1033
2822-1034

XS
S
M
L
XL
2XL

·· Soft mesh collar construction
incorporates hook and loop closure for
secure and comfortable closure.
·· Hook and loop and D-ring waist adjustments.
·· Hook and loop wrist cuff closures.
·· Lower rear profile design offers
lumbar coverage.
·· Convenient waterproof internal pocket.
·· External, large-opening front hand pockets.
·· Multiple internal compartment pockets.
·· Waist connection zipper.
·· Reflective details.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Category II PPE Regulation
(EU) 2016/425 – A class.

·· Anatomically profiled for a fully
optimized female fit.
·· Slim fit constructed with a stretch denim
layer and stretch Kevlar panels for
high levels of abrasion resistance.
·· Curved waistband for optimal levels of comfort.
·· Triangular side panel for reduced
bulk and improved fit.
·· Triple stitched outer leg seams
for durability and strength.
·· Accordion on back yoke and thigh for
greater riding flexibility and rider comfort.
·· Engineered knee cuts and darts for improved
comfort and reduced material volume.

BLACK

SIZE

2823-0255
2823-0256
2823-0257
2823-0258
2823-0259
2823-0260
2823-0261
2823-0262
2823-0263

24
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
34

·· Stitched rivets. For additional strength.
·· Slim profile Bio-Flex knee armor for
high levels of impact protection.
·· Optional Bio-Flex hip armor available
as an accessory upgrade.
·· Alpinestars Bio-Flex knee protectors.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Category II PPE Regulation
(EU) 2016/425 – A class.
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BANSH E E WOM E N ’ S LEGGI NGS

·· Stretch fabric shell construction
·· Stretch accordion on knees area to
increase comfort in riding position
·· Reflective details.
·· Full aramidic fiber lining
·· Alpinestars Nucleon hip protector
available as accessory upgrade

BLACK

SIZE

2823-0232
2823-0233
2823-0234
2823-0235
2823-0236

S
M
L
XL
2XL
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·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Category II PPE Regulation
(EU) 2016/425 – A class.

STELLA SEKTOR TECH HOODIE

·· Designed and developed for an
optimized women’s fit
·· Technical softshell water
resistant main material
·· Waterproof zippers on front and side pockets
·· High collar construction for comfort
·· Convenient detachable hood
·· Reflective details.
·· Waterproof inner pocket
·· Internal aramidic fiber reinforcements
on elbows, shoulders and back
·· Back ccompartments can accommodate
the Alpinestars Nucleon protection,
available as an accessory upgrade.

BLACK
CHARCOAL SIZE
2822-1108
2822-1109
2822-1110
2822-1111

S
M
L
XL

·· Front inner waterproof pocket
·· Bio-Lite shoulder and elbow protectors
·· GP Lite shoulder protection features
over-molded advanced TPU guard
layered under the outer fabric
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Category II PPE Regulation
(EU) 2016/425 – A class.

STELLA CHROME SPORT HOODI E

·· Anatomically profiled design for
an optimized female fit.
·· Knitted fabric main shell for a casual aesthetic.
·· Interior aramidic reinforcement on
shoulder, elbow and back for enhanced
levels of abrasion resistance.
·· One zippered hand pocket on front for realworld practicality and secure storage of items.
·· High collar for enhanced levels of
comfort with a removable hood.
·· Bio-Lite protectors on shoulders and elbows
for high levels of impact protection.
·· Back compartment can accommodate
a Nucleon back protector, available
as an accessory upgrade.

BLACK
FUCHSIA

BLACK

SIZE

2822-1253
2822-1254
2822-1255
2822-1256
2822-1257

2822-1234
2822-1235
2822-1236
2822-1237
2822-1238

S
M
L
XL
2XL

·· Waterproof inner pocket for
secure storage of valuables.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Category II PPE Regulation
(EU) 2016/425 – A class.
·· CE Level 2 EN1621-2:2014 Alpinestars
Nucleon back protector.
·· CE Level 1 EN1621-1:2012 Alpinestars
Bio-Lite shoulder and elbow protectors.
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S T E L L A S P -1 v 2 L E AT H E R G LOV E

·· Designed and developed for an
optimized women’s fit.
·· Racing styling, mid-length cuff glove.
·· Full leather construction with stretch fabric
fourchettes for improved flexibility.
·· Double wrist closure system for
performance fit and secure closure.
·· Side reinforcements.
·· Accordions on fingers, thumb and backhand
to increase fit and direct comfort.
·· Thumb and palm reinforcement
for a superior grip.

·· Ergonomic stretch insert on palm.
·· Touchscreen compatible fingertip.
·· Padding on fingers plus Arshield
abrasive resistant inserts
·· Finger bridge prevents finger roll.
·· Ergonomically shaped Alpinestars
carbon knuckle guard
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Level 1 EN13594:2015, KP.

S T E L L A S P - 8 v 2 L E AT H E R G LOV E

·· Premium, full-grain leather
construction is durable and offers
excellent abrasion resistance.
·· An innovative new microfiber and PU grip insert
strategically position on palm and thumb.
·· Alpinestars exclusive ergonomic stretch
insert between palm and thumb.
·· Incorporates new premium quality suede
palm and landing reinforcement.
·· Alpinestars patented third and
fourth finger bridge.
·· Excellent repeated impact performance
offered by an advanced over-molded
polymer knuckle protector.

BLACK

SIZE

BLACK
WHITE
FUCHSIA

3302-0699
3302-0700
3302-0701
3302-0702
3302-0703

XS
S
M
L
XL

3302-0573
3302-0574
3302-0575
3302-0576
3302-0577
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BLACK
DARK
GRAY

SIZE

3302-0563
3302-0564
3302-0565
3302-0566
3302-0567

XS
S
M
L
XL

·· EVA reinforcements on thumb, wrist,
back of hand, finger and palm.
·· Perforated leather cuff, plus perforated
finger sidewalls for superb breathability.
·· Hook and loop cuff closure, plus elasticized
wrist design for secure, personalized fit.
·· Touchscreen compatible
fingertip on index finger.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Level 1 EN13594:2015, KP.

STELLA SP X AIR
CAR B O N v 2 G LOVE

·· Short vented summer glove designed
specifically for female hands.
·· Outer seam palm construction for
enhanced levels of rider comfort.
·· Sport styling for an aggressive look.
·· Hard carbon knuckle for superior
resistance to repeated impacts.
·· Knuckle panel with perforated gusset
construction to increase flexibility.
·· Full perforated leather with open stretch
mesh for improved ventilation.
·· Wrist closure flap.
·· Side reinforcements with hard palm slider
for superior abrasion resistance.

BLACK
FUCHSIA

BLACK
TEAL

BLACK
ANTHRACITE

SIZE

3302-0714
3302-0715
3302-0716
3302-0717
3302-0718

3302-0719
3302-0720
3302-0721
3302-0722
3302-0723

3302-0709
3302-0710
3302-0711
3302-0712
3302-0713

XS
S
M
L
XL

·· Accordions on fingers to increase
fit and direct comfort.
·· Thumb and palm reinforcement
for a superior grip.
·· Ergonomic stretch insert on palm
and soft padding on fingers and
cuff for greater rider comfort.
·· Touchscreen compatible fingertips.
·· TPR inserts on fingertips.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Level 1 EN13594:2015, KP.
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STE LL A TOU R E R W -7
D RY S TA R ® G L O V E

·· Designed specifically for female hands.
·· Warm winter and waterproof glove with
Alpinestars Drystar® membrane technology
for high levels of breathability.
·· Long Touring style cuff for extended coverage.
·· Hard knuckle covered with leather for
protection against repeated impacts.
·· Mix of leather and softshell for
comfort and durability.
·· Reflective details.
·· Thinsulate 150g tophand and Thinsulate
100g palm for high levels of warmth.
·· Thin cuff closure flap and webbing wrist
closure for security and ease-of-use.

·· Side reinforcements.
·· Padded fingers.
·· Thumb and palm reinforcement
for a superior grip.
·· Ergonomic stretch insert on palm, fingers
and backhand for better flexibility
·· Touchscreen compatible fingertips.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Level 1 EN13594:2015, KP.

STELLA ANDES
T O U R I N G D RY S TA R ® G L O V E

·· Premium leather, suede, softshell
and advanced stretch textile main
chassis for comfort and durability.
·· Softshell and stretch fabric on the
backhand for freedom of movement.
·· Soft viscoelastic compound knuckle
guard which is ergonomically
profiled for rider comfort.
·· Double hook and loop grip closure
system on wrist for a secure fit.
·· Long cuff design offers extended
coverage of the wrist area.
·· Drystar® performance membrane construction
for guaranteed waterproofness and sensitivity
when operating the bike’s controls.

BLACK

SIZE

BLACK
FUCHSIA

SIZE

3311-0171
3311-0172
3311-0173
3311-0174
3311-0175

XS
S
M
L
XL

3302-0724
3302-0725
3302-0726
3302-0727
3302-0728

XS
S
M
L
XL
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·· Ergonomic stretch insert between
thumb and palm offers flexibility to
vastly improve hand movement.
·· Reflective inserts.
·· Rubber reinforcements with padding
on thumb and palm for comfort.
·· Leather stretch accordions on fingers and
thumb to increase flexibility and fit.
·· Touchscreen compatible fingertip.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Level 1 EN13594:2015, KP.

STELLA S MAX
D RY S TA R ® G L O V E

·· Anatomically profiled for an
optimized female fit.
·· Short sport glove constructed from a
mixture of leather and stretch mesh for high
levels of durability and rider comfort.
·· Drystar® waterproof and breathable
technology offers effective all-weather
protection against the elements.
·· Covered hard knuckle with padded finger
for enhanced levels of impact protection.
·· Hook and loop wrist flap for a secure closure.

BLACK
WHITE

BLACK
TEAL

3311-0186
3311-0187
3311-0188
3311-0189
3311-0190

3311-0196
3311-0197
3311-0198
3311-0199
3311-0200

BLACK
BLACK
ANTHRACITE FUCHSIA
3311-0181
3311-0182
3311-0183
3311-0184
3311-0185

3311-0191
3311-0192
3311-0193
3311-0194
3311-0195

C -1 v 2 G O R E W I N D S T O P P E R ®
WO M E N ’ S G LOV E

·· Side reinforcements for added protection.
·· Palm reinforcement for superior grip.
·· Ergonomic stretch insert on palm
for added rider comfort.
·· Touchscreen compatible fingertip.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Level 1 EN13594:2015, KP.

·· Designed and developed for an
optimized women’s fit.
·· Gore Windstopper fabric from Gore-Tex.
·· Extended leather palm for
comfort and durability.
·· Padding on fingers and thumb .
·· Cuff closure with strap.

SIZE

BLACK

SIZE

XS
S
M
L
XL

3311-0166
3311-0167
3311-0168
3311-0169
3311-0170

XS
S
M
L
XL

·· Short cuff design for convenience.
·· Conductive fingertip for use
with touchscreen devices.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Level 1 EN13594:2015, KP.
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S T E L L A S M X-1 A I R v 2 G L O V E

·· Leather and mesh construction
with perforation zones.
·· Hard polymer knuckle protection system for
superior impact and abrasion resistance.
·· Stretch area on fingers and
backhand for better comfort.
·· Hook and loop wrist closure.
·· Ergonomic stretch insert on palm.
·· Padding on fingers.

BLACK

BLACK
FUCHSIA

SIZE

3302-0629
3302-0630
3302-0631
3302-0632
3302-0633

3302-0624
3302-0625
3302-0626
3302-0627
3302-0628

XS
S
M
L
XL
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·· Thumb and palm reinforcement for a superior
grip made from advance poly blend.
·· Touchscreen compatible fingertip.
·· Chassis constructed from mix of air
mesh and perforated leather.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Level 1 EN13594:2015, KP.

STE LL A C O PPE R G LOV E

·· Anatomically profiled for an
optimized female fit.
·· Short, lightweight glove complete with
urban styling, ideal for commuters.
·· Hard knuckle covered by stretch spandex
for high levels of impact protection.
·· Full synthetic suede palm for added durability.
·· Accordions on backhand for
increased finger flexibility.
·· Hook and loop wrist closure for a secure fit.
·· Palm reinforcement patches for superior grip.
·· Ergonomic puller for ease of use.

BLACK

BLACK
LIGHT
GREY

BLACK
BLACK
FUCHSIA

SIZE

3302-0735
3302-0736
3302-0737
3302-0738
3302-0739

3302-0740
3302-0741
3302-0742
3302-0743
3302-0744

3302-0745
3302-0746
3302-0747
3302-0748
3302-0749

XS
S
M
L
XL

·· Touchscreen compatible
fingertip on index finger.
·· Padding on fingers for increased
levels of rider comfort.
·· Lycra fourchettes offer good
breathability and flexibility.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Level 1 EN13594:2015, KP.

S T E L L A A N D E S v2 D RY S TA R ® B O O T

·· Specifically engineered for women.
·· Highly specified Touring Drystar® boot for long
distance road trips, offering comfort and guaranteed
performance in all weather conditions.
·· Main upper material constructed with reinforced leather
for better comfort, durability and abrasion resistance.
·· Extensive front and rear accordion stretch paneling in
microfiber for superior comfort, extension, flex and support.
·· Medial side entry system with elastic stretch
mounted zipper and wide flap hook and loop closure
for convenience and a precise, secure fit.
·· TPR shin plate insert and TPR ankle protector

for protection and flexibility.
·· Double density TPU ankle protector disks are layered on both
sides under the upper and backed by polyfoam padding.
·· Internal shock resistant TPU shin guard mounted under
the leather gives superior impact resistance.
·· TPU shift pad protects the upper and the
toe box from shifter abrasion.
·· Alpinestars exclusive full Drystar® internal membrane ensures
100% waterproof performance and a high level of breathability.
·· Toe box and heel counter internal reinforcement
gives structured support and impact resistance.

·· Rear reflective insert to make the rider
more visible to other road users.
·· Alpinestars exclusive vulcanized rubber compound outsole.
·· Contoured insole injected in polypropylene
includes shank reinforcement.
·· Removable anatomic advanced EVA footbed.
·· According to European statutory law the CE mark is a
conformity requirement for the marketing of this product.
The following standards apply to this product:
·· EN 13634:2017.

BLACK
FUCHSIA

SIZE SIZE
US
EU

3401-0699
3401-0700
3401-0701
3401-0702
3401-0703
3401-0704
3401-0705
3401-0706

3.5
4
5
6
6.5
7.5
8
9

36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
47

RIDE TECH WINTER
T E C H L AY E R T O P / B O T T O M

·· TOP:
·· Design for cold weather riding.
·· Open mesh structure on back for
comfort and breathability.
·· Compression fit design to
reduce muscle fatigue.
·· Stretch ribs on chest.
·· Jacquard logos on shoulders and chest.

BLACK GRAY BLACK GRAY
TOP
PANTS
2940-0323
2940-0324
2940-0325
48

2940-0320
2940-0321
2940-0322

SIZE
XS/S
M/L
XL/2XL

·· PANTS:
·· Design for cold weather riding.
·· Open mesh structure on back thigh
for comfort and breathability.
·· Compression fit design to
reduce muscle fatigue.
·· Stretch ribs on front and back knee.
·· Jacquard logos on knee.

RIDE TECH SUMMER
T E C H L AY E R T O P / B O T T O M

·· TOP:
·· Design for warm weather riding.
·· Open mesh structure on back for
comfort and breathability.
·· Compression fit design to
reduce muscle fatigue.
·· Stretch ribs on chest.
·· Jacquard logos on shoulders and chest.

·· PANTS:
·· Design for warm weather riding.
·· Open mesh structure on back thigh
for comfort and breathability.
·· Compression fit design to
reduce muscle fatigue.
·· Stretch ribs on front and back knee.
·· Jacquard logos on knee.

RIDE TECH TOP SHORT SLEEVE

·· Design for warm weather riding.
·· Open mesh structure on back for
comfort and breathability.
·· Compression fit design to
reduce muscle fatigue.

BLACK RED
TOP

BLACK RED
PANTS

SIZE

BLACK RED

SIZE

2940-0317
2940-0318
2940-0319

2940-0314
2940-0315
2940-0316

XS/S
M/L
XL/2XL

2940-0311
2940-0312
2940-0313

XS/S
M/L
XL/2XL

·· Stretch ribs on chest.
·· Jacquard logos on shoulders and chest.
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TEC H TOP LONG S LE EVE

·· Ultra-lightweight, technical base
layer anatomically optimized to be
worn under outer garments.
·· Comfortable moisture-wicking fiber
aids all-round body temperature
control and performance.

·· Fully body-mapped with strategically
positioned open mesh inserts for ventilation.
·· Seamless tubular construction allows
for performance compression fit.
·· Flat-lock ergonomic seams allow unrestricted
movement and an enhanced range of motion.

TECH TOP SHORT
SLEEVE SUMMER

·· Ultra-lightweight, technical base
layer anatomically optimized to be
worn under outer garments.
·· Comfortable moisture-wicking fiber
aids all-round body temperature
control and performance.

BLACK

SIZE

BLACK
RED

SIZE

2940-0353
2940-0354
2940-0355

XS/S
M/L
XL/2XL

2940-0350
2940-0351
2940-0352

XS/S
M/L
XL/2XL
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·· Fully body-mapped with strategically
positioned open mesh inserts for ventilation.
·· Seamless tubular construction allows
for performance compression fit.
·· Flat-lock ergonomic seams allow unrestricted
movement and an enhanced range of motion.

T E C H TA N K S U M M E R

·· Ultra-lightweight, technical base
layer anatomically optimized to be
worn under outer garments.
·· Comfortable moisture-wicking fiber
aids all-round body temperature
control and performance.

·· Fully body-mapped with strategically
positioned open mesh inserts for ventilation.
·· Seamless tubular construction allows
for performance compression fit.
·· Flat-lock ergonomic seams allow unrestricted
movement and an enhanced range of motion.

T E C H PA N T S

·· Ultra-lightweight, technical base
layer anatomically optimized to be
worn under outer garments.
·· Comfortable moisture-wicking fiber
aids all-round body temperature
control and performance.

BLACK
RED

SIZE

BLACK RED

SIZE

2940-0347
2940-0348
2940-0349

XS/S
M/L
XL/2XL

2940-0344
2940-0345
2940-0346

XS/S
M/L
XL/2XL

·· Fully body-mapped with strategically
positioned open mesh inserts for ventilation.
·· Seamless tubular construction allows
for performance compression fit.
·· Flat-lock ergonomic seams allow unrestricted
movement and an enhanced range of motion.
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WINTER TOURING
B A L AC L AVA

OPE N FACE
B A L AC L AVA

·· Flat lock seam
for effective
·· Warm and
for comfort
insulation
breathable
under helmet.
against the
moisture wicking
elements.
stretch fabric
·· Open nose panel
for comfort.
construction to
·· External
aid breathing.
waterproof and
·· Full face design
windproof neck
with neck
skirt for wind and
and shoulder
water protection.
covering

·· Heavyweight
and moisture
wicking material
that can be used
for any season.
·· Open-face
design with
ergonomic fit.

·· Flat lock seams
for comfort feel.
·· Strategic chin
panel design for
better fit, feel
and comfort.

SKULL CAP
BEANIE
·· Extended neck
length for added
protection.
·· Reflective
printed Astar
logo.

·· Breathable
and quick dry
materials.
·· Mesh panels
for ventilation.

BLACK

SIZE

BLACK

SIZE

BLACK

SIZE

2503-0065

OS

2503-0119

OS

2504-0191

OS

TECH NECK
WARM E R
B A S E L AY E R
·· Super soft
four-way
stretch reversed
micro-fleece.

·· Seam-free
collar edge.

N EC K WARM E R
B A S E L AY E R
·· Embroidered
logo.

·· Super soft
four-way
stretch reversed
micro-fleece.

·· Inner open mesh. ·· Embroidered
logo.
·· Seam-free
collar edge.

BLACK

SIZE

BLACK

BLACK
PINK

SIZE

2502-0071

OS

2502-0070

2502-0212

OS
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·· Ergonomic
fit from top of
head to ear.
·· Flat-lock seams
for better feel
and comfort.

·· Reflective logo
printing.

CONTOURS NECK
TUBE
·· 100% polyester
microfiber.
·· Seamless
construction
for comfort.

ANTHRACITE
GRAY RED SIZE
2502-0189

OS

·· Distinctive
graphic
digital print.

·· Woven stitched
brand label.

BLURRED NECK
TUBE
·· 100% polyester
microfiber.
·· Seamless
construction
for comfort.

·· Distinctive
graphic
digital print.

·· Woven stitched
brand label.

BLACK
ANTHRACITE SIZE
2502-0188

OS

COOLING VEST

·· Cools vascular system
to limit effects of heat
exhaustion on upper body.
·· Anatomical fit with stretch
inserts on side torso.
·· Strategically positioned
ventilation for airflow
and breathability.
·· Three-layer textile

construction with moisturewicking fleece lining.
·· Innovative core
cooling system slowly
and evenly releases
moisture during rides.
·· Lightweight with a
refillable water chamber
for repeat use.

A S TA R S N E C K
TUBE
·· 100% polyester
microfiber.
·· Seamless
construction
for comfort.

·· Distinctive
graphic
digital print.

·· Woven stitched
brand label.

LIGHT
GRAY DARK
GRAY
SIZE

BLACK
WHITE

SIZE

2502-0190

OS

2830-0501 S/M
2830-0502 L/XL
2830-0503 2X/3X
53

H U R R I CAN E R AI N JAC K E T

·· Constructed from ultra-lightweight PU
coated 100% waterproof poly-nylon fabric
that has been specially treated to avoid
sticking when worn over textile or leather
garments. (Black fluo colorway incorporates
poly-textile panels for colorfastness).
·· All seams are tape-sealed for guaranteed
waterproofing performance.
·· Light poly-mesh lining improved
internal air circulation and comfort.
·· Reflective details improves visibility of
rider in poor weather conditions.

·· Comes with convenient storage/transport
bag to easily fit inside luggage.
·· Hook and loop adjustments on the arms
and waist and shock chord adjuster
ensure close fit over outer garment.
·· Elasticated collar and cuff help form hermetic
seal to avoid wind and water penetration.
·· Waterproof compartment on inside chest for
easy access and peace-of-mind storage.

H U R R I C A N E R A I N PA N T S

·· Constructed from ultra-lightweight PU
coated 100% waterproof poly-nylon fabric
that has been specially treated to avoid
sticking when worn over textile or leather
garments. (Black fluo colorway incorporates
poly-textile panels for colorfastness).
·· All seams are tape-sealed for guaranteed
waterproofing performance.
·· Light poly-mesh lining improved
internal air circulation and comfort.

YELLOW
FLUO
BLACK

BLACK

SIZE

YELLOW
FLUO
BLACK

BLACK

SIZE

2854-0246
2854-0247
2854-0248
2854-0249
2854-0250
2854-0251

2854-0240
2854-0241
2854-0242
2854-0243
2854-0244
2854-0245

S
M
L
XL
XXL
3XL

2855-0384
2855-0385
2855-0386
2855-0387
2855-0388
2855-0389

2855-0378
2855-0379
2855-0380
2855-0381
2855-0382
2855-0383

S
M
L
XL
XXL
3XL
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·· Reflective details improves visibility of
rider in poor weather conditions.
·· Comes with convenient storage/transport
bag to easily fit inside luggage.
·· Elasticated waist and lower hem
help form hermetic seal to avoid
wind and water penetration
·· Zippered lower leg gusset means pant
can closely fit around all riding boots.

N U C L E O N K R -1 C E L L i
B AC K P R OT E C T O R

·· The super lightweight
back protector insert is
developed in three waistto-shoulder dimensions in
order to cover all body sizes.
·· High performance
polymeric material blend
Cell Structure for optimized
flexibility and excellent
weight saving properties.
·· The back protector’s
design changes from the
centre towards the outside
providing the perfect
balance between energy
absorption and flexibility.
·· Horizontal flexion grooves

··

··
··

··

for an adaptive fit in
different riding positions.
Soft comfortable
padding on the body
side of the protector
offers breathability
and rider comfort.
Racing suit compatibility.
According to European
statutory law the CE
mark is a conformity
requirement for the
marketing of this product.
The following standards
apply to this product:
CE Level 2 EN1621-2:2014.

NUCLEON KR-2i
PROTECTOR

·· Extremely lightweight,
flexible and ergonomically
profiled for an optimized
anatomical fit, the Nucleon
KR-2i incorporates
an airflow system for
cooling and comfort.
·· The highly protective
Nucleon KR-2i back
protector is quick and
convenient to insert
and fits unobtrusively

within a rider’s jacket or
suit for the ultimate in
safety performance.
·· According to European
statutory law the CE
mark is a conformity
requirement for the
marketing of this product.
The following standards
apply to this product:
·· CE Level 2 EN1621-2:2014.

NUCLEON KR- CELLi
PROTECTOR

·· The super lightweight
back protector insert
is developed in three
waist-to-shoulder
dimensions in order to
cover all the body sizes.
·· The triple segmented back
shell plate is constructed
from a high performance
polymeric material blend
for optimized flexibility
and excellent weight
saving properties.
·· The back protector’s
structure design and
structural change from
the center towards the
outside provides the
perfect balance between
force dispersion and
energy absorption.
·· Unique Cell microstructure
designed for advanced

SMOKE
RED

SIZE

BLACK

SIZE

BLACK

SIZE

2702-0259
2702-0260
2702-0261

S
M
L

2702-0152
2702-0153
2702-0154

S
M
L

2702-0227
2702-0228
2702-0229

S
M
L

··

··

··

··

··

energy absorption,
adaptivity, maximum
breathability and air flow.
Ergonomic protection plate
contours to the natural
curve of the back ensuring
optimum fit while riding.
Horizontal flexion groves
for an adaptive fit in
different riding position.
Soft comfortable airmesh
on the body side of
the protector offers
maximum breathability
and rider comfort.
According to European
statutory law the CE
mark is a conformity
requirement for the
marketing of this product.
The following standards
apply to this product:
CE Level 2 EN1621-2:2014.
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N U C L E O N K R -1 i
PROTECTOR

·· Fusing together a
lightweight, perforated
hard shell and energy
absorbing foam, this hybrid
protector insert offers
excellent impact resistance
while being flexible and
anatomically contoured.
·· With its innovative cooling
airflow channel system
the Nucleon KR-1i Hybrid
Back Protector Insert

BLACK
WHITE

SIZE

2702-0171
2702-0172
2702-0173

S
M
L
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offers optimized levels of
protection and comfort for
Sport and street riding.
·· According to European
statutory law the CE
mark is a conformity
requirement for the
marketing of this product.
The following standards
apply to this product:
·· CE Level 2 EN1621-2:2014.

N UC LEON KR - C E LL PROTECTOR

·· Back protector developed in three waist to shoulder
dimension in order to cover all the body size.
·· Back Nucleon shell plates are constructed from a high
performance polymeric material blend for optimized
flexibility and excellent weight-saving properties.
·· Shells are highly perforated for maximum
breathability and air ventilation.
·· Single injected compound shell constructed with
triple layers design to absorb the impacts and
allow the maximum breathability and air flow.
·· Ergonomic protection plate contours to the natural
curve of the back ensuring optimum fit while riding.

SMOKE
BLACK RED

SIZE

2702-0204
2702-0205
2702-0206
2702-0207
2702-0208

XS
S
M
L
XL

·· Horizontal flexion groves for an adaptive
fit in different position.
·· Adjustable and detachable elastic shoulder straps via a snap
fit system to allow a more comfortable use of the protector.
·· Compatible with the Nucleon KR-C protector.
·· Compatible with the Nucleon KR-TB protector.
·· Kidney belt featuring a dual hook and loop closure system.
·· Soft foam padded chassis for maximum comfort.
·· According to European statutory law the CE mark is a
conformity requirement for the marketing of this product.
The following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Level 1 EN1621-2:2014.

N U C L E O N K R -1 P R O T E C T O R

·· The Nucleon KR-1 hybrid back protector
incorporates race-oriented back protection.
·· Featuring hard-shell vertebrae protection and
high energy absorbing viscoelastic memory
foam, this innovative hybrid back protector is
uncompromising in safety and performance.
·· Ergonomically profiled for sport riding
with superb ventilation and a special
waist adjustment belt for a customized

SMOKE
BLACK RED SIZE
2702-0214
2702-0215
2702-0216

XS
S
M

fit – the Nucleon KR-1 is extremely
lightweight and breathable.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Level 2 EN1621-2:2014.

N U C L E O N K R -1 C E L L
BAC K PROTE CTO R

·· Cell Technology back protector is constructed
from a high performance polymeric
material blend for optimized flexibility and
excellent weight saving properties.
·· Developed in three waist-to-shoulder
dimensions in order to cover all body sizes.
·· Extended lower back protector offers
more protection to the rider.
·· Highly perforated for maximum
breathability and ventilation.
·· Horizontal flexion grooves for an adaptive
fit in different riding positions.
·· Adjustable and detachable elastic shoulder
straps via a snap fit system for greater comfort.

·· Compatible with the Nucleon KR-C protector
by removing the adjustable straps.
·· Compatible with the Nucleon KR-TB protector
for extended lower spine protection.
·· Height adjustable kidney belt
featuring dual hook and loop closure
system for easy, secure closure.
·· Soft Bio-Foam padded chassis
for maximum comfort.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Level 2 EN1621-2:2014.

TRANSPARENT
SMOKE
RED BLACK SIZE
2702-0249
2702-0250
2702-0251
2702-0252
2702-0253

XS
S
M
L
XL
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N UC LEON KR -2 PROTECTOR

·· The Nucleon KR-2 is a premium
adventure touring back protector.
·· Extremely lightweight, highly breathable
and incorporating reinforced protection,
this back protector is optimized for
comfort on longer journeys.
·· An innovative fusion of energy absorbing
viscoelastic memory foam with
articulated vertebrae protection

BLACK RED

BLACK
SMOKE
RED

2702-0166
2702-0167
2702-0168
2702-0169
2702-0170

2702-0219
2702-0220
2702-0221
2702-0222
2702-0223
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·· The Nucleon KR-2 is flexible and
ergonomically profiled for performance.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Level 2 EN1621-2:2014.

N UC LEON KR -3 PROTECTOR

·· Back protector developed in three
waist to shoulder dimensions in
order to cover all the body sizes.
·· Lattice structured back shell plate is
constructed from a high performance
polymeric material blend for
optimized flexibility and excellent
weight-saving properties.
·· Soft viscoelastic compound developed
for all the Nucleon protectors 2018.
·· Hybrid construction: lattice shell with a
new viscoelastic PU foam compound.
·· Single injected lattice structure shell
constructed with ergonomic design
to absorb high impacts and allow
maximum breathability and air flow.
·· In combination with the Nucleon, PU foam
on the central spine area offers extraordinary
performance on impact absorption.
·· Additional convex design on the central hard
shell provides highest protection of the spine.

SIZE

SMOKE
BLACK
RED

SIZE

XS
S
M
L
XL

2702-0209
2702-0210
2702-0211
2702-0212
2702-0213

XS
S
M
L
XL

·· Horizontal flex groves for an adaptive
fit in all riding positions.
·· Adjustable rib protector made by a
high performance polymeric material
blend for additional side protection.
·· Shoulder blade protective padding
extensions to protect the acromion bones.
·· Waist adjustment for customized fit
and slim vented kidney belt for added
position stability and security .
·· Adjustable and detachable elastic shoulder
straps via snap fit system to allow a more
comfortable use of the protector.
·· Compatible with the Nucleon KR-C protector.
·· Compatible with the Nucleon KR-TB protector.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Level 2 EN1621-2:2014.

NUCLEON KR-R CELL
BAC K PROTE CTO R

·· The Nucleon KR-R Cell is an innovative
track and race back protector.
·· Developed in three waist-to-shoulder
dimensions in order to cover all body sizes.
·· The new Cell Technology back
protector is constructed from a high
performance polymeric material
blend for optimized flexibility and
excellent weight saving properties.
·· Extended lower back protector offers
more protection to the rider.
·· Highly perforated for maximum
breathability and ventilation.
·· The ergonomically designed protector
contours to the natural curve of the back
ensuring an optimum fit while riding.

SMOKE
BLACK RED SIZE
2702-0254
2702-0255
2702-0256
2702-0257
2702-0258

XS
S
M
L
XL

·· Horizontal flexion grooves for an adaptive
fit in different riding positions.
·· Compatible with the Nucleon KR-TB protector
for extended lower spine protection.
·· Height adjustable kidney belt
featuring dual hook and loop closure
system for easy, secure closure.
·· Soft Bio-Foam padded chassis
for maximum comfort.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Level 2 EN1621-2:2014.

TR AC K VE ST 2

·· Chest compartment with removable PE foam.
·· Nucleon chest protector available as upgrade.
·· Technical stretch net construction
for comfort and durability.
·· PE foam padding throughout
vest for added comfort.
·· Adjustable and removable kidney belt
for secure and personalized fit.

BLACK

SIZE

2701-0808
2701-0809
2701-0810
2701-0811
2701-0812

XS
S
M
L
XL

·· TPR logo on the front chest.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Level 2 EN1621-2:2014.
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GP KNEE SLIDER HARD

·· Constructed using a PU compound that
is durable yet allows good feel in turns.
·· Shaped for optimal contact, even-wear
distribution and lighter weight.

BLACK

WHITE

2840-0053 2840-0008

·· Standard fitment on selected
Alpinestars leather suits.

SIZE

B IOF LE X KN E E PROTECTOR

·· Ergonomic design that allows
high levels of movement.
·· Fully perforated structure ensures
maximum comfort and ventilation.
·· Slim design makes the protector
discreet off the bike.
·· Adaptive shape thanks to the way the

protector cells are bridged together for
enhanced levels of comfort and protection.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Level 1 EN1621-1:2012.

OS
BLACK

SIZE

2704-0507
2704-0508

S
L

B IOF LE X H I P PROTECTOR
SPORT KNEE SLIDER HARD

·· Constructed using a PU compound that
is durable yet allows good feel in turns.
·· Shaped for optimal contact, even-wear
distribution and lighter weight.

BLACK
WHITE

SIZE

2840-0038

OS
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·· Standard fitment on selected
Alpinestars leather suits.

·· Ergonomic design that allows
high levels of movement.
·· Fully perforated structure ensures
maximum comfort and ventilation.
·· Slim design makes the protector
discreet off the bike.
·· Adaptive shape thanks to the way the

BLACK

SIZE

2702-0262
2702-0263

S
L

protector cells are bridged together for
enhanced levels of comfort and protection.
·· According to European statutory law
the CE mark is a conformity requirement
for the marketing of this product. The
following standards apply to this product:
·· CE Level 1 EN1621-1:2012.

S M X- 6 v2 B OOT

·· Newly designed boot upper incorporates innovative
front, rear bellow and rear calf zones for superior
levels of flexibility. The upper is constructed from
microfiber for durability and abrasion resistance.
·· Ergonomic last for forefoot streamlining to enable
greater control of the bike’s controls and for superior,
wide-ranging foot profile, fit and comfort.
·· Alpinestars innovative TPU lateral ankle brace protection provides
a biomechanical support between lateral top calf/shin and ankle
and offers improved structural integrity, protection against
impact shocks, repeated abrasion resistance and flex support.
·· Air vents on the heel counter and shin plate plus
breathable mesh inserts improve comfort and
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reduce fatigue on short and long rides.
·· High modulus TPU injected shin guard, calf protector,
heel counter, shift pad, ankle brace and toe slider
for improved shock protection and durability.
·· Double density ankle protector on medial side layered under
the upper offers protective performance in key area.
·· Innovative instep and Achilles accordion flex zone construction
for superior comfort, extension, control and support.
·· Internal insole with the shank reinforcement integrated
for support to the arch area and foot protection.
·· Medial side entry opening/closure system features elasticmounted zipper with wide hook and loop closure for flexibility and
secure fit. The aperture opening is large to promote easier in/out.

·· Internal toe box protection is layered under the upper
for durability, improved feel and performance.
·· Breathable textile interior lining features antisliding microfiber suede reinforcement on heel
area help keep foot in position while riding.
·· New, removable anatomic footbed includes EVA and
Lycra for performance, comfort and support.
·· Alpinestars new and exclusive compound rubber sole promotes
improved feel and grip, water dispersion and durability.
·· According to European statutory law the CE mark is a
conformity requirement for the marketing of this product.
The following standards apply to this product:
·· EN 13634:2017.

BLACK
WHITE

BLACK
BLACK

BLACK
RED

3404-1216
3404-1217
3404-1218
3404-1219
3404-1220
3404-1221
3404-1222
3404-1223
3404-1224
3404-1225
3404-1226
3404-1227
3404-1228
3404-1229
3404-1230

3404-1107
3404-1108
3404-1109
3404-1110
3404-1111
3404-1112
3404-1113
3404-1114
3404-1115
3404-1116
3404-1117
3404-1118
3404-1119
3404-1120
3404-1121

3404-1414
3404-1415
3404-1416
3404-1417
3404-1418
3404-1419
3404-1420
3404-1421
3404-1422
3404-1423
3404-1424

SIZE SIZE
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4
5
6
6.5
7.5
8
9
9.5
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11.5
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13.5
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40
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44
45
46
47
48
49
50

S M X- 6 v2 G O R E -T E X B O OT

·· Newly designed boot upper incorporates innovative
front, rear bellow and rear calf zones.
·· Main upper material constructed from advanced microfiber for
durability and abrasion resistance, plus a waterproof and highly
breathable GORE-TEX liner for excellent all-weather performance.
·· Ergonomic new last for forefoot streamlining to
enable greater control of the bike’s controls.
·· Alpinestars innovative TPU lateral ankle brace protection
provides a biomechanical support between lateral top calf/
shin and ankle and offers improved structural integrity.
·· Alpinestars new and exclusive compound rubber sole promotes
improved feel and grip, water dispersion and durability.

·· Air vents on the heel counter and shin plate improves
cooling comfort on short and long rides.
·· High modulus TPU injected shin guard, calf protector,
heel counter, shift pad and toe slider.
·· Double density ankle protector on medial side layered
under the upper offers protective performance.
·· Innovative instep and Achilles accordion flex zone construction.
·· Internal insole with the shank reinforcement integrated
for support to the arch area and foot protection.
·· Medial side entry opening/closure system features elasticmounted zipper with wide hook and loop closure.

·· Internal toe box protection is layered under the upper
for durability, improved feel and performance.
·· New, dual compound removable anatomic
footbed includes EVA and lycra.
·· According to European statutory law the CE mark is a
conformity requirement for the marketing of this product.
The following standards apply to this product:
·· EN 13634:2017.
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8
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SMX S BOOT

·· Durable microfiber upper construction offering
superb levels of flexibility and comfort.
·· Ergonomic new last for forefoot streamlining
to enable greater control of the bike’s.
·· New TPU shin plate protector is race-derived for
superior impact and abrasion resistance.
·· Lateral TPR-injected ankle support construction offers
optimized levels of protection and stability.

·· TPU double density ankles protectors are layered
under the upper in both lateral and medial side.
·· Breathable textile interior lining.
·· Integrated, replaceable bi-injected TPU slider
features new easy no-screw fixing concept.
·· Shift pad made from TPU incorporates technical
texturing for protection and grip.
·· Medial side entry opening/closure system features elasticmounted zipper with wide hook and loop closure.

·· Internal toe box protection is layered under the upper
for durability, improved feel and performance.
·· New, dual compound removable anatomic
footbed includes EVA and Lycra.
·· Alpinestars new and exclusive compound rubber sole.
·· According to European statutory law the CE mark is a
conformity requirement for the marketing of this product.
The following standards apply to this product:
·· EN 13634:2017.

BLACK
BLACK
3404-1313
3404-1314
3404-1315
3404-1316
3404-1317
3404-1318
3404-1319
3404-1320
3404-1321
3404-1322
3404-1323
3404-1324
3404-1325
3404-1326
3404-1327
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SIZE SIZE
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C O R O Z A L A D V E N T U R E D R Y S TA R ® O I L E D L E AT H E R B O O T

·· The upper is constructed from full grain oiled leather on lower
medial panel, both with heat press texture for superior grip.
·· Front and rear bellow made with lightweight microfiber
for more durability and abrasion resistance.
·· Extended PU coated leather gaiter helps seal out
excessive water and dirt entry; rear gaiter includes
rubber insert for flexbility and comfort.
·· TPU shin plate and calf plate offer support
and resistance for impacts.
·· Bio-mechanical lateral “flexi-blade” system provides
execellent front and rear movment while offering
support and protection to the ankle.

·· TPU shift pad made with technical texture for added grip
plus foam padding on underneath for better comfort.
·· Wide entry aperture for convenience with hook and loop
upper closure flap to allow broad ranging calf fit adjustment.
·· TPU double density ankles protector on medial side for protection.
·· New closure system includes 2 polymer buckles with
an innovative closure system. This closure includes a
ratchet with memory and a quick release/locking system
with self-aligning design for easy, precise closure.
·· Soft foams surrounds the ankles and collar offer
comfort and shock absorbing performance.

·· Drystar® membrane layer between upper and lining for
proven performance in difficult weather conditions.
·· Toe box and heel counter reinforcement
are layered under the upper.
·· PP insole with steel shank co-injected for excellent feel and safety.
·· Alpinestars exclusive vulcanized rubber plus injected PU midsole
designed for optimal combination of comfort and grip.
·· Replaceable anatomical EVA footbed with Lycra® lining on top.
·· According to European statutory law the CE mark is a
conformity requirement for the marketing of this product.
The following standards apply to this product:
·· EN 13634:2017.

BROWN
BLACK
3410-1750
3410-1751
3410-1752
3410-1753
3410-1754
3410-1755
3410-1756

SIZE SIZE
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45.5
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C O R O Z A L A DV E N T U R E D RY S TA R ® B O O T

·· The upper is constructed from PU coated leather on lower
medial panel, both with heat press texture for superior grip.
·· Front and rear bellow made with lightweight microfiber
for more durability and abrasion resistance.
·· Extended PU coated leather gaiter helps seal out
excessive water and dirt entry; rear gaiter includes
rubber insert for flexbility and comfort.
·· TPU shin plate and calf plate offer support
and resistance for impacts.
·· Bio-mechanical lateral “flexi-blade” system provides
execellent front and rear movment while offering
support and protection to the ankle.
·· TPU shift pad made with technical texture for added grip

plus foam padding on underneath for better comfort.
·· Wide entry aperture for convenience with hook and loop
upper closure flap to allow broad ranging calf fit adjustment.
·· TPU double density ankles protector on medial side for protection.
·· New closure system includes 2 polymer buckles with
an innovative closure system. This closure includes a
ratchet with memory and a quick release/locking system
with self-aligning design for easy, precise closure.
·· Soft foams surrounds the ankles and collar offer
comfort and shock absorbing performance.
·· Drystar® membrane layer between upper and lining for
proven performance in difficult weather conditions.

·· Toe box and heel counter reinforcement
are layered under the upper.
·· PP insole with steel shank co-injected for excellent feel and safety.
·· Alpinestars exclusive vulcanized rubber plus injected PU midsole
designed for optimal combination of comfort and grip.
·· Replaceable anatomical EVA footbed with Lycra® lining on top.
·· According to European statutory law the CE mark is a
conformity requirement for the marketing of this product.
The following standards apply to this product:
·· EN 13634:2017.

BLACK
3410-1484
3410-1485
3410-1486
3410-1487
3410-1488
3410-1489
3410-1490
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SIZE SIZE
EU
US
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

40.5
42
43
44.5
45.5
47
48

B E L I Z E D R Y S TA R ® O I L E D L E AT H E R B O O T

·· The upper is constructed from full grain oiled leather on
lower medial panel and suede leather on higher medial
panel both with heat press texture for superior grip.
·· Front and rear bellow are made with lightweight
microfiber for more flexibility and comfort.
·· New TPU Shin Plate and calf plate design offer
support and resistance for impacts.
·· TPU Shift pad made with technical texture for added grip
plus foam padding on underneath for better comfort.
·· Wide entry aperture for convenience with 2 lateral buckles
(shin plate and instep) for a precise and adjustable closure.
·· Inner TPU ankles protector double density
on medial side for protection.

·· New lateral ankle closure system includes 2 polymer
buckle. The closure includes a ratchet with memory and a
quick release/locking system with self-aligning design for
easy, precise closure; the all buckles are replaceable.
·· Bio-mechanical lateral “flexi-blade” system provides
excellent front and rear movement while offering
support and protection to the ankle.
·· Soft poly foam surrounds the ankles and collar offer
comfort and shock absorbing performance.
·· Drystar® membrane layer between upper and lining for
proven performance in difficult weather conditions.
·· Internal toe box and heel counter reinforcement
are layered under the upper.

·· Polypropylene insole with steel shank co-injected
for excellent feel and rigid comfort and safety.
·· The boot height stop just under the calf to offer a sporty
alternative to the traditional touring high boot design.
·· Alpinestars exclusive vulcanized rubber plus injected PU midsole
designed for optimal combination of comfort and grip.
·· Replaceable anatomical EVA footbed with Lycra lining on top.
·· According to European statutory law the CE mark is a
conformity requirement for the marketing of this product.
The following standards apply to this product:
·· EN 13634:2017.
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B E L I Z E D RY S TA R ® B O O T

·· The upper is constructed from PU coated leather on
lower medial panel and suede leather on higher medial
panel both with heat press texture for superior grip.
·· Front and rear bellow are made with lightweight
microfiber for more flexibility and comfort.
·· New TPU Shin Plate and calf plate design offer
support and resistance for impacts.
·· TPU Shift pad made with technical texture for added grip
plus foam padding on underneath for better comfort.
·· Wide entry aperture for convenience with 2 lateral buckles
(shin plate and instep) for a precise and adjustable closure.
·· Inner TPU ankles protector double density
on medial side for protection.

·· New lateral ankle closure system includes 2 polymer
buckle. The closure includes a ratchet with memory and a
quick release/locking system with self-aligning design for
easy, precise closure; the all buckles are replaceable.
·· Bio-mechanical lateral “flexi-blade” system provides
excellent front and rear movement while offering
support and protection to the ankle.
·· Soft poly foam surrounds the ankles and collar offer
comfort and shock absorbing performance.
·· Drystar® membrane layer between upper and lining for
proven performance in difficult weather conditions.
·· Internal toe box and heel counter reinforcement
are layered under the upper.

·· Polypropylene insole with steel shank co-injected
for excellent feel and rigid comfort and safety.
·· The boot height stop just under the calf to offer a sporty
alternative to the traditional touring high boot design.
·· Alpinestars exclusive vulcanized rubber plus injected PU midsole
designed for optimal combination of comfort and grip.
·· Replaceable anatomical EVA footbed with Lycra lining on top.
·· According to European statutory law the CE mark is a
conformity requirement for the marketing of this product.
The following standards apply to this product:
·· EN 13634:2017.

BLACK
3410-1736
3410-1737
3410-1738
3410-1739
3410-1740
3410-1741
3410-1742
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SIZE SIZE
EU
US
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

40.5
42
43
44.5
45.5
47
48

W E B G O R E -T E X B O OT

·· Highly specified Touring GORE-TEX boot for long
distance road, work in all weather conditions.
·· Leather construction gives excellent
durability and long lasting comfort.
·· Full GORE-TEX internal membrane ensures 100%
waterproof performance and a high level of breathability.
·· The boot shaping is engineered to give form fitting
comfort for long days on the bike with a toe box
construction to improve riding control.
·· Extensive front and rear accordion microfiber flex
zones offer fluid forward and back movement.

·· Side entry system with elastic mounted zipper and wide hook
and loop flap for convenience and a precise, secure, fit.
·· hook and loop tab locks the zip pull closed,
keeping it flat and secure.
·· Double density ankle disk protection is mounted under
the leather in both lateral and medial sides.
·· TPU shift pad protects the upper foot.
·· Internal shock resistant shin reinforcement mounted
under the leather with heat pressed Astars logo.
·· Rear reflective insert for a better visibility.
·· Textile collar inner lining is comfortable and durable.

·· Robust internal toe box and heel counter provide impact
protection and structure to the foot hull of the boot.
·· Contoured insole injected high modulus
polyamide includes shank reinforcement.
·· Removable anatomic advanced EVA footbed.
·· Alpinestars exclusive vulcanized rubber compound outer sole.
·· According to European statutory law the CE mark is a
conformity requirement for the marketing of this product.
The following standards apply to this product:
·· EN 13634:2017.
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3402-0410
3402-0411
3402-0412
3402-0413
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R A D O N D RY S TA R ® B O O T

·· Main upper material constructed from advanced
microfiber for durability and long lasting comfort.
·· Incorporates ergonomic toe box construction for
improved compatibility with bike’s controls and for
superior, wide ranging foot profile, fit and comfort.
·· Internal heel counter and toe box gives boot
enhanced structural integrity.
·· TPU Shin Plate and shift pad offer support
and resistance for impacts.
·· New TPR design on lateral toe gives more
flexibility and protection against abrasion.
·· Drystar® membrane layer between upper and lining for

proven performance in difficult weather conditions.
·· Three adjustable lateral hook and loop straps ensure
secure closure and highly personalized fit. Straps feature
TPR pull tip for ease of closure and durability.
·· Internal toe box and heel counter protection is layered under
the upper for durability, improved feel and performance.
·· Highly comfortable and durable technical textile collar lining.
·· Dual density ankle protectors are backed with foam
inner padding for protection on both ankle sides.
·· High modulus midsole follows shape of foot and
incorporates structured shank reinforcement.

·· Innovative weight-saving laminated technology utilized on shin
plate for weight-saving and additional protection against impacts.
·· Removable anatomic foot-bed features EVA
foam and textile for support and comfort.
·· Rear reflective insert for improved visibility.
·· Alpinestars exclusive vulcanized compound sole.
·· According to European statutory law the CE mark is a
conformity requirement for the marketing of this product.
The following standards apply to this product:
·· EN 13634:2017.

BLACK
3401-0537
3401-0538
3401-0539
3401-0540
3401-0541
3401-0542
3401-0543
3401-0544
3401-0545
3401-0546
3401-0547
3401-0548
3401-0549
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SIZE SIZE
US
EU
3.5
4
5
6
6.5
7.5
8
9
9.5
10.5
11.5
12
12.5

36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

R I D G E v2 D RY S TA R ® B O O T

·· Technical synthetic material main upper construction
incorporating punched microfiber on lateral panel
and durable microfiber on front and rear accordion
for high levels of performance and comfort.
·· Extensive front and rear accordions flex zones constructed from
microfiber for superior comfort, extension, control and support.
·· Medial zipper closure with a zip covered from flap hookand-loop closure for a better and more secure ride.
·· High modulus TPU injected shift pad for
shock protection and durability.
·· Drystar® membrane for proven performance
in difficult weather conditions.

·· New boot shaping provides long-lasting comfort
and incorporates ergonomic toe box construction
for greater compatibility with bike’s controls.
·· Double layer hot-melt reinforcement on shin plate for
weight- saving and protection against impacts.
·· Complete ankle protection: Dual density ankle protectors
on medial and lateral sides are reinforced with polyfoam padding for protection and comfort.
·· Contoured, high modulus midsole follows shape of foot
and incorporates a structured shank reinforcement.
·· Removable anatomic foot-bed features EVA foam
and textile for memory and comfort.

·· Alpinestars exclusive vulcanized compound rubber
sole with unique side wrapping design, built to
withstand the demands of life on the road.
·· According to European statutory law the CE mark is a
conformity requirement for the marketing of this product.
The following standards apply to this product:
·· EN 13634:2017.

BLACK
3401-0608
3401-0609
3401-0610
3401-0611
3401-0612
3401-0613
3401-0614
3401-0615
3401-0616
3401-0617
3401-0618
3401-0619
3401-0620

SIZE SIZE
US
EU
3.5
4
5
6
6.5
7.5
8
9
9.5
10.5
11.5
12
12.5

36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
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O R I G I N D RY S TA R ® B O O T

·· Upper constructed from innovative, abrasion-resistant microfiber
for high levels of durability, comfort and weight-saving.
·· Durable microfiber front accordion flex zone with an extended
flex area on the rear for improved Achilles-calf coverage.
·· New boot shaping gives greater comfort and incorporates
ergonomic toe box construction for improved
compatibility with bike’s control. Internal heel counter
and toe box give boot enhanced structural integrity.
·· Medial side entry opening/closure system features

··
··
··
··

elastic-mounted zipper with wide hook and loop
strap closure for flexibility and secure fit.
The aperture opening is large to promote easier entry.
New synthetic shift pad for a balanced protection and grip.
DRYSTAR® membrane layer between upper and lining for
proven performance in difficult weather condition.
Double density ankle protector on medial and
lateral side is layered under the upper offers
protective performance in key area.

·· Internal toe box protector is layered under the
upper to couple comfort and protection.
·· Removable anatomic EVA footbed with Lycra lining on top.
·· Exclusive rubber compound for the optimal
combination of comfort and grip.
·· According to European statutory law the CE mark is a
conformity requirement for the marketing of this product.
The following standards apply to this product:
·· EN 13634:2017.

BLACK
3401-0680
3401-0681
3401-0682
3401-0683
3401-0684
3401-0685
3401-0686
3401-0687
3401-0688
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SIZE SIZE
US
EU
6.5
7.5
8
9
9.5
10.5
11.5
12
12.5

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

C A M P E C H E D RY S TA R ® B O O T

·· Thick oiled leather on lateral and medial ankle protector
gives support and resistance for impacts.
·· Upper combined from oiled leather offering high levels
of comfort, durability and abrasion resistance.
·· Front bellow made from smooth matte rubberized finishinig
offer a superior comfort, control and support.
·· Reflective Alpinestars logo on rear bellow for high visibility.
·· TPU Shift pad made with technical texture for added grip
plus foam padding on underneath for better comfort.

·· Wide entry aperture for convenience with hook and loop
upper closure flap to allow broad ranging calf fit adjustment.
·· Inner TPU ankles protector double density on
lateral and medial side for protection.
·· Soft poly foam surrounds the ankles and collar offer
comfort and shock absorbing performance.
·· Drystar membrane layer between upper and lining for
proven performance in difficult weather conditions.
·· Internal toe box and heel counter reinforcement
are layered under the upper.

·· Polypropylene insole with steel shank coinjected
for excellent feel and rigid comfort and safety.
·· Alpinestars exclusive vulcanized rubber plus injected PU midsole
designed for optimal combination of comfort and grip.
·· Replaceable anatomical EVA footbed with Lycra lining on top.

BLACK
3401-0550
3401-0551
3401-0552
3401-0553
3401-0554
3401-0555
3401-0556

SIZE SIZE
US
EU
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

40.5
42
43
44.5
45.5
47
48
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A N D E S v 2 D RY S TA R ® B O O T

·· Highly specified touring Drystar® boot for long
distance road, work in all weather conditions.
·· Main upper material made in reinforced leather for
better comfort, durability and abrasion resistance.
·· Extensive front and rear accordion in microfiber for
superior comfort, extension, flexion and support.
·· Medial side entry system with elastic mounted
zipper and wide flap hook-and-loop closure for
convenience and precise, secure, fit.
·· Tpr shin plate insert and tpr ankle protector
balanced protection and flexibility.

·· Double density tpu ankle protector disks are layered on both
sides under the upper and backed by poly-foam padding.
·· Internal shock resistant tpu shin guard mounted under
the leather gives superior impact resistance.
·· Tpu shift pad protects the upper and the
toe box from the shift abrasion.
·· Full Drystar® internal membrane ensures 100% waterproof
performance and a high level of breathability.
·· Toe box and heel counter internal reinforcement
give structured support and impact resistance.

·· Rear reflective insert for a better visibility.
·· Alpinestars exclusive vulcanized rubber compound outsole.
·· Contoured insole injected in polypropylene
includes shank reinforcement.
·· Removable anatomic advanced eva footbed.
·· According to European statutory law the CE mark is a
conformity requirement for the marketing of this product.
The following standards apply to this product:
·· EN 13634:2017.

BLACK
3401-0621
3401-0622
3401-0623
3401-0624
3401-0625
3401-0626
3401-0627
3401-0628
3401-0629
3401-0630
3401-0631
3401-0632
3401-0633
3401-0634
3401-0635
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SIZE SIZE
US
EU
3.5
4
5
6
6.5
7.5
8
9
9.5
10.5
11.5
12
12.5
13.5
14

36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

G U N N E R WAT E R P R O O F B O O T

·· Technical synthetic material main upper
construction incorporating durable microfiber
front and rear accordion flex zones.
·· New boot shaping gives greater comfort and incorporates
ergonomic toe box construction for improved compatibility
with bike’s controls. Internal heel counter and toe
box give boot enhanced structural integrity.
·· Waterproof membrane layer between upper and lining for
proven performance in difficult weather conditions.
·· Exterior dual density protector on the lateral side while
on the medial side the protector is layered under the
upper to promote a better contact with the bike.

·· External TPU heel counter and shift pad offers
excellent protection and durability.
·· Innovative weight-saving laminated technology
reinforces shin plate, plus heat-pressed Astars logo.
·· Two adjustable hook and loop straps ensure
secure closure and highly personalized fit. Straps
feature TPR pull tab for ease of closure.
·· Highly comfortable and durable technical textile collar lining.
·· Rear reflex for greater visibility in poor conditions.
·· Contoured, high modulus midsole follows shape of
foot and incorporates shank reinforcement.

·· Removable and replaceable anatomic foot-bed features
EVA foam and textile for comfort and support.
·· Alpinestars exclusive vulcanized compound sole provides
the optimum in grip, performance and durability.
·· According to European statutory law the CE mark is a
conformity requirement for the marketing of this product.
The following standards apply to this product:
·· EN 13634:2017.

BLACK
3401-0197
3401-0198
3401-0199
3401-0200
3401-0201
3401-0202
3401-0203
3401-0204
3401-0205
3401-0206
3401-0207
3401-0208
3401-0209
3401-0210
3401-0211

SIZE SIZE
US
EU
3.5
4
5
6
6.5
7.5
8
9
9.5
10.5
11.5
12
12.5
13.5
14

36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
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S MX-1 R BOOT

·· The main upper material is synthetic microfiber and offer
greater comfort, durability and abrasion resistance.
·· Front and Rear accordions are made by lightweight
microfiber that offer more comfort.
·· Same S-MX 6 Ergonomic shaping for forefoot streamlining
which enables greater control of the bike’s controls and
for superior wide-ranging foot profile, fit and comfort.
·· Lateral adjustable closure system envelopes around the
front accordion for a secure closure and fit coupled with
hook and loop tab. The strap is located on the medial
side of the top of the boot for secure fast fastening with
a TPR terminal strap for an easier prehensility.
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·· Zip closure is covered with microfiber to
protect bike from zipper scratches.
·· Hook and loop tab locks the zip pull closed,
keeping it flat and secure.
·· New TPR design on medial side to protect the ankle panel.
·· New TPR design on lateral toe-box gives
more flexion and comfort.
·· Rear TPR Silver insert joined with the heel counter
ensures additional support and security.
·· Double density ankle protector on medial side layered
under the upper offers protective performance
and abrasion resistance in key area.

·· Integrated replaceable TPU bi-injected slider
features new easy screw fixing concept.
·· High modulus TPU injected heel counter and shift
pad for enhanced structural protection.
·· Internal toe box is layered under the upper.
·· Exclusive rubber compound for an optimal
combination of comfort and grip.
·· Removable anatomic EVA footbed with Lycra lining on top.
·· SMX-1 R boot is CE certified to Cat 2 CE
Certified to 89/686/ECC EU Directive.

BLACK
WHITE
GRAPHIC

BLACK

3401-0595
3401-0596
3401-0597
3401-0598
3401-0599
3401-0600
3401-0601
3401-0602
3401-0603
3401-0604
3401-0605
3401-0606
3401-0607

3401-0395
3401-0396
3401-0397
3401-0398
3401-0399
3401-0400
3401-0401
3401-0402
3401-0403
3401-0404
3401-0405
3401-0406
3401-0407

SIZE SIZE
EU
US
5
6
6.5
7.5
8
9
9.5
10.5
11.5
12
12.5
13.5
14

38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

SP -1 v 2 RIDING SHOE

·· The main upper material is microfiber.
·· Tongue and rear accordion made by lightweight
padded material that offer superior comfort.
·· Airflow and ventilation are improved thanks to
lateral Air Intake with metallic mesh.
·· New speed lace system derived from Alpinestars MOTOGP
technology for improved quick precise and secure closure.
·· Higher closure system with new adjustable hook-andloop closure and debossed Alpinestars logo.

·· Foam backed double density ankles disk protection are
mounted under the upper plus lateral outer TPR guards provide
all-round strategic protection and flexibility in keys area.
·· External TPR toe reinforcement helps protect
against abrasion and gives greater stability.
·· Welded reflective insert on rear improves night time visibility.
·· TPU heel counter protects from impact and abrasion.
·· Internal toe box reinforcement layered under the microfiber.

·· Breathable textile lining with anti-sliding
microfiber suede on the heel.
·· Removable anatomic EVA foam footbed.
·· Alpinestars exclusive vulcanized rubber compound sole.
·· According to European statutory law the CE mark is a
conformity requirement for the marketing of this product.
The following standards apply to this product:
·· EN 13634:2017.

BLACK
3405-1820
3405-1821
3405-1822
3405-1823
3405-1824
3405-1825
3405-1826
3405-1827
3405-1828

SIZE SIZE
US
EU
6.5
7.5
8
9
9.5
10.5
11.5
12
12.5

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
77

J A M D RY S TA R ® R I D I N G S H O E

·· Lightweight, street-styled upper combining leather on frontal
and suede on back for optimized comfort, durability and look.
·· DENIM VERSION: Lightweight, street-styled upper
combining leather on frontal and denim on back
for optimized comfort, durability and look.
·· Tongue in leather for enhanced comfort,
durability and luxurious feel.
·· Leather eyelet for more durability and look.
·· Traditional lace closure system for easy,
secure and comfortable fit.
·· Silicone+Elastic Lace pocket located on top

··
··

··
··

tongue allows to take the extra laces into the lace
pocket, that they don’t get tangled up.
Drystar® membrane layer between upper and lining for
proven performance in difficult weather conditions.
Dual density ankles protector are applied between
the upper and padded lining to provide the strategic
protection and flexibility in key areas.
Embossed areas highlight the protection parts giving
an aggressive and dynamic style at the riding shoe.
Padding on tongue and heel area provides high levels
of comfort and fit around the ankle and instep.

·· Internal toe box and heel counter reinforcement is
layered under the upper for more ergonomic design.
·· New design sole with rubber compound cup sole
molded to the upper to offer stability, grip, support
and to provide a good walking comfort.
·· According to European statutory law the CE mark is a
conformity requirement for the marketing of this product.
The following standards apply to this product:
·· EN 13634:2017.

BLACK
3401-0557
3401-0558
3401-0559
3401-0560
3401-0561
3401-0562
3401-0563
3401-0564
3401-0565
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SIZE SIZE
US
EU
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

38
39
40.5
42
43
44
45.5
47
48

S E K T O R WAT E R P R O O F S H O E

·· The upper is constructed from a superbly lightweight,
durable and abrasion resistance Microfiber.
·· Medial ankle protection for improved fit and a lighter weight.
·· Original speed lace system derived from Auto
racing shoes for a personalised fit and feel.
·· Lateral ankle strap provides secure closure and
fits flush within upper ankle polymer protection
panel to ensure streamlined finish.
·· PR Lateral ankle protector and slider for
more protection and high abrasion.

·· Flex areas on heel and instep for an
enhanced comfort while walking.
·· Small reflex details on heel and eyelet area for more visibility.
·· Waterproof membrane lining for proven
performance in difficult weather condition.
·· Internal protective toe box and heel counter are
positioned under the microfiber outer chassis.
·· Extremely lightweight, specifically compounded, rubber sole
provides textured grip, excellent absorption and features an
integrated support shank for an enhanced sole rigidity.

·· Replaceable anatomical EVA footbed with mesh lining on top.
·· According to European statutory law the CE mark is a
conformity requirement for the marketing of this product.
The following standards apply to this product:
·· EN 13634:2017.

BLACK
3405-1937
3405-1938
3405-1939
3405-1940
3405-1941
3405-1942
3405-1943
3405-1944
3405-1945
3405-1946
3405-1947
3405-1948
3405-1949
3405-1950
3405-1951
3405-1952
3405-1953

SIZE SIZE
EU
US
6
6.5
7
7.5
8
8.5
9
9.5
10
10.5
11
11.5
12
12.5
13
13.5
14

38
38.5
39
40
40.5
41
42
42.5
43
43.5
44
45
45.5
46
47
47.5
48
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C R - 6 D RY S TA R ® R I D I N G S H O E

·· Advanced construction consisting of fine mesh plus seamless
technology to improve the structure, with specific breathable
windows for high levels of airflow and breathability.
·· Alpinestars Drystar® membrane layer between upper
and lining for unsurpassed all-weather performance.
·· Vamp in mesh for enhanced comfort and breathability,
with a higher tongue in Nubuck microfiber for
high levels of abrasion resistance.
·· Hook and loop strap combined with a traditional
lacing system for a comfortable, customizable fit.

·· Toe box and heel counter internal reinforcements
give structure, support and impact resistance.
·· Technical rubber band provides high levels of
abrasion resistance on the toe area.
·· Alpinestars anatomical double density TPU ankle disks
layered under the upper plus external lateral ankle protector
TPR provide strategic protection in critical areas.
·· Replaceable anatomical EVA footbed with Lycra
lining on top for high levels of rider comfort.

·· New Alpinestars exclusive vulcanized rubber designed
for enhanced levels of comfort and grip.
·· According to European statutory law the CE mark
is a conformity requirement for the marketing of
this product. The following standards apply:
·· CE EN13634:2017.

BLACK

BLACK
MILITARY
GREEN
CAMO SAND

BLACK
GRAY
CAMO
GUM

3405-2303
3405-2304
3405-2305
3405-2306
3405-2307
3405-2308
3405-2309
3405-2310
3405-2311
3405-2312
3405-2313

3405-2325
3405-2326
3405-2327
3405-2328
3405-2329
3405-2330
3405-2331
3405-2332
3405-2333
3405-2334
3405-2335

3405-2314
3405-2315
3405-2316
3405-2317
3405-2318
3405-2319
3405-2320
3405-2321
3405-2322
3405-2323
3405-2324

SIZE SIZE
US
EU
8
8.5
9
9.5
10
10,5
11
11.5
12
13
14

40.5
41
42
42.5
43
43.5
44
45
45.5
47
48
81

J - C U LT D R Y S TA R ® S H O E

·· Lightweight, street-styled upper combining full
grain leather and elastic synthetic material on collar
for enhanced comfort, durability and look.
·· Drystar® membrane layer between upper and lining
for unsurpassed allweather performance.
·· Tongue in full grain leather for enhanced
comfort, durability and luxurious feel.
·· Traditional lace closure system for easy,
secure and comfortable fit.

·· Dual density ankles protectors are applied between
the upper and padded lining to provide the strategic
protection and flexibility in key areas.
·· Heat-press logos give an exclusive and sober look.
·· Embossed areas highlight the protection parts giving
a balanced dynamic style at the riding shoe.
·· Thin and smooth tongue provides high levels
of comfort and fit around the instep.
·· Elastic collar provides improved levels of
personalized and comfortable fit.

·· Replaceable anatomical EVA footbed with Lycra lining on top.
·· Internal toe box and heel counter reinforcement is
layered under the upper for more ergonomic design.
·· Rubber compound cup sole molded to the upper to offer stability,
grip, and support and to provide a good walking comfort.
·· According to European statutory law the CE mark is a
conformity requirement for the marketing of this product.
The following standards apply to this product:
·· EN 13634:2017.

BROWN
3405-1929
3405-1930
3405-1931
3405-1932
3405-1933
3405-1934
3405-1935
3405-1936
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SIZE SIZE
US
EU
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

39
40.5
42
43
44
45.5
47
48

J - 6 WAT E R P R O O F R I D I N G S H O E

·· Lightweight, street-styling upper combining full grain
leather and suede for optimized comfort and durability.
·· Waterproof membrane subtly built into chassis for
100% performance against wet penetration.
·· Top tongue and collar constructed from leather for
enhanced comfort, durability and a luxurious feel.
·· Metal eyelet lacing closure on instep for an
easy, secure and comfortable fit.
·· Dual density and ergonomic MX-derived ankle and heel
reinforcement is applied between the upper and padded lining to
provide all-round strategic protection and flexibility in key areas.

·· Padding on tongue and heel area provides high levels
of comfort and fit around the ankle and instep.
·· Advanced rubber compound cup sole is molded to the
upper to offer stability, grip, support and durability.
·· Reinforced midsole inserted between the upper and
the sole for structural strength and durability.
·· Removable and replaceable EVA and Lycra footbed is
anatomically profiled for added comfort and support.
·· Metal logo detailing logos and patterning
give the boot a contemporary feel.

·· Internal toebox and heel counter reinforcement is
layered under the upper for more ergonomic design.
·· Alpinestars exclusive vulcanized rubber cup
outsole provides excellent fit and support.
·· According to European statutory law the CE mark is a
conformity requirement for the marketing of this product.
The following standards apply to this product:
·· EN 13634:2017.

BROWN

BLACK
GUM

3405-1921
3405-1922
3405-1923
3405-1924
3405-1925
3405-1926
3405-1927
3405-1928

3405-2295
3405-2296
3405-2297
3405-2298
3405-2299
3405-2300
3405-2301
3405-2302

SIZE SIZE
EU
US
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

39
40.5
42
43
44
45.5
47
48
83

J - C U LT S H O E

·· Lightweight, street-styled upper combining full grain
leather with vintage effect, elasticated, synthetic material
on the collar for enhanced comfort, durability and style.
·· Tongue in full grain leather for enhanced
comfort, durability and a luxurious feel.
·· Traditional lace closure system for an
easy, secure and comfortable fit.
·· Dual density ankles protectors are applied between
the upper and padded lining to provide strategic
protection and flexibility in key areas.
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·· Reduced volume, smooth tongue provides high
levels of comfort and fit around the instep.
·· Elastic collar gives improved levels of a
personalized, comfortable fit.
·· 3D mesh lining for high levels of breathability
with anti-slip suede in the heel.
·· Replaceable anatomical EVA footbed with Lycra lining on top.
·· Internal toe box and heel counter reinforcement is layered
under the upper for a more ergonomic design.

·· Specific rubber compound cup sole molded to the upper offers
stability, grip and support and excellent walking comfort.
·· According to European statutory law the CE mark is a
conformity requirement for the marketing of this product.
The following standards apply to this product:
·· EN 13634:2017.

BLACK

BROWN

SIZE SIZE
US
EU

3405-1961
3405-1962
3405-1963
3405-1964
3405-1965
3405-1966
3405-1967
3405-1968
3405-1969
3405-1970
3405-1971
3405-1972
3405-1973
3405-1974
3405-1975
3405-1976
3405-1977

3405-1978
3405-1979
3405-1980
3405-1981
3405-1982
3405-1983
3405-1984
3405-1985
3405-1986
3405-1987
3405-1988
3405-1989
3405-1990
3405-1991
3405-1992
3405-1993
3405-1994

6
6.5
7
7.5
8
8.5
9
9.5
10
10.5
11
11.5
12
12.5
13
13.5
14

38
38.5
39
40
40.5
41
42
42.5
43
43.5
44
45
45.5
46
47
47.5
48

SEKTOR SHOE

·· The upper is constructed from a microfiber which is
superbly lightweight, durable and abrasion resistant.
·· Inedited 3D dimensional ankle protection
for improved fit and a lighter weight.
·· Original speed lace system derived from auto
racing shoes for a personalised fit and feel.
·· Ankle strap provides secure closure and fits flush within upper
ankle polymer protection panel to ensure streamlined finish.

·· Flex areas on heel and instep for an
enhanced comfort while walking.
·· Advanced 3D mesh offers a highly breathable lining together
with a microfiber suede anti-slip surface inside the heel.
·· Internal protective toe box and heel counter are
positioned under the microfiber outer chassis.
·· Extremely lightweight, specifically compounded, rubber sole
provides textured grip, excellent absorption and features an
integrated support shank for an enhanced sole rigidity.

·· Replaceable anatomical EVA footbed with lycra lining on top.
·· Strategically positioned metallic mesh vent for improved airflow.
·· According to European statutory law the CE mark is a
conformity requirement for the marketing of this product.
The following standards apply to this product:
·· EN 13634:2017.

BLACK
3405-1752
3405-1753
3405-1754
3405-1755
3405-1756
3405-1757
3405-1758
3405-1759
3405-1760
3405-1761
3405-1762
3405-1763
3405-1764

SIZE SIZE
US
EU
6
7
8
8.5
9
9.5
10
10.5
11
11.5
12
13
14

38
39
40.5
41
42
42.5
43
43.5
44
45
45.5
47
48
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JAM AIR SHOE

·· Lightweight, street-styled upper combining leather on frontal
and suede on back for optimized comfort, durability and look.
·· Tongue in leather for enhanced comfort,
durability and luxurious feel.
·· Leather eyelet for more durability and look.
·· Traditional lace closure system for easy,
secure and comfortable fit.
·· Elastic Silicone Lace pocket located on top tongue allows to take
the extra laces into the pocket, that they don’t get tangled up.
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·· Perforated leather on lateral, medial, rear and lower tongue are
strategically positioned to improve airflow and ventilation.
·· Dual density ankles protector are applied between
the upper and padded lining to provide the strategic
protection and flexibility in key areas.
·· Embossed areas highlight the protection parts giving
an aggressive and dynamic style at the riding shoe.
·· Padding on tongue and heel area provides high levels
of comfort and fit around the ankle and instep.

·· Internal toe box and heel counter reinforcement is
layered under the upper for more ergonomic design.
·· Removable anatomic EVA foam footbed.
·· Jam design rubber sole compound cup sole offers stability,
grip, support and to provide a good walking comfort.
·· According to European statutory law the CE mark is a
conformity requirement for the marketing of this product.
The following standards apply to this product:
·· EN 13634:2017.

ANTHRACITE
GREEN

BLACK
BLACK

3405-1895
3405-1896
3405-1897
3405-1898
3405-1899
3405-1900
3405-1901
3405-1902
3405-1903

3405-1886
3405-1887
3405-1888
3405-1889
3405-1890
3405-1891
3405-1892
3405-1893
3405-1894

SIZE SIZE
EU
US
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

38
39
40.5
42
43
44
45.5
47
48

M E TA R O A D S H O E

·· Designed for mechanics and teams looking for good
all-day comfort and occasional road running.
·· Easy to slip on design with large toebox that allows the toes
to spread when kneeling for greater levels of comfort.
·· EVA insert located in main midsole beneath
the heel provides long lasting softness.

·· Midsole wall wrapping snugly secures the foot
and provides good stability and comfort.
·· Oil resistant rubber sole improves grip on dirty surfaces.
·· Removable inner sock with open cell PU compound
provides high breathability, which reduces overheating,
offers high durability and superb overall comfort.

·· Lightweight minimal construction with 360° tongue
configuration ensures a ‘glove’ like fit.
·· Dual density PU foam is anatomically positioned
to hold the ankle securely in place.

RED
WHITE

BLUE
WHITE

BLACK
DARK GRAY

BLACK
WHITE
GREEN

3405-2356
3405-2357
3405-2358
3405-2359
3405-2360
3405-2361
3405-2362
3405-2363
3405-2364
3405-2365

3405-2366
3405-2367
3405-2368
3405-2369
3405-2370
3405-2371
3405-2372
3405-2373
3405-2374
3405-2375

3405-2336
3405-2337
3405-2338
3405-2339
3405-2340
3405-2341
3405-2342
3405-2343
3405-2344
3405-2345

3405-2346
3405-2347
3405-2348
3405-2349
3405-2350
3405-2351
3405-2352
3405-2353
3405-2354
3405-2355

SIZE SIZE
US
EU
8
8.5
9
9.5
10
10,5
11
11.5
12
13

40.5
41
42
42.5
43
43.5
44
45
45.5
47
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M E TA T R A I L S H O E

·· Designed for mechanics and teams looking for good
all-day comfort and occasional off-road running.
·· Easy to slip on design with large toebox that allows the toes
to spread when kneeling for greater levels of comfort.
·· EVA insert located in main midsole beneath
the heel provides long lasting softness.
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·· Midsole wall wrapping snugly secures the foot
and provides good stability and comfort.
·· Oil resistant rubber sole improves grip on dirty surfaces.
·· Removable inner sock with open cell PU compound
provides high breathability, which reduces overheating,
offers high durability and superb overall comfort.

·· Lightweight minimal construction combined with quarter
panel for enhanced foot stability and protection.
·· 360° tongue configuration ensures a ‘glove’ like fit.
·· Dual density PU foam is anatomically positioned
to hold the ankle securely in place.

BLACK
ORANGE

RED
WHITE

HEATHER
GRAY

SIZE

SIZE
EU

3405-2376
3405-2377
3405-2378
3405-2379
3405-2380
3405-2381
3405-2382
3405-2383
3405-2384
3405-2385

3405-2396
3405-2397
3405-2398
3405-2399
3405-2400
3405-2401
3405-2402
3405-2403
3405-2404
3405-2405

3405-2386
3405-2387
3405-2388
3405-2389
3405-2390
3405-2391
3405-2392
3405-2393
3405-2394
3405-2395

8
8.5
9
9.5
10
10.5
11
11.5
12
13

40.5
41
42
42.5
43
43.5
44
45
45.5
47

S PARE PART S
COROZAL ADVENTURE BUCKLE

COROZAL/BELIZE STRAPS

BLACK

SIZE

BLACK

SIZE

3430-0567

OS

3430-0783

OS

SMX- 6 v 2 / SMX PLUS / SMX-1R
TOE SLIDER

WHITE

BLACK

SIZE

3430-0782

3430-0781

OS

S M X- 6 v 2 / S M X PLU S / S M X-1R /
SMX- S / RADON / RIDGE /
GUNNER WP / WEB GTX

BLACK

SIZE

3430-0681
3430-0682
3430-0683
3430-0684
3430-0685
3430-0686
3430-0687
3430-0688
3430-0689
3430-0690
3430-0691
3430-0692
3430-0693
3430-0694
3430-0695

3.5
4
5
6
6.5
7.5
8
9
9.5
10.5
11.5
12
12.5
13.5
14

SMX-1R / SMX- 6 V2 /
SMX-S SOLE

BLACK
WHITE

SIZE

3.5
3430-0816
4/5
3430-0817
3430-0818 6/6.5
3430-0819 7.5/8
9
3430-0820
3430-0821 9.5/10.5
3430-0822 11.5
3430-0823 12/12.5
3430-0824 13/14

COROZAL ADVENTURE BELIZE
SOLE

BLACK GRAY SIZE
3430-0768
3430-0769
3430-0770
3430-0771
3430-0772
3430-0773
3430-0774

7
8
9
10
11
12
13

ANDES WP /GUNNER WP /RADON /
RIDGE / WEB GTX

BLACK

SIZE

3430-0825
3430-0826
3430-0827
3430-0828
3430-0829
3430-0830
3430-0831
3430-0832
3430-0833
3430-0835
3430-0836
3430-0837
3430-0838
3430-0839

3.5
4
5
6
6.5
7.5
8
9
9.5
11.5
12
12.5
13.5
14
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BOOST II HYBRID JACKET

·· 80% Cotton / 20% Polyester,

·· Hooded, mitered quilt jacket with yoke

280 g/m2. / 100% Polyester, 210T.

seaming and fleece side panels

·· POLY FILLED HYBRID JACKET

·· Reverse coil zipper at front, welt hand

WITH FLEECE SLEEVES

BLACK
3001-1016
3001-1017
3001-1018
3001-1019
3001-1020

HILLCLIMB SHE RPA JACKET

·· Rib cuffs and hem
·· Internal main label and external
label branding. HD Logo at sleeve

pockets, dipped drawcord tips

yoke and sleeve top flat poly fabric overlay

GRAY NAVY SIZE
3001-1021
3001-1022
3001-1023
3001-1024
3001-1025

S
M
L
XL
2XL

INTE NT SHE RPA JACKET

·· 95% Polyester / 5% Spandex, 250 g/m2
·· STRETCH MID LAYER HYBRID JACKET
·· Stretch mid layer combined with
quilted and poly filled front

·· Micro ripstop quilted front,
stretch collar, stretch sleeves
and back with stretch seams

·· Reverse coil zipper front, welt hand pockets

·· 100% Polyester, 420 g/m2
·· Bonded sherpa hybrid jacket
·· Heavy weight bonded sherpa with hood,

BLACK

SIZE

3001-1026
3001-1027
3001-1028
3001-1029
3001-1030

S
M
L
XL
2XL

closure, welt hand pockets

·· Internal main label and external
label branding. Hd logo at chest

·· Heavy rib cuffs and hem.
Dipped drawcord tips

SECTOR EVO JACKET

·· Internal main label and external
label branding. HD logo at sleeve

·· 92% Polyester / 8% Spandex
Woven Fabric Waterproof 5K w/
Fleece Clean TPU w/DWR Finish

·· BONDED SOFT SHELL JACKET

BLACK

SIZE

BLACK

SIZE

3001-1031
3001-1032
3001-1033
3001-1034
3001-1035

S
M
L
XL
2XL

3001-0869
3001-0870
3001-0871
3001-0872
3001-0873

S
M
L
XL
2XL
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·· Reverse coil zipper front

·· Windstopper soft shell with
motorcycle jacket based seaming

·· Mock mesh collar facing,
velcro tab waist adjusters

·· Track collar, pre-curved sleeves,

·· Internal main label and external label

reverse coated zippers at front
and cuffs, zippers pockets

branding. Logos at chest and back

RESIST II RAIN JACKET

·· 100% Nylon
·· RAIN SHELL JACKET
·· Hard-shell rain jacket with water
resistant 2.5L fabric and taped seams

BLACK

SIZE

3001-0839
3001-0840
3001-0841
3001-0842

M
L
XL
2XL

·· Fixed hood, pre-curved arms,
coated reverse coil front zipper,
zipper hand pockets

S T R AT I F I E D J AC K E T

·· Internal main label and external
label branding. Reflective detail.
Logo at chest and sleeves

·· Underarm zipper vents, bungie adjusters at

wear under heavier jackets

Polar Fleece, 280 g/m2

·· BONDED MICRO FLEECE JACKET

·· Bonded jacket with multiple panels,
track collar and zip off removable hood

·· Reverse coil zipper at front,
on seam hand pockets

·· Bungie adjusters at hood and hem,
velcro adjuster tab at cuffs

·· Internal main label and external label
branding. Logos at chest and sleeves

hood and hem, velcro adjuster tabs at cuffs

P U R P O S E M I D L AY E R

·· 95% Polyester / 5% Spandex, 250 g/m2
·· STRETCH MID LAYER JACKET
·· Layering jacket designed to

·· 100% Polyester / Jersey Bonded

·· Mock mesh lined collar, semi
ergonomic stretch seams, scalloped
hem and thumb holes

·· Reverse coil 2-way zipper

NAVY
WHITE

SIZE

3001-1011
3001-1012
3001-1013
3001-1014
3001-1015

S
M
L
XL
2XL

SESSION FLEECE

·· Internal main label and external
label branding. Logo at chest

·· HOODED ZIP FRONT POLY FLEECE
·· Zip front body with motorcycle jacket
style seaming and contrast panels

·· Mesh lined hood, tech drawcords,
rib cuffs and hem

·· Internal main label and
external label branding.

·· Large front yoke logos, back logos.

front, welt hand pockets

CAMO
PRINT

SIZE

BLACK

SIZE

3001-0998
3001-0999
3001-1000
3001-1001
3001-1002

S
M
L
XL
2XL

3050-3064
3050-3065
3050-3066
3050-3067
3050-3068

S
M
L
XL
2XL
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LONG RUN FLEECE

·· 80% Cotton / 20% Polyester, 280 g/m2
·· HOODED PULL OVER FLEECE

·· Solid fleece body and sleeves
·· Seamed and pre-curved arms,
rib at cuffs and hem

CIVIL FLEECE

·· Front chest grid pattern embroidered logo
·· Internal main label and

·· 80% Cotton / 20% Polyester, 200 g/m2
·· HOODED PULL OVER PRINTED FLEECE

·· Solid pull over body and sleeves
·· Vintage style front chest logo graphic print
·· Rib at cuffs and hem, pouch pocket, metal ·· Internal main label and

external label branding

eyelets and contrast dipped drawcord tips

BLACK
HEATHER
GRAY BLACK CHARCOAL

SIZE

BRIGHT
BLUE

BLACK

SIZE

3050-4873
3050-4874
3050-4875
3050-4876
3050-4877

S
M
L
XL
2XL

3050-4898
3050-4900
3050-4901
3050-4902

3050-4888
3050-4889
3050-4890
3050-4891
3050-4892

S
M
L
XL
2XL

3050-4878
3050-4879
3050-4880
3050-4881
3050-4882

STRIPEY FLEECE

·· 80% Cotton / 20% Polyester, 280 g/m2
·· HOODED ZIP FRONT PRINTED FLEECE

·· Solid zip front body
·· Hidden coil zipper, rib at cuffs and hem,
metal eyelets and dipped drawcord tips

VENOM FLEECE

·· Engineered front chest graphic print
·· Internal main label and
external label branding

·· 79% Polyester / 15% Rayon /
6% Spandex, 320 g/m2

·· HOODED ZIP FRONT TECH FLEECE

·· Tech fleece body with poly yoke
and hood. Motorcycle jacket sleeve
seaming with contrast panels

·· Exposed vislon zipper front closure,
updated pouch pocket

HEATHER
GRAY

BLACK

SIZE

HEATHER
GRAY NAVY

BLACK

HEATHER
GRAY

BLACK
BLACK

SIZE

3050-4818
3050-4819
3050-4820
3050-4821
3050-4822

3050-4813
3050-4814
3050-4815
3050-4816
3050-4817

S
M
L
XL
2XL

3050-4949
3050-4950
3050-4951
3050-4952
3050-4953

3050-4848
3050-4849
3050-4850
3050-4851
3050-4852

3050-4843
3050-4844
3050-4845
3050-4846
3050-4847

3050-4944
3050-4945
3050-4946
3050-4947
3050-4948

S
M
L
XL
2XL
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external label branding

·· Self fabric hood lining, rib cuffs and hem
·· Internal main label and external label
branding. HD logo at chest and sleeve

FAN CLUB FLEECE

STRIKE FLEECE

·· 100% Polyester, 240 g/m2
·· HOODED ZIP FRONT POLY FLEECE
·· Zip front body with motorcycle jacket
style seaming and contrast panels

GRAY
NAVY
3050-4959
3050-4960
3050-4961
3050-4962
3050-4963

·· Mesh lined hood, tech drawcords,
rib cuffs and hem

·· Internal main label and
external label branding.

·· Large front HD logo, sleeve and
back logos and graphic prints.

CHARCOAL

BLACK
WHITE

BLACK

3050-4858
3050-4859
3050-4860
3050-4861
3050-4862

3050-4954
3050-4955
3050-4956
3050-4957
3050-4958

3050-4853
3050-4854
3050-4855
3050-4856
3050-4857

·· 80% Cotton / 20% Polyester, 280 g/m2
·· HOODED ZIP FRONT PRINTED FLEECE
·· Color blocked zip front body

·· Hidden coil zipper, rib at cuffs and hem,

·· Internal main label and

metal eyelets and dipped drawcord tips

external label branding

·· Engineered front chest graphic
print and sleeve prints

SIZE

GRAY
HEATHER
BLACK

NAVY
GRAY
HEATHER SIZE

S
M
L
XL
2XL

3050-4964
3050-4965
3050-4966
3050-4967
3050-4968

3050-4969
3050-4970
3050-4971
3050-4972
3050-4973

S
M
L
XL
2XL

A LWAY S I I F L E E C E

AGELESS II FLEECE

·· 80% Cotton / 20% Polyester, 280 gsm
·· HOODED PULL OVER PRINTED FLEECE

·· 80% Cotton / 20% Polyester, 280 gsm
·· HOODED ZIP FRONT PRINTED FLEECE

·· Solid pull over body and sleeves
·· Front chest Alpinestars Combo logo print
·· Rib at cuffs and hem, pouch pocket, metal ·· Internal main label and
eyelets and contrast dipped drawcord tips

BLACK
WHITE

SIZE

3050-4477
3050-4478
3050-4479
3050-4480

S
M
L
XL

external label branding

·· Solid zip front body and sleeves
·· Hidden coil zipper, rib at cuffs and hem,
metal eyelets and dipped drawcord tips

NAVY
RED

BLACK
WHITE

RED
BLACK

BLACK
GOLD

SIZE

3050-4974
3050-4975
3050-4976
3050-4977
3050-4978

3050-4462
3050-4463
3050-4464
3050-4465

3050-4472
3050-4473
3050-4474
3050-4475
3050-4476

3050-4467
3050-4468
3050-4469
3050-4470
3050-4471

S
M
L
XL
2XL

·· Front Alpinestars chest logo print
·· Internal main label and
external label branding
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RIDE 2.0 FLEECE

·· 80% Cotton / 20% Polyester, 280 g/m2
·· HOODED PULL OVER PRINTED FLEECE

INDULGENT FLEECE

·· Solid pull over body and sleeves
·· Hidden coil zipper, rib at cuffs and hem,
metal eyelets and dipped drawcord tips

·· Front chest Ride logo print
·· Internal main label and

·· 80% Cotton / 20% Polyester, 280 g/m2
·· CREW NECK PULL OVER FLEECE

external label branding

BLACK
GREEN

RED
WHITE

BLACK
WHITE

SIZE

BLACK

GRAY

SIZE

3050-4995
3050-4911
3050-4912
3050-4913
3050-4914

3050-4996
3050-4907
3050-4908
3050-4909
3050-4910

3050-4994
3050-4919
3050-4920
3050-4921
3050-4922

S
M
L
XL
2XL

3050-4997
3050-4998
3050-4999
3050-5000
3050-5001

3050-5002
3050-5003
3050-5004
3050-5005
3050-5006

S
M
L
XL
2XL

CONVERGE FLEECE

·· 79% Polyester / 15% Rayon /

·· Tech fleece body. Motorcycle jacket

6% Spandex, 320 g/m2

sleeve seaming with self panels

·· PULL OVER TECH FLEECE

·· Cross-over hood front construction,
updated pouch pocket

BLACK
YELLOW

GRAY
HEATHER
RED
SIZE

3050-4979
3050-4980
3050-4981
3050-4982
3050-4983

3050-4984
3050-4985
3050-4986
3050-4987
3050-4988
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S
M
L
XL
2XL

·· Classic crew neck fleece
with applique front

·· Pre-curved arms, rib at cuffs and hem

·· Front embroidered three color logo art
·· Internal main label and
external label branding

JUDGEMENT FLEECE

·· Self fabric hood lining, rib cuffs and hem
·· Internal main label and external
label branding. Large 2 level
HD logo art at chest

·· 100% Cotton, 310 g/m2
·· CREW NECK SLUB FRENCH
TERRY PULL OVER FLEECE

·· Solid french terry slub fleece
body with pigment dye

·· Pre-curved arms, rib at cuffs and hem

·· Front chainstitch embroidered
word, and logo on sleeve

·· Internal main label and
external label branding

MUSTARD SIZE
3050-4989
3050-4990
3050-4991
3050-4992
3050-4993

S
M
L
XL
2XL

PITPASS CARGO SHORT

·· 65% Polyester / 35% Cotton , 193 g/m2
·· PIT CREW STYLE CARGO SHORT
·· Updated classic cargo short with
slash pockets and zip fly

DARK
CHARCOAL

BLACK

SIZE

3020-0968
3020-0969
3020-0970
3020-0971
3020-0972
3020-0973
3020-0974

3020-0961
3020-0962
3020-0963
3020-0964
3020-0965
3020-0966
3020-0967

28
29
30
31
32
33
34

·· Back welt pockets with flaps. Cargo
pockets, with zip on left side

·· Back yoke seam. Busted side

·· Internal main label, external
labeling. Embroidered logo on
back flap and left cargo flap

seam construction

TELEMETRIC CHINO SHORT

·· 65% Polyester / 35% Cotton , 193 g/m2
·· PIT CREW STYLE CHINO SHORT
·· Updated classic chino short with
slash pockets and zip fly

BLACK
3020-0982
3020-0983
3020-0984
3020-0985
3020-0986
3020-0987
3020-0988

·· Left back welt pocket with button
and right back zipper pocket

·· Internal main label, external labeling.
Embroidered logo on hip and left hem

·· Back yoke seam. Busted side
seam construction

DARK
CHARCOAL SIZE
3020-0989
3020-0990
3020-0991
3020-0992
3020-0993
3020-0994
3020-0995

28
29
30
31
32
33
34
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ETERNAL POLO

AMBITION II SHIRT

·· 98% Cotton / 2% Spandex, 170 g/m2
·· STRETCH POPLIN WOVEN SHIRT
·· Button front collar shirt with Alpinestars

·· Pre curved sleeves, no pocket, hidden
button down collar, grosgrain tape detail

·· Internal main label and
external label branding

·· Front chest HD logo

·· Grey Heather - 85% Cotton /
15% Polyester, 160 g/m2. Black
- 100% Cotton, 160 gsm.

·· JERSEY POLO
·· Relaxed 3 button polo in soft hand fabric
·· Self fabric collar and hemmed cuff

·· Internal main label and external label
branding. Front chest HD logo

DNA seaming and shoulders

BLACK

HEATHER
SIZE
GRAY

SIZE

3030-17646 S
3030-17647 M
3030-17648 L
3030-17649 XL
3030-17650 2XL

3040-2527
3040-2528
3040-2529
3040-2530
3040-2531

DOUBLE FACE POLO

·· 55% Cotton / 45% Polyester, 190 g/m2
·· PLAITED FABRIC POLO

·· Classic 2 button polo with contrast
Alpinestars DNA piecing

·· Rib collar and cuffs

CHARCOAL

GRAY

SIZE

3040-2608
3040-2609
3040-2610
3040-2611

3040-2603
3040-2604
3040-2605
3040-2606

S
M
L
XL
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S
M
L
XL
2XL

C A P I TA L P O L O

·· Internal main label and external label
branding. Front chest HD logo

·· 60% Cotton / 40% Polyester, 200 g/m2
·· PIQUE POLO

BLACK

SIZE

3040-2593
3040-2594
3040-2595
3040-2596
3040-2597

S
M
L
XL
2XL

·· Classic 2 button pique polo with
Alpinestars DNA piecing

·· Rib collar and cuffs

·· Internal main label and external label
branding. Front chest HD logo

PAMPALONA RIDE DRY TE E

·· 60% Cotton / 40% Polyester, 185 g/m2
·· COTTON BLEND WICKING TEE
·· Crew neck tee body with ergonomic

·· Rib crew collar with mesh
insert at back neck

BLACK

CHARCOAL
3030-17671
3030-17672
3030-17673
3030-17674
3030-17675

·· Internal main label and external label
branding. Ride Dry print on left sleeve.

·· Front body large Astars logo
outline graphic print

seaming, stretch cover stitch construction

3030-17666
3030-17667
3030-17668
3030-17669
-

BURST RIDE DRY TE E

·· 60% Cotton / 40% Polyester, 185 g/m2
·· COTTON BLEND WICKING TEE
·· Crew neck tee body with ergonomic

SIZE

CHARCOAL

NAVY

3030-17656
3030-17657
3030-17658
3030-17659
3030-17660

3030-17661
3030-17662
3030-17663
3030-17664
3030-17665

·· Rib crew collar with mesh
insert at back neck

·· Front chest logo graphic print

branding. Ride Dry print on left sleeve.

·· Front chest logo art graphic print

BLACK

SIZE

3030-17651 S
3030-17652 M
3030-17653 L
3030-17654 XL
3030-17655 2XL

TECH AGELESS PREMIUM TEE

SOURCE RIDE DRY TE E

·· 60% Cotton / 40% Polyester, 185 g/m2
·· COTTON BLEND WICKING TEE
·· Crew neck tee body with ergonomic

·· Internal main label and external label

insert at back neck

seaming, stretch cover stitch construction

3030-17676 S
3030-17677 M
3030-17678 L
3030-17679 XL
3030-17680 2XL

NAVY

·· Rib crew collar with mesh

·· Internal main label and external label
branding. Ride Dry print on left sleeve.

·· 100% Polyester
·· PREMIUM POLY WICKING TEE

·· Crew neck body with stretch
seam construction

·· Classic tee shirt style in performance fabric

·· Front chest logo graphic transfer
·· Internal main label transfer, external
label. Ride Dry print on left sleeve.

seaming, stretch cover stitch construction

BLACK

SIZE

3030-17681
3030-17682
3030-17683
3030-17684

S
M
L
XL

BLACK
3030-18040
3030-18041
3030-18042
3030-18043
3030-18044

WHITE

SIZE

3030-18045 S
3030-18046 M
3030-18047 L
3030-18048 XL
3030-18049 2XL
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EASE PREMIUM TEE

·· 34/1, 100% Combed Ring

·· Garment washed premium tee
·· Small heritage lockup art on front, large

spun Cotton, 133 g/m2

·· PREMIUM PRINTED WASHED TEE

FLUID PREMIUM TEE

·· Internal Alpinestars neck print

·· PREMIUM PRINTED TEE SHIRT
·· Mid weight 5.3oz 28 singles jersey fabric

print on back. Soft water base print

BLACK

NAVY

MILITARY
GREEN
BLACK

3030-18000
3030-18001
3030-18002
3030-18003
3030-18004

3030-18010
3030-18011
3030-18012
3030-18013
3030-18014

3030-18005
3030-18006
3030-18007
3030-18008
3030-18009

SIZE
S
M
L
XL
2XL

POCKET SPIRAL TEE

·· PREMIUM PRINTED POCKET TEE SHIRT
·· Light weight 4.4oz 34 singles jersey

·· Heritage logo on chest and pocket

BLACK

MILITARY
GREEN

SIZE

3030-15303
3030-15304
3030-15305
3030-15306

3030-15308
3030-15309
3030-15310
3030-15311

S
M
L
XL

ADVENTURE PREMIUM TEE

·· Soft water based vintage feel print

·· 28/1, 100% Cotton, 150 g/m2
·· PREMIUM PRINTED CAMO TEE

fabric with contrast pocket

·· All over camo premium tee
·· Front Alpinestars word graphic, logo
on left sleeve. Soft water base print

GRAY

BLACK

SIZE

CAMO

SIZE

3030-15318
3030-15319
3030-15320
3030-15321
3030-15322

3030-15313
3030-15314
3030-15315
3030-15316
-

S
M
L
XL
2XL

3030-17995
3030-17996
3030-17997
3030-17998
3030-17999

S
M
L
XL
2XL

100

·· Vintage type graphic art on front and back. ·· Soft water based vintage feel print
·· Heritage logo on right sleeve
·· Garment wash

·· Internal Alpinestars neck print

WINGED MOTO PREMIUM TEE

·· 26/1, 85% Combed Ring spun Cotton /

·· PREMIUM LONG SLEEVE PRINTED TEE
·· Long sleeve crew neck premium tee body
·· Rib crew collar, open cuffs

15% Polyester, 150 g/m2 (color 1026)

·· 26/1, 100% Combed Ring spun
Cotton, 179 g/m (color 10)
2

BLACK

HEATHER
GRAY

SIZE

3030-18015
3030-18016
3030-18017
3030-18018
3030-18019

3030-18020
3030-18021
3030-18022
3030-18023
3030-18024

S
M
L
XL
2XL

·· Heritage lock up grpahic on
front, heritage wordmak print on
sleeves. Soft water base print

·· Internal Alpinestars neck print

ORIGINAL PREMIUM TEE

·· PREMIUM PRINTED TEE SHIRT
·· Mid weight 5.3oz 28 singles jersey fabric

WHITE

SIZE

3030-15323
3030-15324
3030-15325
3030-15326

S
M
L
XL

·· Heritage logo chest print

·· Soft water based vintage feel
print, Garment wash
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N AT I O N S T E E

·· 30/1, 100% Combed Ring

·· Front international flags logo

spun Cotton, 150 g/m2

·· Internal neck print, external labeling

graphic. Soft hand print

·· CLASSIC PRINTED TEE

BLACK

WHITE

MILITARY
GREEN SIZE

3030-18105
3030-18106
3030-18107
3030-18108
3030-18109

3030-18110
3030-18111
3030-18112
3030-18113
3030-18114

3030-18115 S
3030-18116 M
3030-18117 L
3030-18118 XL
3030-18119 2XL

A N G L E S T E A LT H P R E M I U M T E E

·· 28/1, 85% Combed Ring spun Cotton /
15% Polyester, 150 g/m2 (color 1026)

·· 28/1, 100% Combed Ring spun
Cotton, 179 g/m (color 10/20)
2

HEATHER
GRAY

BLACK

3030-18030
3030-18031
3030-18032
3030-18033
3030-18034

3030-18025
3030-18026
3030-18027
3030-18028
3030-18029
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·· PREMIUM CURVED HEM PRINTED TEE
·· Crew neck premium tee body
with curved bottom hem

·· Rib crew collar

WHITE

SIZE

3030-18035 S
3030-18036 M
3030-18037 L
3030-18038 XL
3030-18039 2XL

·· Reflective front chest logo print
with microgrid pattern

·· Internal Alpinestars neck print

NEU AGELESS TEE

·· 30/1, 90% Combed Ring spun Cotton /

AGELESS TEE

·· CLASSIC PRINTED TEE
·· Small left chest Ageless logo

10% Polyester, 150 g/m2 (color 1171)

·· 30/1, 100% Combed Ring

·· Internal neck print, external labeling

·· 30/1, 90% Combed Ring spun Cotton /

·· CLASSIC PRINTED TEE
·· Small left chest Ageless logo

10% Polyester, 150 g/m2 (color 1171)

·· 30/1, 100% Combed Ring

graphic. Soft hand print

spun Cotton, 150 g/m2

·· Internal neck print, external labeling

graphic. Soft hand print

spun Cotton, 150 g/m2

RED
WHITE

GRAY
HEATHER
NAVY

BLACK
WHITE

NAVY
WHITE

GRAY
BLACK

3030-17706
3030-17707
3030-17708
3030-17709
3030-17710

3030-18120
3030-18121
3030-18122
3030-18123
3030-18124

3030-17696
3030-17697
3030-17698
3030-17699
3030-17700

3030-17711
3030-17712
3030-17713
3030-17714
3030-17715

3030-17701
3030-17702
3030-17703
3030-17704
3030-17705

MILITARY
GREEN GRAY SIZE
3030-18125
3030-18126
3030-18127
3030-18128
3030-18129

S
M
L
XL
2XL

RIDE 2.0 TEE

BLACK
RED

MILITARY
GREEN
NAVY

WHITE
BLACK

SIZE

3030-17716
3030-17717
3030-17718
3030-17719
3030-17720

3030-18130
3030-18131
3030-18132
3030-18133
3030-18134

3030-9539
3030-9540
3030-9541
3030-9542
3030-9543

S
M
L
XL
2XL

WORDMARK TEE

·· 30/1, 100% Combed Ring

·· Front RIDE logo graphic. Soft

spun Cotton, 150 g/m2

hand print. Soft hand print

·· Internal neck print, external labeling

·· 30/1, 90% Combed Ring spun Cotton /

·· CLASSIC PRINTED TEE
·· Small left chest Ageless logo

10% Polyester, 150 g/m2 (color 1171)

·· CLASSIC PRINTED TEE

·· 30/1, 100% Combed Ring

·· Internal neck print, external labeling

graphic. Soft hand print

spun Cotton, 150 g/m2

NAVY
ORANGE

ROYAL BLUE
WHITE

BLACK
WHITE

NAVY
WHITE

3030-16709
3030-16710
3030-16711
3030-16712

3030-18140
3030-16893
3030-16894
3030-16895
3030-16896

3030-16704
3030-16705
3030-16706
3030-16707
3030-16708

3030-18135
3030-18136
3030-18137
3030-18138
3030-18139

SIZE

HEATHER
GRAY NAVY
RED

NAVY
ORANGE
GRAY

SIZE

S
M
L
XL
2XL

3030-18050
3030-18051
3030-18052
3030-18053
3030-18054

3030-18055
3030-18056
3030-18057
3030-18058
3030-18059

S
M
L
XL
2XL
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H E R I TAG E B L A Z E T E E

·· 30/1, 100% Combed Ring

·· Front Heritage Blaze logo

spun Cotton, 150 g/m2

graphic. Soft hand print

MX BLAZE TEE

·· Internal neck print, external labeling

spun Cotton, 146 gsm

·· CLASSIC PRINTED TEE

NAVY
3030-16724
3030-16725
3030-16726
3030-16727
3030-16728

SILVER

SIZE

NAVY

·· Front RIDE logo graphic. Soft

spun Cotton, 150 g/m2

hand print. Soft hand print

·· CLASSIC PRINTED TEE

BLACK

104

SIZE

ANGLE COMBO TEE

·· 30/1, 100% Combed Ring

3030-16804
3030-16805
3030-16806
3030-16807
-

·· Internal neck print, external labeling

Soft hand print

3030-16734 S
3030-16735 M
3030-16736 L
3030-16737 XL

OPPOSITE TEE

RED

·· Front MX Blaze logo graphic.

·· CLASSIC PRINTED TEE

3030-16719 S
3030-16720 M
3030-16721 L
3030-16722 XL
3030-16723 2XL

3030-16814
3030-16815
3030-16816
3030-16817
3030-16818

·· 30/1, 100% Combed Ring

·· Internal neck print, external labeling

·· 30/1, 100% Combed Ring
spun Cotton, 150 g/m2

·· CLASSIC PRINTED TEE

SILVER

SIZE

3030-16809 S
3030-16810 M
3030-16811 L
3030-16812 XL
2XL
-

BLACK

SIZE

3030-17721
3030-17722
3030-17723
3030-17724

S
M
L
XL

·· Front Angle combo logo
graphic. Soft hand print

·· Internal neck print, external labeling

RIDE 2.0 CAMO TEE

·· 30/1, 100% Combed Ring

·· Front camo Ride logo graphic.

spun Cotton, 150 g/m2

W O R D LY T E E

·· Internal neck print, external labeling

Soft hand print

spun Cotton, 150 g/m2

·· CLASSIC PRINTED TEE

BLACK
3030-17746
3030-17747
3030-17748
3030-17749
3030-17750

WHITE

SIZE

·· CLASSIC PRINTED TEE

3030-17761
3030-17762
3030-17763
3030-17764

SIZE

3030-17852
3030-17853
3030-17854

M
L
XL

S
M
L
XL

LARGESS TEE

·· Front “Race on Sunday, Ride on Monday”
type graphic. Soft hand print

·· Internal neck print, external labeling

·· 30/1, 100% Combed Ring

·· Large front MX style logo

spun Cotton, 150 g/m2

graphic. Soft hand print

·· Internal neck print, external labeling

·· CLASSIC PRINTED TEE

WHITE
BLACK

·· Internal neck print, external labeling

side graphic. Soft hand print

GREY
HEATHER SIZE

M O N D AY T E E

spun Cotton, 150 g/m2

·· Front word logo graphic. Right body

·· CLASSIC PRINTED TEE

3030-17751 S
3030-17752 M
3030-17753 L
3030-17754 XL
3030-17755 2XL

·· 30/1, 100% Combed Ring

·· 30/1, 100% Combed Ring

SIZE

3030-17781 S
3030-17782 M
3030-17783 L
3030-17784 XL
3030-17785 2XL
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BETTERNESS TEE

·· 30/1, 90% Combed Ring spun Cotton /

·· Front classic style logo

10% Polyester, 150 g/m2

·· Internal neck print, external labeling

graphic. Soft hand print

·· CLASSIC PRINTED TEE

GRAY
HEATHER

BLACK

NAVY

SIZE

3030-17796
3030-17797
3030-17798
3030-17799
3030-17800

3030-17791
3030-17792
3030-17793
3030-17794
-

3030-17801
3030-17802
3030-17803
3030-17804
3030-17805

S
M
L
XL
2XL

BRAZIL TEE

·· 30/1, 100% Combed Ring

·· Front Brazil flag and country plus

spun Cotton, 150 g/m2

logo graphic. Soft ahnd print

·· CLASSIC PRINTED TEE

BLACK

SILVER

SIZE

3030-17841
3030-17842
3030-17843
3030-17844
3030-17845

3030-17846
3030-17847
3030-17848
3030-17849
3030-17850

S
M
L
XL
2XL
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·· Internal neck print, external labeling

FREEDOM TEE

SUPPLEMENT TEE

·· 30/1, 100% Combed Ring

·· Front motorsports logo

spun Cotton, 150 g/m2

·· Internal neck print, external labeling

graphic. Soft hand print

·· 30/1, 100% Combed Ring
spun Cotton, 150 g/m2

·· CLASSIC PRINTED TEE

·· Front motorsports logo

·· Internal neck print, external labeling

graphic. Soft hand print

·· CLASSIC PRINTED TEE

WHITE

BLACK

NAVY

SIZE

NAVY

BLACK

SILVER

SIZE

3030-18146
3030-18147
3030-18148
3030-18149
3030-18150

3030-18141
3030-18142
3030-18143
3030-18144
3030-18145

3030-18151
3030-18152
3030-18153
3030-18154
3030-18155

S
M
L
XL
2XL

3030-18070
3030-18071
3030-18072
3030-18073
3030-18074

3030-18060
3030-18061
3030-18062
3030-18063
3030-18064

3030-18065
3030-18066
3030-18067
3030-18068
3030-18069

S
M
L
XL
2XL

SHIFTING TEE

·· 30/1, 90% Combed Ring spun Cotton /
10% Polyester, 150 g/m2 (color 1026)

·· 30/1, 100% Combed Ring

COLLECTION TEE

·· CLASSIC PRINTED TEE
·· Front clean logo graphic. Soft hand print

spun Cotton, 150 g/m2

·· Internal neck print, external labeling

·· 30/1, 100% Combed Ring
spun Cotton, 150 g/m2

·· 30/1, 90% Combed Ring spun Cotton /

·· CLASSIC PRINTED TEE
·· Internal neck print, external labeling
·· Front multi hit logo graphic. Soft hand print

10% Polyester, 150 g/m2 (color 1026)

BLACK

GRAY
HEATHER

NAVY

SIZE

WHITE

BLACK

GRAY
HEATHER

SIZE

3030-18075
3030-18076
3030-18077
3030-18078
3030-18079

3030-18080
3030-18081
3030-18082
3030-18083
3030-18084

3030-18085
3030-18086
3030-18087
3030-18088
3030-18089

S
M
L
XL
2XL

3030-18100
3030-18101
3030-18102
3030-18103
3030-18104

3030-18090
3030-18091
3030-18092
3030-18093
3030-18094

3030-18095
3030-18096
3030-18097
3030-18098
3030-18099

S
M
L
XL
2XL
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WOMEN’S WINGED TEAM TEE

KID’S BIGUN FLEECE

·· 32/1 100% Combed Ring

·· 80% Cotton / 20% Polyester,

·· CLASSIC PRINTED TEE
·· Internal neck print
·· Front Heritage logo graphic. Soft hand print

Spun Cotton, 145 gsm

BLACK

WHITE

SIZE

3031-3603
3031-3604
3031-3605
3031-3606
3031-3607
3031-3608

3031-3609
3031-3610
3031-3611
3031-3612
3031-3613
3031-3614

XS
S
M
L
XL
2XL

280 gsm - RIB: 95% Cotton / 5% Spandex

·· HOODED PULL OVER PRINTED FLEECE
·· Solid pull over body and sleeves

BLACK
WHITE

HEATHER
GRAY

SIZE

3052-0452
3052-0453
3052-0454
3052-0455

3052-0456
3052-0457
3052-0458
3052-0459

S
M
L
XL

·· Rib at cuffs and hem, pouch pocket

K I D ’ S M U LT I T E E

·· 20/1, 100% Cotton, 187 g/m2
·· CLASSIC PRINTED TEE
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·· Front competition style logo
graphic. Soft hand print

ROYAL
BLUE

BLACK

SIZE

3032-3022
3032-3023
3032-3024
3032-3025
3032-3026

3032-3017
3032-3018
3032-3019
3032-3020
3032-3021

XS
S
M
L
XL

·· Internal neck print, external labeling

KID’S LARGESS TEE

·· 20/1, 100% Cotton, 187 g/m2
·· CLASSIC PRINTED TEE

·· Large front MX style logo
graphic. Soft hand print

NAVY

WHITE

SIZE

3032-3032
3032-3033
3032-3034
3032-3035
3032-3036

3032-3027
3032-3028
3032-3029
3032-3030
3032-3031

XS
S
M
L
XL

KID’S RIDE 2.0 TEE

·· Internal neck print, external labeling

·· 20/1, 100% Cotton, 187 g/m2
·· CLASSIC PRINTED TEE

·· Front RIDE logo graphic. Soft hand print
·· Internal neck print, external labeling

RED
WHITE

ROYAL BLUE
WHITE

BLACK
WHITE

NAVY
ORANGE

SIZE

3032-2777
3032-2778
3032-2779
3032-2780

3032-2781
3032-2782
3032-2783
3032-2784

3032-2773
3032-2774
3032-2775
3032-2776

3032-2785
3032-2786
3032-2787
3032-2788

S
M
L
XL

KID’S DEMON TEE

KID’S ANGLE COMBO TEE

·· 20/1, 100% Cotton, 203 gsm
·· CLASSIC PRINTED TEE

·· 20/1, 100% Cotton, 187 g/m2
·· CLASSIC PRINTED TEE

·· Front skull graphic. Soft hand print
·· Internal neck print, external labeling

HEATHER
GRAY

BLACK
WHITE

NAVY

SIZE

3032-2765
3032-2766
3032-2767
3032-2768

3032-2761
3032-2762
3032-2763
3032-2764

3032-2769
3032-2770
3032-2771
3032-2772

S
M
L
XL

·· Front Angle combo logo

·· Internal neck print, external labeling

graphic. Soft hand print

ORANGE

ROYAL
BLUE

SIZE

3032-3007
3032-3008
3032-3009
3032-3010
3032-3011

3032-3012
3032-3013
3032-3014
3032-3015
3032-3016

XS
S
M
L
XL
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A G E L E S S S O N I C T E C H H AT

A SY M S O N I C T E C H H AT

C O R P S H I F T W P T E C H H AT

·· STYLE: Flex back

·· STYLE: Flex back

·· 96% Polyester /

·· Cool and Dry

98% Cotton / 2%
Polyurethane

Wicking Micro Jersey
Spandex fabric

·· Performance wicking

·· Internal and back
labeling. Ride Dry logo
print on wearer left side

·· Reflective transfer

curved bill with
structured crown

·· Cool and Dry

97% Polyester /
3% Polyurethane

Wicking Mini Pique
Spandex fabric

·· Performance wicking

logo on front

·· Internal and back
labeling. Ride Dry logo
print on wearer left side

·· Reflective transfer

curved bill with
structured crown

4% Polyurethane

·· Performance wicking
and water repellent
curved bill with
structured crown

logo on front

BLACK
WHITE

RED
BLACK

SIZE

BLACK
GRAY

BLACK
WHITE

SIZE

RED
BLACK

2501-2883
2501-2884

2501-2885
2501-2886

S-M
L-XL

2501-2887
2501-2888

2501-2889
2501-2890

S-M
L-XL

2501-3127
2501-3128

·· Flex back
·· Cool and Dry Wicking
and Water Repellent
Poly Blend fabric.

·· Internal and back
labeling. Ride Dry logo
print on wearer left side

·· Transfer logo on front

BLACK
CHARCOAL SIZE
2501-3125
2501-3126

S-M
L-XL

A G E L E S S D E LTA H AT

C O R P S H I F T D E LTA H AT

A G E L E S S J A C K T E C H H AT

·· 98% Cotton /

·· 98% Cotton /

·· 100% Polyester
·· Performance wicking

2% Polyurethane

·· DELTA Performance
wicking curved bill
with structured crown

·· Curve bill with
structured crown

·· Welded seams, stitch

·· Front beveled sonic

less crown, bonded
inner construction

weld Ageless logo

2% Polyurethane

·· Internal labeling and

·· DELTA Performance

·· Moisture wicking stretch
fabric, anti-bacterial
inner taping, quick
dry sweat band

back transfer label.
Ride Dry logo print
on wearer left side

·· Welded seams, stitch

wicking curved bill
with structured crown

·· Curve bill with
structured crown

less crown, bonded
inner construction

·· Moisture wicking stretch
fabric, anti-bacterial
inner taping, quick
dry sweat band

·· Front 2 layer transfer
Corp Shift logo

·· Internal labeling and
back transfer label.
Ride Dry logo print
on wearer left side

curved bill with
structured crown

·· Wicking poly jaquard
camo fabric

·· Front clear Ageless logo

·· Internal and back
labeling. Ride Dry logo
print on wearer left side

with reflective outline

·· Flex back

BLACK

SIZE

BLACK

SIZE

BLACK

GRAY

SIZE

2501-3044
2501-3045

S-M
L-XL

2501-3046
2501-3047

S-M
L-XL

2501-3054
2501-3055

2501-3056
2501-3057

S-M
L-XL
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CORP SHIFT
S O N I C T E C H H AT

·· 100% Polyester
·· Performance wicking
curved bill with
structured crown

·· Wicking stretch poly
block jersey fabric

·· Front silcone transfer

G T N -1 H AT

·· Internal and back
labeling. Ride Dry logo
print on wearer left side

Corp Shift logo

·· 87% Arylic / 11% Wool /
2% Polyurethane

·· Curved bill with

·· Stretch twill main fabric
·· Motorsports style.

·· Internal and
back labeling

·· Flex back

·· 98% Cotton /

·· Flex back
·· Stretch twill main fabric

2% Polyurethane

·· Curved bill with

Contrast bill sandwich,
print front logo and
print bill logo

structured crown

·· Flex back

F O R M H AT

structured crown

ROYAL BLUE
WHITE

RED
BLACK

CHARCOAL
BLACK

BLACK
WHITE

SIZE

HEATHER
GRAY

NAVY

BLACK

SIZE

BLACK

SIZE

2501-3066
2501-3067

2501-3062
2501-3063

2501-3060
2501-3061

2501-3058
2501-3059

S-M
L-XL

2501-3084
2501-3085

2501-3086
2501-3087

2501-3082
2501-3083

S-M
L-XL

2501-2839
2501-2840

S-M
L-XL

B L A Z E F L E X F I T H AT

C O R P H A L O H AT

·· 63% Polyester / 34%

·· 98% Cotton /

Cotton /
3% Polyurethane

·· Curved bill with

·· Flex back
·· Internal and
back labeling
·· Stretch twill main fabric
·· 3D Blaze logo embroidery

structured crown

2% Polyurethane

·· Curved bill with
structured crown

·· Flex back

·· Stretch twill main fabric
·· Left panel 3D plus

AG E L E S S P R O P H AT

·· Internal and
back labeling

·· 60% Cotton /
40% Polyester

·· Curved bill with

flat embroidered
logo with back flat
embroidery word

·· Twill main fabric
·· Front 3D plus flat

·· Internal and
back labeling

embroidered logo, side
Astars word embroidery

structured crown

·· Snap back

NAVY
ORANGE

RED
WHITE

SIZE

BLACK

CHARCOAL

BLUE

SIZE

2501-2895
2501-2896

2501-3147
2501-3148

S-M
L-XL

2501-3129
2501-3130

2501-3131
2501-3132

2501-3133
2501-3134

S-M
L-XL
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·· Layered sonic weld logo

HEATHER
GRAY

BLACK

2501-3150

2501-3149

BURGUNDY SIZE
2501-3151

OS

CORP SHIFT 2
CURVED BRIM

·· 83% Acrylic / 15% Wool /
2% Polyurethane

·· Curved bill with
structured crown

·· Flex back
·· Stretch twill main fabric
·· Left panel 3D

·· Internal and back labeling

M O N S T E R C O R P H AT

MONSTERCHAMP
T R U C K E R H AT

·· Flex back 83% Acrylic /

·· Snap back 60% Cotton /

15% Wool /
2% Polyurethane.

·· Stretch twill main fabric.
·· Left panel 3D

labelingw

HEATHER
GRAY BLACK

NAVY
GOLD

SIZE

WHITE

BLACK

GRAY

SIZE

2501-2893
2501-2894

2501-1393
2501-1394

2501-3143
2501-3144

2501-3145
2501-3146

S-M
L-XL

2501-3170
2501-3171

2501-3166
2501-3167

2501-3168
2501-3169

S/M
L/XL

F I L E H AT

·· Internal and
back labeling

·· Printed logo
graphic patch.

GRAY
BLACK

BLACK
BLACK

WHITE
BLACK

SIZE

2501-3173

2501-3172

2501-3174

OS

M O N S T E R M U LT I C A M O H AT

·· Herringbone weave

·· Flex back

with mesh back.

structured crown.

BLACK
WHITE

unstructured crown

·· Twill front fabric

structured crown.

NAVY
ORANGE

·· Curve bill with

40% Polyester.

·· Flat bill with

embroidered logo.

·· Curved bill with

embroidered logo

·· Internal and back

main fabric

·· Flock print logo

·· Internal and
back labeling

·· Flex back 83% Acrylic /
15% Wool /
2% Polyurethane.

·· Curved bill with

·· Stretch twill main fabric. ·· Internal and
back labeling
·· Left panel 3D
embroidered logo.

structured crown.

BLACK

SIZE

GREEN

BLACK

SIZE

2501-2704
2501-2705

S-M
L-XL

2501-3164
2501-3165

2501-3162
2501-3163

S/M
L/XL
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CORP SHIFT
M O C K M E S H H AT

·· 98% Cotton / 2%

·· Poly pique spandex

Polyurethane

·· Curved bill with

mock mesh fabric

·· Internal and
back labeling

structured crown

RIDE CURVE BILL

·· 98% Cotton /

·· Curve bill with

15% Wool /
2% Polyurethane
(color 1126)

embroidery with
flat tonal outline

·· Curve bill with

2% Polyurethane

·· 83% Acrylic /

·· 3D Corp Shift logo

·· Flex back

AG E L E S S C U R V E H AT

structured crown

·· Flex back
·· Stretch twill main fabric

·· Front 3D
embroidered logo

·· Internal and

·· Heather twill fabric with

semi-structured crown

·· Flex back

back labeling

RED
WHITE

BLUE
ORANGE

SIZE

WHITE
BLACK

BLACK
WHITE

HEATHER
GRAY BLACK

RED

SIZE

BLACK
WHITE

SIZE

2501-3048
2501-3049

2501-3050
2501-3051

2501-3052
2501-3053

S-M
L-XL

2501-2702
2501-2703

2501-2698
2501-2699

2501-3141
2501-3142

2501-2700
2501-2701

S-M
L-XL

2501-2673
2501-2674

S-M
L-XL

R I D E 2 . 0 H AT

·· 87% Acrylic /

·· 98% Cotton /

11% Wool /
2% Polyurethane

·· Curved bill with
structured crown

BLACK
WHITE
2501-3068
2501-3069
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·· Flex back
·· Stretch twill main fabric
·· 1 color 3D Heritage
Blaze logo embroidery

HEATHER
GRAY BLACK SIZE
2501-3070
2501-3071

S-M
L-XL

·· Internal and
back labeling

2% Polyurethane

·· Curved bill with
structured crown

·· Flex back
·· Stretch twill main fabric
·· 1 color 3D Ride 2.0

back labeling

·· Heat transfer logo

BLACK
WHITE

H E R I TAG E B L A Z E H AT

·· Internal and

contrast under bill

A N G L E B L A Z E H AT

·· Internal and

·· 98% Cotton /

back labeling

2% Polyurethane

·· Curved bill with
structured crown

logo embroidery

·· Flex back
·· Stretch twill main fabric
·· 1 color 3D Angle Blaze
logo embroidery

BLACK
WHITE

NAVY
WHITE

NAVY
ORANGE

RED
WHITE

SIZE

NAVY
YELLOW

CHARCOAL
ORANGE SIZE

2501-3072
2501-3073

2501-3123
2501-3124

2501-3076
2501-3077

2501-3074
2501-3075

S-M
L-XL

2501-3080
2501-3081

2501-3078
2501-3079

S-M
L-XL

·· Internal and
back labeling

I N D U L G E N T H AT

R AC E A N G L E M E S H H AT

J U D G E M E N T H AT

·· 83% Acrylic / 15% Wool / ·· Flex back
·· Internal and back
2% Polyurethane
labeling
·· Stretch twill main fabric
·· Curved bill with
·· Emboidered logo applique

·· 63% Polyester /

·· 98% Cotton /

structured crown

34% Cotton /
3% Polyurethane

·· Curved bill with

·· Flex back
·· Stretch twill main fabric
·· Embroidered applique

BLACK

HEATHER
GRAY

SIZE

BLACK
BLACK

NAVY
GRAY

2501-3152
2501-3153

2501-3154
2501-3155

S-M
L-XL

2501-3135
2501-3136

2501-3139
2501-3140

2501-3137
2501-3138

PURPS BEANIE

·· 100% ACRYLIC
·· STANDARD SHAPE

·· 100% ACRYLIC
·· STANDARD SHAPE

CUFF BEANIE

·· Woven label at cuff

·· Yarn dye jacquard

2% Polyurethane

·· Curved bill with

·· Stretch twill main fabric
·· Front chain stitch

structured crown

S-M
L-XL

·· Internal and
back labeling

embroidered logo
word with side
embroidered logo

·· Flex back

WHITE
BLACK RED SIZE

G E N E R AT I O N B E A N I E

stitch construction

back labeling

logo, underbill
printed logo

structured crown

·· Sweater knit jersey

·· Internal and

GRAY

BLACK

MILITARY
GREEN

SIZE

2501-3158
2501-3159

2501-3156
2501-3157

2501-3160
2501-3161

S-M
L-XL

RECEIVING BEANIE

·· Sweater knit jersey

·· Yarn dye jacquard

stitch construction

stripes plus 3D
embroidered logo

PULL ON BEANIE

·· 100% ACRYLIC
·· STANDARD SHAPE

·· Sweater knit jersey

·· Solid color. Woven

stitch construction

label at cuff

CUFF BEANIE

Alpinestars word stripe.

BLACK

NAVY

RED

SIZE

BLACK

NAVY

2501-3178

2501-3180

2501-3179

OS

2501-3181

2501-3183

MILITARY
GREEN

BLUE

BLACK

SIZE

2501-3176

2501-3177

2501-2714

OS

CHARCOAL SIZE

CHARCOAL

RED

SIZE

OS

2501-2716

2501-2715

OS

2501-3182
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RUB KEYFOB

BLAZE KEY FOB

·· Embossed rubber

·· 100% Polypropylene /

·· 100% PVC

RED
9905-0055

BLACK
9905-0054

·· 3D rubber keychain,

100% Iron

keychain

V I TA L K E Y F O B

Blaze logo front,
printed back

BLACK
RED

·· Metal snap ring
·· 100% Polyurethane

BLACK
WHITE

·· 3D Rubber

·· Two Color, Same

SIZE

BLUE
YELLOW

SIZE

BLACK

RED

SIZE

OS

9905-0088 9905-0084 9905-0083

OS

9905-0056

9905-0057

OS

BLUE

SIZE

GREEN

RED

9905-0086 9905-0087 9905-0085

OS

H O R I Z O N TA L K E Y F O B

CORP SHIFT KEY FOB

IGNITION KEYFOB

·· 100% Polypropylene /

·· 100% Polypropylene /

·· 3D Rubber

·· 3D rubber keychain,

100% Iron

logo on both sides

·· Metal snap ring
·· 100% Polyurethane

100% Iron

·· 3D rubber keychain, Corp ·· Metal snap ring
Shift logo on both sides ·· 100% Polyurethane

Two Color, Same On

BLACK

RED

SIZE

BLACK

RED

SIZE

BLACK

SIZE

9905-0079

9905-0080

OS

9905-0081

9905-0082

OS

9905-0023

OS

AGELESS KEYFOB

·· 100% Polypropylene /

·· 3D rubber keychain,

100% Iron

Blaze logo front,
printed back

·· Metal snap ring
·· 100% Polyurethane

C O R E L A N YA R D

·· 100% Aluminum /

·· 100% POLYESTER

·· Carabiner keychain /
strap keychain. Printed
logo both sides

·· Metal snap ring
·· Metal and Polyurethane

·· Printed logo lanyard
with breakaway cllip and
detachable swivel clip

RED

BLACK

SIZE

BLACK

RED

SIZE

BLACK

SIZE

9905-0090

9905-0089

OS

9905-0091

9905-0092

OS

3070-1080

OS
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Both Sides
100% Polyurethane

SNAP HOOK KEY FOB

100% Iron /
100% Polypropylene

·· 100% Polyurethane

On Both Sides

·· 20” long

T E C H WAT C H M AT T E B L AC K P V D

·· 3 hands Miyota 2315
Japanese Movement

·· 45mm Stainless

·· Black Pvd Case
·· Double Layered
Luminous Dial

·· 100 Meter Water
Resistant

·· Poly Fabric Strap

T E C H WAT C H 3 HANDS ROSE GOLD

T E C H WAT C H CARBON FIBER DIAL

·· Miyota Japanese

·· 3 hands Miyota

Movement

·· Quick Release

·· and Poly Fabric Strap
·· 45mm Rose Gold

·· 100 Meter Water
Resistant

Japanese Movement

·· Quick Release

Pvd Case

Steel Case

Interchangeable
Premium Leather

Interchangeable
Poly Fabric

9905-0101

9905-0102

9905-0107

T E C H WAT C H H E R I TAG E B L AC K P V D

T E C H WAT C H BLACK PVD

·· Miyota Japanese

·· 3 hands
·· Integrated Premium

Movement

·· Quick Release

·· and Poly Fabric Strap
·· 45mm Black Pvd Case

·· 100 Meter Water
Resistant

Silicone Strap

Interchangeable
Premium Leather

9905-0104

·· Miyota Japanese
Movement

·· 45mm Stainless

Leather Strap

·· 45mm Stainless
Steel Case

·· Black Pvd Case
·· Carbon Fiber Look Dial
·· 100 Meter Water
Resistant

T E C H WAT C H S AT I N E D S T E E L

·· Black Pvd Case
·· 100 Meter Water
Resistant

·· 3 hands
·· Integrated Premium
Silicone Strap

Steel Case

9905-0105

·· and Premium

·· Miyota Japanese
Movement

·· 45mm Stainless

·· 100 Meter Water
Resistant

·· Satined Case

Steel Case

9905-0106
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A G E L E S S L E AT H E R B E LT

A G E L E S S W E B B E LT

·· 50% Leather / 50%

·· 100% Polypropylene
·· Web Belt

·· Removeable single

Polyurethane

prong buckle with
etched wordmark logo

·· Classic Split

·· Sewn edge strap with
deboss logo at the end

·· Removeable metal
clamp buckle with
debossed enamel logo

·· Web strap has metal
tip with deboss
logo at the end

Leather Belt

BLACK

SIZE

3070-1112
3070-1113
3070-1114
3070-1115

S
M
L
XL

BLACK
BLACK

BLACK
CHROME

SIZE

3070-1116

3070-1117

OS

A S TA R S A N K L E S O C K S

A S TA R S C R E W S O C K S

·· Curve bill with

·· Curve bill with

·· Side panel applique

structured crown

·· Flex back
·· Twill fabric with contrast

stripe. 3D logo
embroidery

·· Internal and
back labeling

·· Two-tone slub jersey

semi-structured crown

·· Flex back

crown, contrast
twill visor

A L P I N E S TA R S WAT E R
BOTTLE

·· Internal and
back labeling

·· 3D logo embroidery

front and under visor

BLACK

SIZE

BLACK

SIZE

3431-0517
3431-0518
3431-0519
3431-0520

S
M
L
XL

3431-0512
3431-0513
3431-0514
3431-0515

S
M
L
XL
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BLACK

SIZE

9905-0058

OS

KO M O D O T R AV E L B AG

··
··
··
··
··
··
··
··
··

Dimensions: 94cm x 45cm x 40cm, capacity 150 L.

··
··
··
··

2 strap handle to lift up the bag and put it on the shoulder.

·· Bottom and side panels made with waterproof tarpaulin, this
way the bag stay always dry when it stands on muddy terrain.

Lid opening to access to the main compartment.

·· Durable hard bumpers on base corners.
·· Hard internal base with external slide rails.
·· Constructed from durable tarpaulin and tough

Flat top pocket to access documents while traveling
Removable change mat made from waterproof tarpaulin.
Strong Plastic YKK Zipper chain size 10mm.

Polyester reinforcement panels.

Lockable Zippers – Accepts TSA Approved Locks.

·· Sized to carry all protective gear.
·· Compartment walls can be removed with a zipper to allow the bag

Big screen print.
2 ventilation on sides.

Boots compartment with waterproof removable bag, easier to wash.
Reflective details.

··
··
··
··

Dimensions: 82cm x 39cm x 45cm, capacity 125 L
1 flat front pocket to store document and keys
2 strap handle to lift up the bag and put it on the shoulder.
Lid opening to access to the main compartment
Inner flat zippered mesh pocket on flap.
Boots compartment with waterproof removable bag, easier to wash.
2 sides handle to move the bag easily.

Big screen print.
Hi-Visibility Alpinestars lining.
Strong Plastic YKK Zipper chain size 10mm.
Bottom and side panels made with waterproof tarpaulin, this
way the bag stay always dry when it stands on muddy terrain.

·· Webbing reinforcement to give a better structure to the bag.
·· Compartment walls can be removed to allow the bag to be
reconfigured with one extra large internal compartment.

·· Inner flat zippered mesh pocket on flap.
·· 2 Mesh pockets on internal sides of the bag.
·· Telescopic double post handle, multiple heavy
duty haul handles and a top carry strap.

·· Webbing reinforcement to give a better structure to the bag.

Smooth outdoor rolling wheels.

BLACK
BLACK BLUE
ANTHRACITE
RED
BLACK
YELLOW
YELLOW ANTHRACITE
FLUO
FLUO
WHITE
SIZE
3512-0253

··
··
··
··
··
··
··

to be reconfigured with one extra large internal compartment.

2 big webbing handle on top to and side to
be able to move and carry the bag.

3512-0252

G OA N N A T R AV E L B AG

3512-0250

OS

BLACK
BLACK BLUE ANTHRACITE
BLACK
RED YELLOW YELLOW ANTHRACITE
FLUO
FLUO
WHITE
SIZE
3512-0255

3512-0254

3512-0251

OS
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LITE BACKPACK

S TA N D BY B AC K PAC K

·· Modern streamlined, light weight backpack ·· Inner organizer and mesh pocket
·· Rider proven design and construction
·· External sunglasses pocket
and side mesh pockets
·· Durable tarpaulin with light
·· 3d airmesh padded back panel
weight 420d polyester panels
and shoulder straps
·· Large main compartment with
padded laptop pocket
·· Innovative chest connect system

··
··
··
··

Sternum starp and removable waist strap
Back panel 3d logo and wordmark prints
Dimensions: 30x16x45cm/12x6x18”
Capacity: 19l

·· FULL FEATURED TRAVEL BACKPACK
·· Large sized backpack in rich Ballistic
poly with tough tarpaulin panels

·· Separated 3/4 opening Laptop
additional laptop pocket

·· Multiple internal organizer pockets
·· Front external accessory pocket

BLACK
CHARCOAL

BLACK
BLUE

SIZE

BLACK

SIZE

3517-0417

3517-0418

OS

3517-0415

OS

·· FULL FEATURED DAILY BACKPACK
·· Medium sized backpack in durable 600

·· Front external pocket with pen
and small item oraganizer

·· Side water bottle pockets with

Denier poly with tough tarpaulin panels

mesh and stretch binding

·· Separated 3/4 opening Laptop
Compartment with additional tablet pocket

·· Main compartment with additional
laptop pocket and large zipper

·· Multiple internal organizer pockets

·· Heavy duty internal padded
wall construction

·· Fully lined with Alpinestars
heat print logo lining

·· Fully lined with Alpinestars
heat print logo lining

·· Airmesh padded back with

·· Airmesh padded shoulder straps
with removable Sternum Strap

·· Heavy duty zippers with
leather zipper pullers

·· Rubberized logo branding
·· 100% Nylon
·· Capacity: 23.2 Liters

anti-abrasion panel

GFX BACKPACK

·· Airmesh padded back panel
·· Airmesh padded shoulder straps
with removable Sternum Strap

·· Heavy duty zippers with

·· 100% Polyester 600D + TPE
·· MID SIZE DAILY BACKPACK
·· Durable 600D Polyester

·· Internal laptop sleeve and
inner organizer pockets

·· Front zipper insidentals pocket
·· Side slip pockets with velco closure

leather zipper pullers

·· Rubberized logo branding
·· 100% Polyester 600D + TPE
·· Capacity: 20 Liters

CHARCOAL

NAVY

BLACK

SIZE

CHARCOAL
BLACK

3517-0445

3517-0446

3517-0444

OS

3517-0456
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wall construction

Compartment with additional tablet pocket

·· Deep main compartment with

TIME ZONE BACKPACK

·· Top external soft lined sunglasses pocket
·· Front and side incidentals pockets
·· Heavy duty internal padded

BLACK
RED HI-VIS
YELLOW

BLACK
WHITE

SIZE

3517-0455

3517-0451

OS

·· Padded back panel and shoulder straps
·· Contrast panels and zippers.
Printed logo branding

·· Capacity: 17.2 L

TECH AE RO BACKPACK

··
··
··
··

·· YKK® semi-auto locking zip to

18 to 24 Litre capacity

·· Zipper puller.
·· Internal Lap Top sleeve which fits

100% polyester construction.
Sport silhouette engineered
for a low profile aerodynamic
performance while riding.

most 15” Lap Top Computers.

·· Fully expandable from 18L to 24L (approx).
·· Built-in helmet carrier.

SIZE

3517-0361

OS

·· Anatomical, adjustable, padded shoulder

ensure secure closure while riding.

21.25 ” x 12.5” x 7” / 54 x 32 x 18 cm

BLACK
WHITE

DE FE ND BACKPACK

·· Internal organizer pockets.
·· Internal sleeve for Nucleon KR-2i
Back Insert application.

·· Rain cover stored into lower
zippered pocket.

·· Conduit for hydration hose.

straps with chest connection strap
for additional security and comfort.

·· Durable 600D Polyester
·· Internal laptop sleeve and inner organize

·· Padded back panel and shoulder straps
·· Embroidered logo branding

·· Capacity: 13.45L

·· Innovative shoulder strap adjustment.
·· Innovative adjustable waist strap
for security which also features
built-in zippered kidney pockets.

·· Anatomical back padding built
with 3D vented mesh.

·· TPR and embroidered logo details.
·· Reflective printed details.

BLACK
3517-0419

RED

SIZE

3517-0420 OS

CIT Y HUNTE R BACKPACK

I G U A N A H Y D R AT I O N B AC K PAC K

··
··
··
··

6 L capacity hydration bag (approx.)
Ripstop nylon + poly 450 D as main fabric

·· Printed logo + graphics
·· 2 plastic slider to adjust the high
of the small chest strap

2 compartments with zipper chain 5#

·· 1 plastic stopper for the tube

Hands free full face helmet
attatchment system

of the water blader

·· 2 straps that close with plastic buckles
·· Webbing handle on top

·· Ergonomic 15 mm back mesh padding

··
BLACK BLUE BLACK
RED YELLOW ANTHRACITE
FLUO
WHITE
SIZE ··

3517-0441

3517-0440

OS

preventing spine pressure with ventilation
channels for an optimized air flow
Perforated foam straps for better
breathability (covered with mesh)
Elastic loops to channel the water
bladder tube on the strap of your choice

··
··
··
··
··
··

1,5 L water bladder included
Main compartment:
1 WP pocket + zipper
1 micro fleece google pocket
2 small mesh pockets
1big mesh pocket for the water
bladder or back protector

·· Front compartment:
·· 1 big pocket

·· Multi-material Outershell: Light-weight
420D Nylon / 420D Ripstop Nylon
to reinforce the bottom part

·· 25 L Capacity (approximately)
·· 2 external waterproof pockets on front
·· Computer compartment with full
length zip featuring 15” laptop
protective fleece sleeve

·· Large main compartment with internal
organizer featuring a smartphone
protective fleece sleeve

·· Built in helmet carrier

BLACK
RED
3517-0402

·· Rain cover stored in its pocket
in the main compartment

·· Ergonomic shoulder belts with perforated
foam padding and mesh panels for
an optimized airflow, adjustable and
removable sternum strap and the
Alpinestars quick release system
for a fast and secure adjustment,
preventing the extra webbing flapping

·· Ergonomic 15 mm back padding

·· Removable waist strap featuring the
Alpinestars quick release system
for a fast and secure adjustment,
preventing the extra webbing flapping

·· YKK semi auto-locking zippers
for a secure closure

·· Reflective details on the front and
shoulder belts to improve rider’s
visibility in varying light conditions

preventing spine pressure with ventilation
channels for an optimized air flow

BLACK WHITE
RED
BLACK GRAY SIZE
3517-0403

3517-0401

OS
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TECH TOOL PACK

·· Tool bag designed specifically

·· Flap design for easy access.
·· Compression straps allow riders to reduce

for Enduro use.

·· Made from durable 600 Denier

the volume of the pack when required.

polyfabric for wear resistance.

·· Zipped mesh pocket in the flap is ideal

·· Main compartment with elastic

for storing passport, documents etc.

loop tool organizer.

·· Ergonomic design for comfort on the bike.

·· Two side compartments and a

BOOT BAG

·· Belt adjuster with air mesh back
pad for ventilation and anti-slip
material on the sides to keep the
pack securely in position.

·· Reflective branding.
·· 3.7-Liter capacity.

·· 43 cm Height x 37 cm Length x 26 cm Width ·· Large #10 YKK Coil zipper with
double sliders and easy-to-grip
·· Durable 600 Denier Polyester
main body material

·· Large Mesh Vents for maximum airflow

and additional wear resistance

GRAY

SIZE

3510-0100

OS

3512-0256

B I O N I C H Y D R AT I O N PAC K

·· Compact, lightweight mesh construction
with an opening which acts as a reservoir
for any hydration pack up to 2.0-Liter.
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with D-Ring connections for
either left or right side carry

·· Piped seam construction for durability

BLACK

OS

·· Adjustable webbing should strap

·· Sized to fit Alpinestars Motocross

3510-0099

SIZE

in with heavy duty bar tacks

and lower sides is easy to clean

BLACK
WHITE

BLACK

·· Webbing Haul handle at top, sewn

·· Tough Tarpaulin material at base
boots up to size 14 (US)

waterproof front pocket for storing a
mobile phone and other valuables.

3519-0061

Alpinestars molded pulls

·· Five adjustable straps (two
at top, two at side and one at
bottom) to get the fit just so.

·· Compatible with the Bionic Tech
and Bionic Pro jackets.

BLACK
BLUE

SIZE

3512-0257

OS

·· Lined with 210 Denier Polyester
·· Internal Binding construction
·· Internal Open Mesh Pocket
with elastic top edge

·· Branded with large Alpinestars
Printed Logos

A S TA R S F O OT W E A R A R E A
BENCH
A L P I N E S TA R S
UMBRELLA

A L P I N E S TA R S C H A I R
·· This high-quality
bench is perfect for
customers to sit while

BLACK
RED WHITE SIZE
9904-0115

OS

RED

SIZE

RED

SIZE

9905-0059

OS

9903-0559

OS

trying on a new pair
for Alpinestars boots.

A S TA R S P L E X I WA L L
LOGO

A S TA R S F O OT W E A R
S H E LV E S ( 6 PAC K )

·· Made from a 3 mm

·· Made from plexiglass

plexiglass, this highquality signage is ideal

to mark an Alpinestars
area or to enrich the
store’s overall look.

·· 39.5 x 16.75 in /
100 x 42.5 cm

with a screened,
permanent logo, this

CLEAR

SIZE

RED

SIZE

9904-1185

OS

9903-0562

OS

boot shelf slots into
slatwalls for a striking,
consistent presentation.

·· Sold in packs of 6 units.
·· 11.8 x 5 in /
30 x 12.5 cm
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A S TA R S F O OT W E A R
AREA RUG

A S TA R S S H O W R O O M
RUG

·· This rug perfectly

·· This rug perfectly

matches with the
footwear bench and
the shelves, to call

out the Alpinestars
footwear area within the
retails environment.

·· 70.8 x 35.4 in /
180 x 90 cm

matches with the
footwear bench and
the shelves, to call

RED

SIZE

RED

SIZE

9903-0560

OS

9903-0561

OS

A L P I N E S TA R S H E A D E R
B O A R D D I S L PAY

·· This signage helps to
further the Alpinestars
branded area for

RED

SIZE

9903-0413

OS
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visible reach across
retail environment.

·· 47.25 x 13.75 in /
120 x 35 cm

out the Alpinestars
footwear area within the
retails environment.

·· 98.4 x 59 in /
250 x 150 cm

H AT S D I S P L AY R AC K

A L P I N E S TA R S R AC K
CASUALS

A L P I N E S TA R S M X H E L M E T
T O W E R D I S P L AY

·· 30 x 50 x 170 cm

·· Ideal to display MX Gear

·· This MX Helmets Tower

(up to 40 jerseys or 20 jerseys + 20 pants)

9904-1413

OS

9903-0620

OS

9903-0621

HANGERS 50 PACK

ASK YOUR PARTS EUROPE SALES REP HOW YOU CAN QUALIFY
TO RECEIVE A FREE DISPLAY/RACK!

allows you to display
up to 12 MX Helmets

9904-1419
9904-1420
9904-1421
9904-1415
9904-1416
9904-1417
9904-1418
9904-1425

·· There is also space to

·· As it comes on casters,

showcase 4 additional
helmets in their
original packaging.

it will be very easy to
place it in the most
visible area of your store.

DISPLAY HELMET TOWER #1
DISPLAY HELMET TOWER #2
DISPLAY HELMET TOWER #3
DISPLAY SHELF HELMET
DISPLAY PEGHOOK
DISPLAY FACEOUT
DISPLAY WATERFALL
DISPLAY FACEOUT LTHR
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M E N ’ S APPARE L S IZE C HART
40

EURO SIZE

42

XXS

INT. SIZE

44

46

XS

48

S

50

52

M

54

L

56

58

XL

60

XXL

62

64

3XL

4XL

66

68

5XL

6XL

U.S. SIZE

30

32

34

36

38

40

42

44

46

48

50

52

54

56

56

U.S. PANT SIZE

24

26

28

30

32

34

36

38

40

42

44

46

48

50

50

A. CHEST CM

78- 82

82-86

86-90

90-94

94-98

98-102

102-106

106-110

110-114

114-118

118-122

122-126

126-130

130-134

134-138

B. WAIST CM

64-68

68-72

72-76

76-80

80-84

84-88

88-92

92-96

96-100

100-104

104-108

108-112

112-116

116-120

120-124

C. HIP CM

79-83

83-87

87-91

91-95

95-99

99-103

103-107

107-111

111-115

115-119

119-123

123-127

127-131

131-136

136-140

D. THIGH CM

48-49

50-51

52-53

54-55

56-57

58-59

60-61

62-63

64-65

66-67

68-69

70-71

72-73

74-75

76-77

E. INSEAM CM

71-72

73-74

75-76

77-78

79-80

81-82

83-84

85-86

87-88

89-90

89-90

91-92

91-92

91-92

91-92

F. OUTER ARM CM

49-50

51-52

53-54

55-56

57-58

59-60

61-62

63-64

65-66

67-68

67-68

69-70

69-70

69-70

69-70

150-156

157-163

164-167

168-171

172-175

176-179

180-183

184-187

188-191

192-195

192-195

196-199

196-199

196-199

196-199

35 ⅜ - 37

37 - 38 ⅝

48 - 49 ⅝

49 ⅝ - 51 ⅛

51 ⅛- 53 ⅜

53 ⅜ - 54 ⅞

G. HEIGHT CM

38 ⅝ - 40 ⅛ 40 ⅛ - 41 ¾ 41 ¾ - 43 ¼ 43 ¼ - 44 ⅞ 44 ⅞ - 46 ½

A. CHEST IN

30 ¾ - 32 ¼ 32 ¼ - 33 ⅞ 33 ⅞ - 35 ⅜

B. WAIST IN

25 ¼ - 26 ¾ 26 ¾ - 28 ⅜ 28 ⅜ - 29 ⅞ 29 ⅞ - 31 ½ 31 ½ - 33 ⅛ 33 ⅛ - 34 ⅝ 34 ⅝ - 36 ¼ 36 ¼ - 37 ¾ 37 ¾ - 39 ¼

C. HIP IN

31 ⅛ - 32 ⅝ 32 ⅝ - 34 ¼ 34 ¼ - 35 ⅞ 35 ⅞ - 37 ⅜

37 ⅜ - 39

39 - 40 ½

D. THIGH IN

19 ⅜ - 19 ⅝ 19 ⅝ - 20 ⅛ 20 ½ - 20 ⅞ 21 ¼ - 21 ⅝

22 - 22 ½

22 ⅞ - 23 ¼

28 - 28 ¾

E. INSEAM IN

39 ¼ - 41

46 ½ - 48
41 - 42 ½

40 ½ - 42 ⅛ 42 ⅛ - 43 ¾ 43 ¾ - 45 ¼ 45 ¼ - 46 ⅞ 46 ⅞ - 48 ⅜
24 ⅜ - 24 ¾ 25 ¼ - 25 ⅝

26 - 26 ⅜

26 ¾ - 27 ⅛

28 ¾ - 29 ⅛ 29 ½ - 29 ⅞ 30 ⅜ - 30 ¾ 31 ⅛ - 31 ½ 31 ⅞ - 32 ¼ 32 ⅝ - 33 ⅛ 33 ½ - 33 ⅞ 34 ¼ - 34 ⅝

35 - 35 ⅜

35 - 35 ⅜

F. OUTER ARM IN

19 ¼ - 20 ⅛ 20 ⅛ - 20 ¾ 20 ⅞ - 21 ¼

21 ⅝ - 22

G. HEIGHT IN

4′11″ - 5′1″

5′6″ - 5′7″

5′2″ - 5′4″

5′4″ - 5′5″

22 ½ - 22 ⅞ 23 ¼ - 23 ⅝
5′7″ - 5′8″

23 ⅝ - 24

24 - 24 ⅜

24 ¾ - 25 ¼

25 ⅝ - 26

5′11″ - 6′

6′ - 6′2″

6′2″ - 6′3″

5′9″ - 5′10″

42 ½ - 44 ⅛ 44 ⅛ - 45 ⅝
48 ⅜ - 50

50 - 51 ⅝

27 ½ - 28

28 ⅜ - 28 ½

45 ⅝ - 47 ¾ 47 ¾ - 49 ⅜
51 ⅝ - 54 ⅛ 54 ⅛ - 55 ¾
29 ½ - 29 ⅞

30 ¼-30 ¾

35 ⅞ - 36 ¼ 35 ⅞ - 36 ¼ 35 ⅞ - 36 ¼ 35 ⅞ - 36 ¼

26 ⅜ - 26 ¾ 26 ⅜ - 26 ¾ 27 ⅛ - 27 ½ 27 ⅛ - 27 ½ 27 ⅛ - 27 ½ 27 ⅛ - 27 ½
6′3″ - 6′5″

6′3″ - 6′5″

6′5″ - 6′6″

6′5″ - 6′6″

6′5″ - 6′6″

6′5″ - 6′6″

YOUTH APPARE L S IZE C HART
SIZE
U.S. SIZE
INT. SIZE
YEARS

120

130

140

150

22

24

26

28

S

M

L

XL

6

7-8

9-10

11-12

A. CHEST CM

60.5 - 65.5

65.5 - 70.5

70.5 - 75.5

75.5 - 80.5

B. WAIST CM

54 - 58

58 - 62

62 - 66

66 - 70

C. HIP CM

68 - 72

72 - 76

76 - 80

80 - 84

D. THIGH CM

40 - 42

42 - 44

44 - 46

46 - 48

51.1 - 56.5

56.5 - 61.5

61.5 - 66.5

66.5 - 71.5

E. INSEAM CM
F. ARM LENGTH CM
G. HEIGHT CM

40 - 44

44 - 48

48 - 52

52 - 56

120 - 130

130 - 140

140 - 150

150 - 160

A. CHEST IN

23 ⅞ - 25 ¾

25 ¾ - 27 ¾

27 ¾ - 29 ¾

29 ¾ - 31 ¾

B. WAIST IN

21 ¼ - 22 ⅞

22 ⅞ - 24 ⅜

24 ⅜ - 26

26 - 27 ½

C. HIP IN

26 ¾ - 28 ⅜

28 ⅜ - 29 ⅞

29 ⅞ - 31 ½

31 ½ - 33 ⅛

D. THIGH IN

15 ¾ - 16 ½

16 ½ - 17 ⅜

17 ⅜ - 18 ⅛

18 ⅛ - 18 ⅞

E. INSEAM IN

20 ⅛ - 22 ¼

22 ¼ - 24 ¼

24 ¼ - 26 ⅛

26 ⅛ - 28 ⅛

F. ARM LENGTH IN
G. HEIGHT IN

15 ⅝ - 16 ⅜

16 ⅜ - 18 ⅞

18 ⅞ - 20 ½

20 ½ - 22

47 ¼ - 51 ⅛

51 ⅛ - 55 ⅛

55 ⅛ - 59

59 - 63

G

F
A
G
B
F
A

C

B

D

C
D
E
E

·· HOW TO MEASURE
·· A. Chest - Measure around the fullest part,
under the armpits, keeping the tape horizontal.
·· B. Waist - Measure around the natural
waist line, inline with the navel,
keeping the tape horizontal.
·· C. Hip - Measure around the fullest part
of your hips, about 20 cm below waist
line, keeping the tape horizontal.
·· D. Thigh - Measure around the thigh just below
the crotch, keeping the tape horizontal.
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·· E. Inseam - Stand against a wall, ask
someone else to measure from the
crotch to the bottom of your leg.
·· F. Arm Length - Measure from
shoulder (Humerus) to wrist.
·· G. Height - Stand against a wall, ask someone
else to measure from the floor to the top
of your head, keeping the tape vertical.

WOM E N ’ S APPARE L S IZE C HART
EURO SIZE
INT. SIZE
U.S. SIZE
U.S. PANT SIZE
A. CHEST CM
B. BUST CM
C. WAIST CM
D. HIP CM
E. THIGH CM
F. INNER LEG CM
F. OUTER ARM CM
H. HEIGHT CM
A. CHEST IN
B. BUST IN
C. WAIST IN
D. HIP IN
E. THIGH IN
F. INNER LEG IN
G. OUTER ARM IN
H. HEIGHT IN

36

38
XXS

40

42

XS

44

S

H

46

M

48

50

52

XL

L

XXL

54
3XL

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

22

24

26

28

30

32

34

36

38

40

74-78

78- 82

82-86

86-90

90-94

94-98

98-102

102-106

106-110

110-114

78- 82

82-86

86-90

90-94

94-98

98-102

102-106

106-110

110-114

114-118

58-62

62-66

66-70

70-74

74-78

78-82

82-86

86-90

90-94

94-98

82-86

86-90

90-94

94-98

98-102

102-106

106-110

110-114

114-118

118-122

50-51

52-53

54-55

56-57

58-59

60-61

62-63

64-65

66-67

68-69

72-73

74-75

76-77

78-79

80-81

82-83

84-85

84-85

86-87

86-87

50-51

52-53

54-55

56-57

58-59

60-61

62-63

62-63

64-65

64-65

157-160

161-164

165-168

169-172

173-176

177-180

181-184

181-184

185-188

185-188

29 ⅛ - 30 ¾

30 ¾ - 32 ¼

32 ¼ - 33 ⅞

33 ⅞ - 35 ⅜

35 ⅜ - 37

37 - 38 ⅝

38 ⅝ - 40 ⅛

40 ⅛ - 41 ¾

41 ¾ - 43 ¼

43 ¼ - 44 ⅞

30 ¾ - 32 ¼

32 ¼ - 33 ⅞

33 ⅞ - 35 ⅜

35 ⅜ - 37

37 - 38 ⅝

38 ⅝ - 40 ⅛

40 ⅛ - 41 ¾

41 ¾ - 43 ¼

43 ¼ - 44 ⅞

44 ⅞ - 46 ½

22 ⅞ - 24 ⅜

24 ⅜ - 26

26 - 27 ½

27 ½ - 29 ⅛

29 ⅛ - 30 ¾

30 ¾ - 32 ¼

32 ¼ - 33 ⅞

33 ⅞ - 35 ⅜

35 ⅜ - 37

37 - 38 ⅝

32 ¼ - 33 ⅞

33 ⅞ - 35 ⅜

35 ⅜ - 37

37 - 38 ⅝

38 ⅝ - 40 ⅛

40 ⅛ - 41 ¾

41 ¾ - 43 ¼

43 ¼ - 44 ⅞

44 ⅞ - 46 ½

46 ½ - 48

19 ⅝ - 20 ⅛

20 ½ - 20 ⅞

21 ¼ - 21 ⅝

22 - 22 ½

22 ⅞ - 23 ¼

23 ⅝ - 24

24 ⅜ - 24 ¾

25 ¼ - 25 ⅝

26 - 26 ⅜

26 ⅜ - 27 ⅛

28 ⅜ - 28 ¾

29 ⅛ - 29 ½

29 ⅞ - 30 ⅜

30 ¾ - 31 ⅛

31 ½ - 31 ⅞

32 ¼ - 32 ⅝

33 ⅛ - 33 ½

33 ⅛ - 33 ½

33 ⅞ - 34 ¼

33 ⅞ - 34 ¼

19 ⅝ - 20 ⅛

20 ½ - 20 ⅞

21 ¼ - 21 ⅝

22 - 22 ½

22 ⅞ - 23 ¼

23 ⅝ - 24

24 ⅜ - 24 ¾

24 ⅜ - 24 ¾

25 ¼ - 25 ⅝

25 ¼ - 25 ⅝

5′2″ - 5′3″

5′4″ - 5′5″

5′5″ - 5′6″

5′7″ - 5′8″

5′8″ - 5′9″

5′10″ - 5′11″

5′11 - 6′

5′11 - 6′

6′1″ - 6′2″

6′1″ - 6′2″

HOW TO MEASURE

G
B
A
C
D
E

F

D. Hip - Measure around the fullest part of your hips, about 20cm below waist line, keeping the tape horizontal.
E. Thigh - Measure around the thigh just below the crotch, keeping the tape horizontal.
F. Inseam - Stand against a wall, ask someone else to measure from the crotch to the bottom of your leg.
G. Arm Length - Measure from shoulder (Humerus) to wrist.
H. Height - Stand against a wall, ask someone else to measure from the floor to the top of your head, keeping the tape vertical.

A. Chest - Measure around the fullest part, under the armpits, keeping the tape horizontal.
B. Bust - Measure around the fullest part of the bust, keeping the tape horizontal.
C. Waist - Measure around the natural waist line, inline with the navel, keeping the tape horizontal.

GLOVES SIZE CHART
INTERNATIONAL SIZE

XS

S

M

L

XL

XXL

3XL

17.8 - 20.3

20.3 - 21.6

21.6 - 22.9

22.9 - 24.1

24.1 - 25.4

25.4 - 27.9

16.5 - 17.8

17.8 - 19

19 - 20.3

20.3 - 21.6

21.6 - 22.9

XS

S

M

L

XL

XXL

3XL

7½ - 8

8 - 8½

8½ - 9

9 - 9½

9½ - 10

10 - 11

7 - 7½

7½ - 8

8 - 8½

8½ - 9

MEN’S HAND MEASUREMENT CM
WOMEN’S HAND MEASUREMENT CM
INTERNATIONAL SIZE
MEN’S HAND MEASUREMENT (INCHES)
WOMEN’S HAND MEASUREMENT (INCHES)

6½ - 7

HOW TO MEASURE
HAND CIRCUMFERENCE
WITHOUT THUMB
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